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The Catholic University of America's

Continuing Education Project in Library ScJence

The Catholic University of America's Ciintinuing Education Project in
Library Science has as its major goal the development of courses adapted
to present and future library job requirements. The course materials are
designed to meet the actual on-the-lob needs of middle and upper-level
library peisonnel who have completed a master's degree in library science
and who have gained practical experience in a library environment.

Three courses have been developed by the project: Human Resources in
the Library Syeitem,, The GovernmentalLibrary Simulation for the Study
of Adininistration of a Special Library, and Application of Computer
TeChnology to Library Processes. For each set of course materials, the
data base which was used was provided by phase I of the research project,'
Which concentrated on an analysis of job dimensions and educational needs of
middle and upper-level library personnel who had a master's degree in
library science. C ."
Of the 78 coursewto which the respondents in the study reacted, the highest
demand was for courses in automation, administration of the governmental
library, adniinistrative policies and-practices, -and-human relations in library
,administration. In the Project the assumption. was made that curriculum
planning for post-MLS courses should combine. judgments not only of those
performing the jobs, but also of top-level administrators who are setting
the standards for ,hiring-and promotion and are in key positions to.know what
libraries need in-additional competencies for personnel in order to meet
adequately the needs of clients in a time of great societal and technological
Change. The top-level library administrators thought the courses most

1Jamed J. Kortendick, and Elizabeth IN. Stem.' Post-Master's Educa-
tion for Middle and Upper-Level Personnel in Libraries and Information
Centers. Final Report, Phase I. (Washingt D.C.: Department of
Library Science; The Catholic UniVersity of America, 1970) (ED 038, 985).
Subsequently revised and republished as Job Dimensions and Educational
Needs of Middle and Upper-Level Library Personnel (Chicago: American
Library Association, ,1971).
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needed at a level beyond the curriculum of the master's degree program
in library science were human relations in library 'administration,
administrative policies and Practices; policy formation and decision
making, and automation of library procesies.

Through the use of a job inventory,, the survey also ascertained what
activities the librarians were spending most of their time doing and what
activities they considered most important.in'the performance of their
jobs. Far outranking any other activity-in the dimensions of both time
and importance was : directly supervising and guiding subordinates. The
rating by the respondents of the 223 job activities covered in the inventory
'provided valuable data for determining how much emphasis should be

e'givn to different Concepts that are presented in each of the three courses
that ,that have:been developed.

-.:

Findings_from_the_questioimaire_an&the -interviews-conducted-during:. .

Phase I of the project shed considerable light onopecessary attribties of
formal courses at the post-master's level if they are to appeal to ri acticing
librarians. High quality programs and. practical courses relevant t their
present positions were the two curriculum-centered condttions that were
mentioned most often by the respondents. From the free response answers
of librarian respondents and their supervisors, it was apparent that quality
was equated with interdisciplinary and systems oriented course content
which would provide for a wide range of instructional strategies, including

,

a multi-media approach. Or, as one respondent expressed it: "New
p rogr am s-should-be-jus t-that-----new- ----;-based- onrinnovatilicnieth-o-dirWhioli
make full use of the educational technology concepts available today." The
criteria put forth by the librarians themselves have served as the guide-
lines for those developing the three courses which constitute CUA's
Continuing Education Project. For example, The Governmental Library
Simulation uses simulation as its mode of teaching, while the course
Human ResourCes in the Library System employs a wide variety of structured
experiences related.to on-the-job library problems.

. -. ,

ThrbughOut, a systems approach has been used which has facilitated the
integration of knowledge .froin many sources witdoncerns of a particular
course. Use of a systems approach inthe development of these courses
has also involved: (1) specification of behavioral objectives based on_actual
on -the -job learning neede; (2) assessment of atudent reperto;.'es;

-

(3) development of instructional strategies; (4) testing; (5) re; ising instruc-
tional units (validation); al (6) packaging the course which is to be

:, i
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administered. Thus, the,learningexperiences have. been designed to
produce the behavior specified for each course.

On page iv are the named of our colleagues who have helped in the development
of these cours4s especially designed for librarians at the post-MLS level. Some
of them workethon a full-time basis for a given time span; others were_part-
time or occasional consultants, contributing course,
but

aspect of a course
but all were valued and dedicated collaborators who deserve the gratitude of
everyone who cares about the continuing education of librarians and the
improvement of library service.

CUA's Continuing Education Project,.officially entitled), "Post-Master's
Education for Middle and Upper-Leve Personnel in Librariei and Information
Center's," and emanating from the University's Department of Library Science,
has received financial support from the Bureau of Research, United States,
Office of Education- and -The- Catholic liniversity-of America;--;

Rev. James J. Korteridick, S. S.
Elizabeth W. Stone

-`
Directors of CUA's Continuing Education Project in Library Science
Department of Library Science
The Catholic University of America
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HUMAN RESOURCES IN THE LIBRARY S-YSTEM
tzt- INTRODUCTION TO THE COURSE-4-

.
;

S

Overview .-,

This course Is .designed for the continuing education:Of the:professional .

librarian at the level of middle, orupper irianagement whO finds that he or

she needs understanding_abotifiuman resources' in the library system be-

yond thatacquiredelther on the job or in the theoretical introduction to
-adniinfitrationprovided in the library science inasteris currIculuni. Over-
allt_the course deals with a major dileiima facinglibrary supervisors:how
to inteirlie,te"Chiireal. and' hitiiiali:re §-Purees _VS:best-achieve- theflibrary' s

service mission without slighting the employee's needs for a feeling 9f

self-worth, and for growth and'development on the job. Emphasis through-
out the course is owthe application of behavioral science concepts to the

planning and management of huthan resources in the library.

0

Participant involvement through the use
of varied structured experiences
,Librarians participatingTh the first phase of CUA's Continuing Education

Project in Library Science (briefly described in the preceding pages) not
only:answered specific questions about their jobs and related educational

needs,' but they also exiressed-olliniOns on methods of teachirig -- in fact

they, spoke out very.forcefully on this,subjebt. They wee in, agreement

with leaders in adult education today' that the most effective teaching
quires a multi-media approach and diversified teaching methods. They

voiced what educators have beewpointing out for some time -- that teach-

ing ideas through one method (lecture) or sometimes through:two methods

(lecture ankdisciission) is no longer sound, either pedagogically or
technologically. The librarians.stated that if they tboi, the effort, time

1See, for example, Malcolm S. Knowles. The Modern Practice of

Adult gducation:'Andragogy versus Pedagogy. (New York: Association

Press, 1970)':

a
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and mqney to come back fOr.post-MLS courses, .they wanted tile courses
oi,lanized in such a way that they as participants could become
and-creative in the de elopment of job-4relitil course content. --r
Accordingly, the deign for each section- of the cburse.incorporates audio-
visual media, specially Selected readings,. a bibliography; a work assign-
ment, and a wide variety of structured expekences concerning library
work-related.probleinlin hiiman relations. The term structured exper"
iences refers to participant activity that some person -- in this course
that person.is desighated as the leadeir -- suggests, directs,, or leads.
The purpose is tp'provide participants .opportunities for iiracticing
problem-solving techniqueS and other folps of behavior they might not
lig'yvilling to experiment with in real life on the job. The structured ex-
periences suggested for the course. include role plays, case studies,
simulation games, in-basket exercises, and many related participant
activities.

The Research Base
CUA's Research Project Team felt that there was no more important
element in the whole process oT'personnel development than adequate t
determination of librarians' lea\rnirig needs. As adequate determination
involves an understanding of needs as perceiyediby the employees as
well as,by the-e4aployer, both middle and upper-level library personnel
and their supervisbrs, top-level library personnel, proyided information
for the data base on which this course was selected for development, as
well as for the actual course content. Before d's ssinsome of the
findings on learning needs in the area of human reso everopment in
libraries as found in/the first phase of the CU stud n job dimensions
and educational needs, it is desirable. first to efine what is meant by
learning needs. .
Thioughontlhe deVelopment,of this course, the term "need" is used in
the job context, as meaning a 'lack in knowledge, skill, -or attitude that:,
interferes with the librarian's potential for performing maximally on the"
job or interferes with his potential for assuming greater responsibilities.
Existen e of a need, therefore, indicates that present performance
should e changed in some way, and change comes through new learning.
In short, learning needs can be designated as all those lacks that can be.
id tified. It should be kept in mind throughout this course that learning
is n limited to acquiring information, but includes acquiring new or
greater skill,, or a new point of view, or a change in attitude. )t should
also be kept in mind that learning needs, which relate to deficiencies of

2
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.D.eSigf15 for learni,ng
'1 arners, are distinguished from learning objectives, 'which are. State-

ents ,of what the participant should know; or is able to demohstrate that
is al5le to do as a result of 'the learning process.

.
To determine the learning needs and job dimensions of middle and upper
level library Personnel, the DepartmentetLibtary.Science of The
Catholic Univeity/of America conducted a study of federal librarians,*
dsigradesi 9 through 14, in the federal. complex. Three hundred and
sixty'fivelibroarians holding a master's degree in library science
responded toiquestiormairt s; twenty additional persons, top-level
library administrators,,,, GS 15 and above, -gave their opinions in personal
interviews. I

i
b ,,.'

, . , 1 .....
/

With-the exCeptiOn of the self- perceived need for,couraes in automation,
the questionnaire andinterview responies showed the self.-perceived
educational needs to be closely elated to present job activities of the

tly indicated in the job invent y was "directly supervise and guide
re ondents. By a considerab 'Margin, the single activity most-ire-

,/ d A
.1 suborainates." Careful analysis of the results indicated that many ..

supervisors had been promoted to their pbsitions with little or no pre-
paration for their new responsibilities, and consequently, they were ex-

,
periencing. problems in the area of human relations. .. Ar. .., .

The respondents who indicated ibterest in taking a course ranked human
relations in library administration astheir greatest course need of the
13 management and administration courses listed, and out of-the total
Of 78 courses suggested, only the courses in automation received a
higher ranking. .

Often.the persons most likely to be aware.of less than maximum work
performance are top -level administrators, as they are in an advantage-- ous position to see needs for personnel development from their observa-
tions of day to day work relationships and work results; their assessments
of the r.obable consequences of changes; and their review of records -and
reports. on employee performance. In this study,, the top-level adminis
trators were unanimous in their belief that a course in humanVelations
was the greatest single course need. .iAll.thelevel supervisors
interviewed thought that middle and upper-levenibrary personnel could
.use a co(irse in the development of human resources in libraries and
75% of them thought that such a course ,shotdd be offered .alithe post-.
Master's level.

3
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/I ntrodu,ctjon
One of the most striking results of the study was the emphasis on job-
c"Onnected personal characteristics in response to a question asking what
knowledge, abilities, and skills the librarian respondents would consider

' most important tea person replacing them in their jobs. The heavy
response to this question (36 per cent of the 365 respondents) which came
at the end of page 12 of a long questionnaire, is in itself indicative of the
importance agached.to this question by the respondents. Specifically,
the personality traits ranking the highest were: getting along with people,
and adaptability and flexibility. Careful study of the responses showed
that there was great need forimore skill in the area of motivating
employeeS,and 'understanding human personality, especially in relation
to the highesCranking 1/4by far) activity in which tie respondents engaged,
namely directly supervising and guiding subordinates.

The responses from the top-level library supervisors provided more
evidence of this need. When asked what they hoped librarians would gain
by participation in a post-master's program, they gave top priority
rating to the librarian's bedomilig6an "agent for change." Becoming an
agent for change requires skillS in understanding the personalities of
those with whom one works, the ability to create an environment in
which The individual can Use his potential talents maximally, and an
understanding of motivation in the work place. The competency most
urgently needed, according to the top level supervisors, was capacity
fbr directing others -- incbyding Werpersonal skills.

Anctther evidence ofmeed related to the fact that 90.3 per cent of the
respiitidents stated that their jobs required them to be engaged in avoid-
able details that could well be handled by supportive staff. The respond-.
exits were disturbed because they felt their talent's were neither being
fully used nor developed in their present positions.

Based on this data and related factors described in the full report of the
study, it was decided that the problem-solving andaiticipant activities
present° in this course should emphasize needs in the areas of under-

. standing hu an behavior, the integration of the employee's goals with
the goals of the library system, theories and concepts of motivation,
perception; and organization development; 'the time spent in each area
to be weighted in relation to apparent needs disopvered through careful
dialygis of the survey "results.

4
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Content
Designs for Learning

O

The course

Unit 1:

'Unit 2:

Unit 3:

Unit 4:

has four core units: -
.

Man ement;_A Systems Perspective and Approach
-which deals chiefly with the evolution of modern management
and-the objectives- of management in the library./

The Worker '---..Human BeinePersonality: A Systems
Perspective and Approach
'which presents one inodel of human behavior, discusses- some
Of the key elements of that "model such as adjustment,needs,
frustration, aggression, anxiety,' and examines briefly some
other theories of Personality.

Work, Management and the Worker: An Integration of the
System
-which deals with-management as a-System and-- tSliitegration
into the worker systemL.the librarian- worker as asystem and

-its'integration into the management system; and the inter-
actithi-and response of the managerial system's goals and
the worker system's goals.

Developing the Library's Human Resources:
Managerial"Strategies ,

The largest block of tine is devoted to this unit, which covers
perOeptioniinotivation theories-in the work place as..exampli-
.fiedby Argyris, McGregor, Likert, Herzberg, McClelland-.
and "Gellernian;, and OD (Organization Development).

In addition there are a number ,off 6ptienal units, called Enrichment
Modules, 'which cover the following subjects: History of Management
Conc5epts;.pondepts of Management Revealed through Three Major 'Social
Groups; and the Influence of Perception in the Work Situation.

The padkage components of the course:
Learning materials
A wide range-oflearning materials has been developed for this course
Sothat it will have the capacity to meet diverse individual job7related
needs-and interests of participants. The learning materials include:
the Study Guide, enrichment moduleS, a two-part Leader's Handbook
(Designs for Learning, and Aids), a sele9tion of suggested readin0,
more extensive annotated iiibliographies, suggested films and tapes,

WV.
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Introduction
simulation games, work assignments for each session of the clasS,,and
suggested handouts. The wide variety of learning materials haAlbeen.
designed to make more effective use than would otherwise be possible,of
the leader's capacity to serve ,as a facilitator of learning, taking into
account both individual differences and environmental contingencies.

Each of the materials has been designed for special and sometimes
multiple purposes. Understanding.their nature and scope is essential

`for their effective use. In the following paragraphs, each of the package
components is briefly described.

The Stud Guide
iriclUdes the knowledge content for the four core units of the course

and the enrichment modules, plus,learning objectives and bibliographies
for each unit. It is for the use both participants arid leader.

The main function,of the Study Guide is to serve as a systematic and
somewhat detailed guide tohe major knowledge content of the course.
In the form of a detailed outline, it preseritS the main _concepts dealt
with in the course and establishes the logical and developmental relations
among these concepts. , Like a road map, it can be helpful in establishing
direction, perspective and relationships, but just as reading a map is
not an a.dequate. substitute for an actual trip, so too the Study_Guide
most effective when used in conjunction with the other learning materials.

Bibliographies
are included in each.unit of the Study. Guide. They contain:all

the references cited in the text and also include a substantial number of
works that might have been cited. In each case, it should be emphasized
that the bibliographies represent but a sample of the literature rather
than a comprehensive listing. Each of the bibliographies is annotated
in relation to the particular content of the unit in which it is presented.

Enrichment modules
are included in the Study Guide and have been designed to

provide background and development data that can be used in a number of
ways. They can be used by the leader as examples in presenting the
basic contentof the course; they can be used by leader or participants
as a starting point for further research in a particular area; or they can
be-used as an independent study package by the participant, much as
programmed, instruction materials might be used. Of the two types,:of
programmed instruction materials, remedial and adjunct, the enrich-.
ment.moduleS would correspond to the latter, for they do not repeat the

6-
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DesignS' for Learning
materials covered in the structured designs prepared for each unit, but
rather present additional concepts that can be handled well through
individual study.

It is suggested thatieither the leader or the participants might wish to
develop other modules and submit them for incluSion in the course. -Such
activity would serve as a good term project for an individual or a team :

of participants. For example, a task force might wish to-develop a unit
highlighting major concepts which a library should consider in order to
provide for the developmeneof personnel throughout a library system, or
develop evaluative instruments' by. which an individual library system

' might measure its progress in the area of personnel development. In .

this connection, one of the readings, would prove helpful: "Guidelines for
the Development of HuMan Resources. "1

.

TheLeade'r's Handbook: Designs for Learning
ds_intended.-to-be k versatile_ and flexible- leader's -guide to the

entire course and to each meeting of tlie group. It fs not meant to be
, restrictive in any way, and the leader should use the material selectively,

Modifying it as the course proceeds, thereby creating his own unique
design-for learning:

Learning designs have been prepared'for each section of the course, and
although the designs deal with specific and detailed skills and procedures,
the authors Wish to emphalsize that all designs Should be thought of as
suggestions. The,iUdividuarleader, or teaching team, may Wish to use
them only as starting\points froM which to,develop other designs based
on the 'special needs of\iiividuals enrolled in thee course.

The format in the Leader's"Handbook: Designs for Learning has been
differentiated in the following`' manner:

All design suggestions and comments addressed to the leader extend to
the left hand rilirgin of-the page.

W.-Stonissue ea. "Personnel Development and
CantinhinMlucation in Libraries," Library Trends, 10:97-117,
July, 197.1.

i
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Introduction
All remarks and group directives' that the leader
might address to the participants are indented.

For each meeting of the course, the following summary outline is
suggested in the Leader's Handbook: Designs for Learning:

I. State, the topic of the meeting; summarizing its scope.

II. Define the objectives for the meeting."
It is 'suggested-that, at the opening of each meeting-the leader state
the-objectives- for 'that meeting, as he has planned it, in his own
words.- Depending on what he feels it is important to emphasize,
in accordance With participant needs, the Objectives for any given
ineeting may or may nct_ coincide exactly withithe objectiyys that
have been establiShed for-the Unit as-a-whole. In either ease, it
is suggested that the leader state the objectives in his own-word-
ing lather than using:the formalized wording of the established/ ,objectives.

_IA. Indicate to} -the group the method of'evaluation to-be used: It is
recommended that individualpartidipants not be graded on their
class_participation,Las_this would seem_impracticaLand mould
probably be resented by,,library.supervisors studying at the post-
master'S level.- For each meeting, however, some evaluative
procedures are suggested, and although they only partially reflect
what the participant may,leard in the session, .they serve -aa a
specific beginning'which the leader may modify in keeping with his
own. 'Manner of conducting the course. Evaluation is further com-
plicated by the fact, that attainment of objectives set for any one
meeting is conditioned by objectives set for other meetings and by
the total scope ofjhe course. Whatever evaluative methods are
selected by the leader, however, it is important that they be ex-
plainedplained to the participants.

o
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Designs for Learning
1

Pre-Meeting Preparation
Suggestions for participant preparation for each meeting are
stated in the summary and. should be given to the
,group at the close of the preceding session..

. Materials needed-.
A checklist for the leader.

VI.` Opening the meeting.
-In the opening statement it is suggested that the leader state the
topic and the objectives for the meeting, relating them to
previous meetings and whenever possible toparticipantst' work
experience, in order to reinforce understanding of the
objectives.

It is also suggested that the opening statement include a brief
outline of the sequence of activities to be followedWuring the
meeting. The group members will then have an idea of what

. is -to-take-place-arid-what is-to be-elq3ected:of them. Also they
will see that tie leader has done his homework and knows
where he is going in the meeting.

VII . Procedure for the meeting.
Thexr,ocedure for each session is made up of content .

presentation and pa.rtiainant-activities.

Suminary.

IX. Briefing for next session.
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Introduction

The Leader's Handbook: Aids
is the second part of the ,leader's guide. In this book, are assembled

a special collection of readings, and all forms, work assignments, hand-
outs, transparencies, films, Cassettes, and games.

4

Forins
A.number of forms hal/el:leen designarfor,possible use

throughout the-course. Some are for Imparting origathering'information,
other's concern evaluation, and others help participants to focus on
particular issues. All forms are included in the Leader's Handbook:
Aids, and they are numbered consecutively: form 1, forth 2, etc. Forms
are not designated by special symbol.

Work Assignments
In preparation for each session, work assignments have been

'designed for participants to describe some phase of .their thinking, role,
or practice in their library situations. Completing these assignthents
will not call_for extensive reading or research. Their purpose is to

_direct the participant's thinking toward particular work- related concepts
and possible solutions to on-the-job problems. All work assignments
are included in Leader's Handbook: Aids, and are numbered consecutively.

. ,it Handouts
All handout Materials are labeled Handout, and each is.

keyed by a symbol to the section of the course for which it has been de-
signed. AFFI is the symbol for handout, and H-4:2 , for example,
would indicate that it was ddsigned for use in Unit 4, the second handout
suggested -for that unit.

O

As all handouts should be duplicated in sufficient quantity in advance of
the session in which they-are to be used, they are assembled together for
easy accessibility, in the Leader's Handbook: Aids.

Trans arencies
I T is.the designation used for transparencies. EacJ is

so labeled, followed by a number indidating the order:in which it has.
been suggested for use.- I T-12, , ,for instance, would indicate that
this-is the twelfth transparency recommended in the course. As they
are often applicable at more than one place. in the course, the leader is
encouraged to use transparencies in ways other than those suggested. He
is also encouraged to make his own transparencies interpreting the
specific emphases he wishes to make in the course.

19
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-Thlabilitatb production of the transparency designs, they are executed
in a 'size suitable dire& thermofa reproduction. The leader whp
elects to use them may add color or leave them as they are. General
directions for making, coloring, and mounting transparencies are pro-
vided. A few of the transparencies included are putout by commercial
`firmS, and in each case the firms have,others which are also related to
the content of the course. Should the leader wish to order copies, the
names. and addresses-of these firms .are provided.

N

Designs for Learning

Films
T14. project has not produced any films. The main reason,

in addition to tlie(oost involved, is that there are many, films already in
existence that are appropriate for use in this course. Those deemed
particularly suited to a given unit of the course are mentioned in that
unit, and are keyed into the 6urse design. is the symbol for
filins and I F-12 would men the twelfth film to be suggested in the
Leader's Handbook: Designs for. Learning.

1'

Sometimeg a film is suggested for Use in a particular session, but time
is not alloted kor viewing it during, the meeting. It is suggested that
participants be encouraged to view films at a viewing/listening station
where they can see films on their own time outside of the class period.
To be most'useful, such independent viewing, should be accompanied by
a- sheet or card focusing the viewer's attention on certain questions or
problems brought out in the film. Form 8 is suggested as a model for
such viewing, but it would probably need to be adapted to the particular
film being shown.

Other films recommended as having relevance to the course but-not
specifically suggested in any of the structured.designs for a class, session
are listed also in the Leader's Handbook: Aids. The leader would find
it profitable to review this list and may find films that meet the needs of
his group to better advantage than those suggested specifically in the
structured designs. This film list includes necessary information for
ordering: cost, length, indication of sound/silent, black and white/color,
and 8 or 16 mm. It should'be emphasized' that the list is merely a
sample of the films available rather than a comprehensive listing.

Readings
A special collection of readings on human behavior in organi-

zatinns has been selected from a wide variety,. of sources, chiefly the
behavioral disciplines and management literature. Because of space

11



Introduction
limitations, these readings have not been duplicated, but each is briefly
described and related_ to a particular section of the course. Leaders who
wish to distribute copyrighted materials included in the Handouts or in
the Readings Must request permission from the original publisher before
duplicathig.material for distribution to participants; Such copie'S of
the_.Rea.dings would_then_foxm..a separate volume, a human resources .

reader.

There is a great adVantage in having such a reader for the participants,
as easy access to the articles will greatly increase the likelihood of their
being read. An important add-tent in making the readings attractive to
the participants is the manner in which reference is made to -specific
articles. It 'is-not envisioned that these readings will be assigned, and
they should not be thought of as a textbook or even a supplementary teit-
book. Rather it is_envisioned that the leader will be so thoroughly
familiar with the readings that he can refer participants to specific arti-
cles both in answer to individual questions, and in response to interest
expressed during gr6up discussions.

Throughout the-Study Guide and the Leader's Handbook: Designs for
Learning, bibliographical-references to selections listed in the readings
are designated by Readings_at-the_enctof_the_entry. -

Evaluation _ ,

Within an educational frame of reference, evaluation means the determi-
nation of the Value of an educational program or activity as perceived
and measured by different evaluators: (1) the-program participants; (2)
the program leader; (3)-supervisors or.snbordinates in the work plabe
who are able to observeS-the program participants in

..

on-the7-jpb situations;
, , .

(4) the-developers of the course. -
------,...:

Each of these evalators places value on the learning experience from
his own particular point of view, based on his individual needs, values,
and goals. Thus, progra.rkparticipants usually stress the value of the
learning experience to them in the job situation; the program leader tends
tqlook for beneficial changes in knowledge, skill, group behavior, self-
directed inquiry, self-development on the part of participants; colleagues
at work normally place value on improved job performance shown by the
participant after involvement' in- the educational program,_,as_perdeived
from their association with the participant.

--4-
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Designs: for Learning

Evaluation is thus a complex process, and further compliCated by a con-
flict in values regarding:the process of evaluation. Some evaluators
place their highest values on precision of measurement, hard scientific
data, and collection of data. Others place their highest priorities on
the values of self-actualization, creativity and innovation. These wide
differences (with many positions in between) on the best type of

evolve from the fact that, people have different philosophies and
definitions of-education, If an educator sees as his chief objective in-
creasing the. amount of concrete specific knowledge in a given area of
study, then the most efficient evaluation would center around quantitative
measuremen

For the educator of adults who tends to feel guilty because he has not
developed scientific evaluationvprocesses,. quantified and thoroughly
tested, Knowles-offers -some guilt-reducing comments by pointing-out
that it-is-not poSsible-to prove scientifically that a single course or even
a single curriculum will produce allthe.desired changes and meet all the
objectives. set:forth for it. He lists -four -reasons-why tle task,is. an
impossible-one:

(1)... human behavior is_teo?.complicated, and the number" of
variables affectingit are too numerous. . (2). . . the social
sciences have not yet:produced the 'rigorous research pro-
cedUres' and measurement instruments for getting the kind of
haredata required for evaluating:many-of the subtle and more'
ifnportantloutcomes of a comprehensive program of adult
ethication; (3,...ithe kind of intensive and scientific evaluation
these statements are advocating requires. investments of time
and money that Man' y institutionalpoliCy makers are unwilling,
to make simply to document the worth of training which they
can see is valuable; and (4) adult education is, unlike youth
education, an open syStemin which participation. is voluntary,
so that the worth of a program is more readily tested V, the
degree of persistence and satisfaction of its clientele.

The position taken in preparing this course is that every possible effort
Should be made to make the evaluative measures used as scientific as
possible, but that scientific evaluative measures are not feasible, or
perhaps not even desirable, in relation to every segment of the course.

1Knowles, op. cit., p. 220.
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Introduction
When more is_promised than can.be delivered_itzesults in.frtiStration
and over-emphasis on trying to prove what is not possible to prove
through the use of evaluative instruments now available or available in
the foreseeable future.

Knowles defines adult education as "A process of facilitating and pro-
viding resources for self-directed inquiry and self-development."1
at the post -MIS level, this definition can be accepted, then the developer
of courses and' curricula has an obligation to involve-the participants-in --
collecting data that will enable them to assess the effectiveness of the
program in terms of how well it helps-them accomplish their objectives.
Thus, a dominant theme throUghout post -MLS courses should be parti-
cipant involvement through structured experiences designed to enable
each participant to meet his particular needs.

Evaluating the Program
In the abae context, program evaluation is related to three princi-.

pal.purposes:

To measure progiess.toward stated goals.

2. To improve the program developed, including. such
aspects as objectives, methods and techniques,
materials, and,quality of learning outcomes, and

3. To stimulate growth and improvement of the participant'
'in his job. situation.

Essentially the evaluation process consists of several. steps: (1) formula-
ting the questions to be answered (or'establishing the criteria, yard-
sticks, or benChmarks); (2)-collecting the data that will provide answers
to those questions; (3) analyzing the data and interpreting what they mean
in relation to the questions raised; and (4) modifying plans, operation,
and program in the light of the findings. This seems a deceptively
simple and mechanida.1 process, but decisions have to be made repeatedly
as to when to evaluate, what to evaluate, and who should participate in
the evaluation. -

In order to provide evaluative data for the, improvement of the course,

'ibid., p. 222.
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_

two basic components are ,necessary: .(1) fOrmulative evaluation, which
is designed to answer questions about improving the course during its
develOpment, and (2) summative evaluation, designed lo answer questions
about the final produCt.

Forms have been designed to help with program evacuation,_ and are dis-
cussed in some detail in the summary outline for tho introductory session
of the Mass. FOrms 5.'and 6 are suggested,for, fornodalive evaluation,
and form 7for summative evaluatfoni;

Program evaluation depends on colleague participaton, and for this
reason it is important in the first session that the 1(Qler outline clearly
for the participants what evaluative instruments will be used; and to
orient them to the idea that continuous evaluation is :in essential element
of the program-c- both participant self-evaluation and post meeting

.evaluations.

-The leader should-makeit bleat-to participants how he proposes to_use
post-meeting evaluations in modifying future course plans and. in struc-
turing learning experiences. Unless the data collected on the evaluation
forms is actually used to improve the conduct of the course, it is point-
lesS to go through the.mbtions of an evaluation exercise after each aes-
sion or at the end Of the course. Furthermore, if there is no evidence
Of use being made of fir data, participants will soon refuse to take the-
time to fill out the forms.

'Evaluating-the Participants'
Achievements
In connection with each grotip meeting and each unit of the-course,

learning objectives are specified, and for each segment of the course.
certain learning designs have been suggested, which to a large ex-tent
involve problem-solving situations. For most of the activities 'suggested
there are no normative standards; rather the evaluation,by nature of
the activities-,themselves, mustbe based on subjective judgments. To
make the evaluation- process-as *011ie as possible, however, certain
kinds of evidence are suggested in each session for use by the leader in
evaluating the, participants' achievements.

Thus in the first section of each unit thpre is a statement,, something like

lAll forms are included in chronological order in the Leader's
Handbook: Aids.

15
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the following: "Participants will be considered tolf-a:ve understood these
concepts wheri they havefdemonstrate'd that they are able to .apply the 4
leaning they have accomplished by.. " Admittedly:the means suggested

these statements themselves are usually subjective, so it is recom-
r mended that the leader develop throughout the course a folder of material

on each participant. In this folder the leader would place dll the data
which he Would use in making his final-evaluation of the participant,in
relation to thecourse, including an. anecdotal record.

Anecdotal Records
It is suggested that an anecdotal record be kept by the leader

for each participant. In it would be noted briefly how the participant met
the evaluative criteria listed for each session of the class. Evidences of
the participant's increased abilities in participating in the group activities
should be noted, in this record. These records also provide the leader ...
with an opportunity: to analyze between sessions what kind of experiences
the participant needs in order to further his growth, and assignments
can be made accordingly, learning designs can be - structured or (restruc-
tured) to, meet these needs, or individual assignMents can be made.

Participants should be encouraged to take responsibility for their own
learning and evaluation, by setting their own short and long-term objec-
tives for the course, and it is recommended. that the leader keep such
information also in the anecdotal record. Completed work assignments
and other course requirements, as determined by the leader, would also
beincluded.

Leader-Participant Interviews
It is suggested that the leader hold one interview with each

participant early in the course, and that another interview be held toward
the end of the course. In the first interview, the participant would discuss
his own learning objectives for the coubse, stating what he hoped to
accomplish.9*In the follow-up interview, he would evaluate the manner in
which he accomplished his goal's, and at the same time he shouldbe
encouraged to set up some long-range goals for his own self-directed
continuing education following the conclusion of'the course.

In one of the sessions on motivation (4.25), the advantages and techniques
of "let's talk it over sessions" are presented as a form of employee
appraisal. It is recommended that the leader-participant interviews takes
into account as many, of the concepts as possible retarding employee
evaluation by objectives, thus making the interviews a demonstration of

16
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one method of employee evaltiation, as well as an opportunity for partici-
panls. to iiiinitilate their ownlearning goals and evaluate. their .
achievements. 4

Written-Examinations
If the suggested .means of ev,alyetion are carried out consci-

entiously throughout the course, it would not seems necessary td have a
final written examination, unless such an examination is prescribed by
the academic institution as necessary to obtain credit for the con se. If
a final written examination is required, it is recommended that in7-basket
exercise's might be the form of examination most in keeping.With the
type of learning designs presented throughout the course. The Objection
to this type of 'examination is that it is based once more upon the .subjec-
tixe judgment of the person conducting the-course. Ari alternative .would
be the devising of multiple choice questions in-which the major content
in the course would be presented.

Motivation for learning
The-relationship between-inotivation and learning is exceedingly imp ant.
A-person must-be:adequately. motivated:if changes in hisknowledgeu
comprehension, skill, attitudes or VaIudeare-to-oecur. It is, anticipated
that librarians partioipating in this course will be adeqUite-ly-inotivated
to learn. They will be enrolling-voluntarily to further their own profes-
sional 'growth and development, sincepost-MLS Courses are not pre-
scribed by the profession as mandatory for Practice or prcimotion. In a
recent study' Irwae- found that libr ians werek most likely toAte,,motivated
to engage ip formal continuing. edticat n when -the course content was
directly related -to their .job situation, hus providing them with, a chance ..
to develop-their0potentfal within the context of their work:

- "

This emphasis on motivation, however, places considerable responsibility
upon the ccurseleader, for,once the 'indivld,ualhas enrolled; his an otiv
tion must be kept sufficiently high. Whether initial motives cap be made
to last or transposed into others stroneeriough to bring abmit le in
line, with the course objectives is in large part dependent upon the instruc-
fiaal'skills, personal understanding and conscious effort of the leader.

A participant-reluctant to attempt certain kinds of changes may fear
failure or see the changes as an attack on his attitudinal patterns. Group

1Eliiabeth W. Stone. Factors Related to the Professional Develop_-
ment of Librarians. (Metuchen, N.J.: ScarecroW, 1970).
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forces, if skillfully used, can prOyide a supportive atmosphere and exert
constructive influence on attitudes and values. The problem of motiya-
tion becomesone of orga.rlizing activities"in such a way that course par-

dpriv,e satisfaction from new ways of behalfing
before old patterns are'compldely relinquished. The cumulative power
of-learning is.rewarding in that it allows the learnq to go on to.soine-\ thing which before wad' out of reach.

In summary, successful_completion of this course requires 'that the
participant percaive the, proposed learninp- task as personally important
to his ownprotessional growth And development. It also pute-rdsponsi-
.

bilitY on:the le.aderTblielp participants in a variety of ways depending
om the individual needs of each to acquire the learning they desire.

..

5.
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SCHEDULE BL.66KS

Unit 'Content

Introduction of the Leader andAhe Participants to\' 'Each Other and-introdUetion to. the Design of the.
Course .

1 Unit' 1.1 Evolution of Modern .Management -
2.

4
Unit 1.2 The Objectives of Management

1
'5 . Unit 24 PresentincaModel of Human

.Behavior ,

6' Unit 2.2-,z Key Elements
in't 2.21 Adjustment

Jt7 [7.707,7115174
Unit 2.23 Frustration .

9, , Unit 2.24 Aggression
10 -Unit 2.25 Punishment

7.

9

10

(.?

.4

14.

Unit 2.26 Anxiety
, Unit 2.3 ,Other Theories of e/tonality

Unit 3;1

Unit 3.2.

ManageMent.as.a Syateth.and Its ,Integration,
Into the WorkerlSystem.
The Libr,arian-Worker as a System and Its
Integration into the Management System

, , .

Unit 3.3 Interaction'anctResponse of the Managerial
System-'s Goals and the Worker Sistemi.s Go

1/ I -Unit 4.1
18

Perception

Unit 4.'21- ..

Unit 4.23 Introduction to MotivationsTheories and'Concepts
Unit 4.24 Chris Argyris
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INTRODUCTORY SESSION

'C

CLIMATE SETTING; RESOURCE IDENTIFICATION
AND GROUP-EXPECTATIONS

-Setting the 'Climate for the' Course

o

..It is Important to the success of the course that participant§ get to
Imowand feel at ease with one another and with the leader as quickly as

'possible. Learning will be facilitated to the extent-that groupmembers
-are abletoidentify and make effective use of all resources present in the
group.

For thiereason, it is recommended that the'leader meet with the group ,

before the first content-oriented session of the class -- or if an additional
pre-seSsion is:impossible tdarrange, it is suggested that the first regular-
ly scheduled session of the class he devoted to 'an agenda similar to the
introductory, session described here rather than to the course content. 1

C-

The leader should make clear that he sees himself as a facilitator of
learning, a flexible resource to be utilized in a variety Of ways (as lecturer,
advisor, counselor,, etc.) by the participants.- -both as Individuals and as
a group -- according to their particular-needs and expectations. It is,
important that the leader take the initiative in sharing himself with the
group -- his feelings as well as his thoughts insofar as he-is able to do

'For descriptive examples of ways tc5facilitate adult learning in
class. situations, applicable at the post- graduate level, see: Malcolm
Knowles, The Modern Practice of Adult Education: Andragogy Versus,
Pedagogy (New York:Association, 1970), pp. 371-376; or Carl R.,
Rogers, 'Freedbm to Learn (Columbus, Ohio:. Merrill, 1969); pp. 29-164.

4>
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Inifocluctory Session
...-

_this naturally,4' in ways which do, not demand or impose but represent
siroply a personal sharingwhich the group members may-take or leave. J-,

Duringthis introductory session, the participants should have an oppor-
tunity to learn about each other .and 'about the leader, particularly the
expectations that each has for,the course and the resources each brings
to the course. The leader's chief concern should be establishing a col-:-
labOratiye .relationship with the-participants, Making clear that as the
course proceeds 1t will be a process of mutual inquiry and learning
together. .

s,

Physical Arrangement of Meeting Place
Researchhas shown that the physical arrangement of the room can handi-
cap onaid the'proceas of learning. It is to be remembered that those in
the course will have had some years of experience and they will expect
some opportunity to share their experience and recognition for what they

, have accoMplished. One way to make participation easy and thus for
individuals to receive special recognition is to make iteasy for members
of the group to see:and hear ,each othei. One method which achieves this
objective is shown in 1 on ue following page.

, .

-...
Another way to encourage participation is to avoid setting the leader off
as.the:

..
center of attention -,- ,at a separate table or at the head of the

table arrangement,, whatever it may be. For this reason, it is to be
noted that- the leader is:seatedat the middle of one side of the rectangular
set=up. From this position he or she is easily visible to all, but does not
dominate the scene at all times. ThiS arrangement, it has been found,
will tend to encourage members to,participate in the discussion without
waiting fOr approval or direction by the leader. If there. is an assistant
group leader for any or all of the sessions, his or her positio is shown

it opposite that of -the group,leader.
/

.

Note that the plan-calls for coffee and/or tea to be available away from
, ,

the actual meeting table, but somewhere in the same room. It has been
found that when a group breaks and goes off to canteens during the ses-
sion time is taken away that the group can better spend mixing with each
other in informal discussion. If the coffee or tea is in the room, it also

_permits the participants to get .a drink and bring it back to the table
whenever theywish -- a freedom which can add to the feeling of comfort
and attentive well-being in theclass session.

1For some guidelines on how to facilitate learning, see Rogers,
Op. cit.,, pp. 164-166. .
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Introductory SessiAn

Suggested,Agena for Introductory'Session
Although the following summary outline is presented in considerable
.detail, it is. not meant to-impart .a sense of formality. Any of the ele-
ments can be easily expanded, contracted, or combined with other
methods not mentioned here. This .section will serve as an introduction
to the summary outline format used throughout the book-in presenting
the learning designs for each of the sessions.- As has been etated
already, but bears repeating, designs outlined in some ,detail for each
session of the class are meant to be.primarily suggestions. '-The leader
is encouraged to adapt and change t1iem in ways that best meet the needs
of the librarians who have enrolled for his course.

The time frame for the course is 15 weeks, with a 'meeting to be held
once a week. The course is designed so that each weekly meeting would
consist of ,two75-minute periods, which should be punctuated by 'a coffee
.break. This, latter elethent, common to adult education meetings, 'pro-
vides an opportunity for informal sharing of ideas as well as recognizing
that there is a limit to the interest'span of adults sitting in a relatiVely

rimmobile ,position.

Format
It should be noted, as stated, in the introduction, tha e format in this
book is differentiated in the following Way:

,

All design suggestions and comm ecommts addressed to the leader extend to
the left hand margin of the page.

,All remarks and group directives that the leader
might address to the participants are indented.

Summary Outline for Meeting on: CLIMATE
SETTING, RESOURCE IDENTIFICATION,
AND GROUP EXPECTATIONS

Objectives for the Meeting:

,

t A. To set the climate for the course.

B. To identify all relevant resources among members of the grodp --
both participants and leader.

24
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C. To introduce the objectives, scope, content, and, materials of_the

course.

D. To discover individual expectations for the course.

E. To deecribe course requirements and evaluation procedures.

Evaluation
.The degree to which these objectives are achieved will be judged by the
leader's direct personal appraisal of:

A. The ability 'of.khe group to :Listen to and draw from individual-par-
tiCipants information about their.special-intereets and experience,
the resources,alid-abilities the_y have to share with the group,
their goale and values.

B. The-ability-of-participants7to-state-liow-the course-can-bat-be-7
`focused to meet their job-related needs.

C. The freedom and thoughtfulness with which participants share their -

personal. expeOtations for the course and the expectations of the
libraries from which they come.

D. The ability. of participants to assume responsibility for constituting
themselVes.into research task force. group.s.

Pre-Meeting Preparation:
.A: Read the introductory material and the prologue to the Study Guide,

if it was distributed at the time of registration for the course.

B. Fill out Form 1, if it was distributed at registration.

Materials Neededf
Study Guide -- enough copies for all participants (if not already

. distributed':
-

Folded stiff paper or cardboard (such. as half .a.nA x 11 manila folder) --
enough for each person to make a large letter name identification
to place -in front of him.

Felt tip pens
Chalkboard, or portable easel with pad.
Blank transparencies.

,
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Introductory Session

Overhead projector.
NewsPrint (to use for making group lists).
Masking tape. -
Blank sheets of paper (81- x 11) -- enough for all participants.
Sufficient copies of the following forms fOr all participants (if leader has

decided to use thera):.
Form 1 -- Identification and Expectatton Sheet (if not already

. distributed) .

Form 2,7.- Report on Readings.
Form' 3 -- Analysis of a Research Study
Form 4 -- Work Assignments: Instruction.Sheet
Form 5 -- Criteria.for Self-Evaluation
Form 6 -- ,Post- Meeting teactionnaire
Form 7 Final Evaluation Sheet-
Form 8 -- Viewer's Film Critique
Form 9.-==Suggested Schedule for Participant Interview. of Leader

Folded slips with a single letter (A, B, etc.) for assigning letter code to
each participant-for use in submitting work assignments'.

,Work_asSignmentt= enough copies for. all.
16 mm film projector (if schedule calls for film presentation)
Films:

R-1 I -- "The Anatomy of a Group
Tape Recorder (optional), .

Opening the Meeting .

As participants arrive, ask each to fill out Form 1, if they have' not done
so already. Request that participants retain this form themselves until
the end of the meeting as it will be used as a reference aid in various
activities during the meeting.

'Ask each participant to write his It lme on-a folded .cardboard sheet, in
letters large enough to be read across* the room, using a felt tip pen.
Each person should place this name identification in front of him or her
during the first few meetings of the group, the leader included.

State the objectives for the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefiV the 'sequence of activities that will make up the meeting:.

A. IntroduCatn to course.
B. Group introductions.
C. Group interview of leader:.
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D. OverView of scope of course content, the

structural design of the course and the
rationale for it.,

Z. ' Pooling.of individual learning needs \and
expectations.

F. Review of resource aids provided for
participants.

G. 'Diseusbion of course requirements, and
evaluation procdures..

H. Film presentation (ePtional).
I. Formation of researchtask force groups.
J. Summary.
K. BkiefinglOr next meeting.

A. d ontents P re s entation:
Introduction' to Course
Present a brief introduction to the importance of the course in the

profession . of librarianship today and' discuss the over-all objectives of
the.cOurs_e_._Ssich an introduction might include ideas such as the
following:.

,This course deals With a major dilemma facing
library supervisors: how to integrate technical
and human resources to best achieve the .library's
service mission without slighting the 'employee's
needs for a feeling of self- worth, and for growth
and development on the job. What can the
library, manager do toward solving this dilemma?
What ean managers do to insure that employees
have opportunities" to grow and develop on the
job; to see that emriloyeei haN;e opportunities to
use their talents ? How can an orgizational
climate be created in the library thatwill be
conducive to human growth ?'

In this group we have a unique opportunity now
to explore together ansiiers to some of these
questimid. For the time being we are all members
of thq same organization -- this class. We all

"Elizabeth,W. Stone, issue.ed: \"Personnel Development and
Continuing 'Education in Libraries," Library Trends, 20:3-18, July,1971.
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14 have our owe needs andexpectations for what

we want to_get irona participating in this organiza-
tion. And we will each have to take some respon-
sibility for seeing that the organization works,
for seeing that it is a Viable, productive organiza-
tion in which all of us will have opportunities to
meet our own objectives.

When an individual joins an organization -- any
organization -- a contract is implicitly formed
between the individual and the organization. This
contract deals with the individual's expectations
of the organization, what it can do for him or her,;
and the organization's expectations cf the individ-
ual, what he or she can contribute to the. organiza-
tion. nail contract must be continually renego-
tiated for it represents a dynamic and continually
changing relationship.

That's the thing that makes library management --
or any other kind of.management -- so difficult:
it deals with the most unpredictable of all phenom-
ena -- the human being. .As this course proceeds,
we will be examining human behavior in organiza-
tionslrom many perspectives, and at the same
time we will be examining our own behavior as
members of this temporary org.nization we have
now joined.

The focus of the course is on the development of
human resources in the library. The subject is

\not adequately covered in library literature, and
So it will be beneficial throughout this course to
turn to many other disciplines in, order to-examine
releVant theories, generalizations and concepts.
The recognition that interdisciplinary study is
required\adds to the excitement and challenge of
trying to d4n effective job in our own libraries.
When we loot at the content of this course we must
constantly keep\in mind that there are no final
answers to problems presented. New experiments
keep pointing the way to more profound

2.8
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Onderstindiig, but no leader or resource person
Can "give the truth" -- for the truth is not yet
fully found or fully understood, and in a time of
rapid change, what appears true in one. situation
may very likely not appearso in another. These
factors do,not make the study of human resources
in the library system an easy task, but it is an
exciting and significant challenge.

The ,objeciives for each unit of the course, are
spelled out in. some detail in the Study Guide; taken
together, these objectives might be 'summarized
as : (1) a better understanding- and knoWledge of

.human behallk; .(2) knowledge and understanding,
of management and leadership philosophies and
concepts; (3) the ability 'to translate thisknow-
ledge and understanding into effective leadership
patterns in your own library situation.

B. Participant Activity:
Group Introductions.
The purpose of this part of the .meeting is to introduce the partici-

pants and the leader, to make known the 'special interests of each as well
as the special resources each, contributes to the course. Following are
three suggestions for participant introductions (two approPriate-for
groups of -10-12 or larger, and the .other for gkoups of 10-12 or smaller),
and, one suggested technique for introducing the leader.

Knowles' emphasizes the importance of this` tbjpe of activity being held at
the introductory session of the class,, stating that in his experience it
produces immediate-ego involvement, sets. the normof participative
learning and mutual sharing of resourceS;'and induces a spirit of
.creative inquiry.

If the class has at least 10-12 or more members, the leader divides it
. into groups of five. or six participants. As people who already know each
other may be sitting together, it is usually a good idea to assign partici-
pants to groups on some basis other than the seating arrangement. Give
each group the assignment of producing a TV variety show, and allow at
least 20 minutes for them to plan it.

1Knowles, op. cit. , p. 372.
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The charge to each of the groups is first to ask
each Rerson to speak of himself in his own way,
tellin something-of his or her current interests,
background and work experience. From this data,
(and using Form 1, if they wish), each group is
then to develop a TV variety program. At the end
of 20 (or 30)' minutes, each`group will be given a
three-ininute segment of a television variety show
in which to present-the group's resources for thiS
course, the special interests, work experience,
and educational background of its members, by
means of interview, panel show, skit, song,
comedy, news program, or any other way they
may choose.

At the end of 20 .(or 30) minutes, call on each
group to give its three-minute,program. Warn the
groups in advance that they will be given just
three minute's and, stick to this time framework.
One way of doing this tactfully is to appoint one
member timekeeper and provide him with a half-
minute warning sign to flash to the group, and
then another sign to show at the end, indicating
that time is up.

An alternate plan for a group of at least 10-12 meDsers, suggested by
'Knowlesl, is group introductions using the technique of the "inquiring
reporter." Each group of five to six members.is asked to choose one
person to compose a feature story about the personalities, experience,
and resources of the members of his group, and to report it in three
minutes to the total group.

If the group isT10 r12 or smaller, the participants may be divided into
pairs

'Ibid. , p. 372.

The charge to each is- to revieWthe-data sheet
(Form 1) of the person with whom he is paired,. .
focusing on questions 1-10, and to interview the
person tubring out his special interests.
Particular attention should be paid to the resources

F. 30
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the individual brings to the
formation about his library

grTp, and any in-
situation he would

like to share with the group.
.

After at least' a ten- minute interview session,
ask each person to give a One-minute Composite
picture of the person he has interviewed.

C. Participant Activity: 1
Group Members, Interview Leader
The objective of this lactivitY is to provide the participants with an

opportunity to find out froM the leader through an 'interview, something
of his background and tie :resources he biings to the class as well as
his expectations,for the course as a whole, what he expects from the
group members during the time-span of the course; and ways he sees
that the course may-helpparticipants in their jobs: 1

Form participant's into the same small discussion
grouPs used in Section B; each group selects one
Peripon. (if they selected a spokesman or 'leader
for:the previous activity, a different person,
'shOuld be selected now), to act as the group's
!representative to interview the leader.

Using Form 9 as a guide each groUp decides what
qUestions it wishes its 'representative to ask the
leader.

Eachgroup representative should make sure he
understands the group's concernsso he can ask
questions that will provide the information his
group wishes to,know.

-Next the chosen repreSentatives froin each group
interview the leader as'a,team to discover (1) the
resources the leader bringa to the group; (2) his
expectations of the participants; (3) his

1For an example of the use of group interviews at the opening
session ota class see: David Kolb, Irwin M. Rubin, and James M.
McIntyre. Or Experiential Approach
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J. :,Prentice-Hall, 1971), pp. 9-17.
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expectations as to how the course can help them
in their job situations and in their career
development.

While the group representativ es conduct the inter-
. view, the remainder of the meMbers act as

observers, giving particular attention to:

(1) The resources present in the Wailer's back-
ground which yoti feel you could draw upon to
help you'n,your present job situation, or
,career development.

(2) The degree to which the leader's expectations .
for, the class.'coindide with your own.

(3) The ways in which-you feelyou.can make a
contribution to the cla.sS.'

D. Content Presentation:
Overview of Course ,
Give a brief overview of the objectives, scope of content, n d

'designs for learning provided in the course. Suggestions of content that'
might be usedin this discussion may be fund in the introduction to
this book.. Probably many of the points that-might be Made in such a -
presentation will alteady have been brought out as a result of the group
interview of the leader:0 This part of the meeting therefore provides an
opportunity for the leader to fill in any data not covered that seems
important for the,grOtOto have.

E. . Participant Activity:
Pooling of IndividualI;sarthr.g Needs
and Course ExpectationSi
This activity is designed to bring out each participant's individual

'This section of the meeting might (with the permission of the par-
ticipants) be taped. Such a tape could-be used creatively later in the
course in a number It ways, such as: (1) to serve as a review arida re-
minder for both the participants and leader about midway in the ourse
of expectations expressed at the opening, session.; (2) to transcribe the
goal statement, for later dtiiilication and distribution to participants; (3)
to use as a part of the final session of the class as a means of review and
evaluation of accmr lishinents in relation to 'each goal;' and (4) to show
how needs change, as the context andpossibilities of the course expand
the horizons of the participants.

. .
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learningneedsand:evectationS in'relation to thecourse. It could be
Combined withthe TV variety shovaetiVity which was designed to share
information about interests1 background, and resources of individual
Participants. The drawback of Combining the, two In one activity is that
partiCipants .are. then' asked to state course ekpectatiOns at the beginning
of the\meeting. By separating the two activities, there is more -time for
krouppeinbers to get to kit* each Other and the leader, toillink about.

'the course and the Opportunities it provides, arid to observe the way-itie
Conducted, before focusing on their own specific needs and expectations.

Porths activity, divide the class into, groups cif four to six (if groups
were u ed for a TV-variety show or sYmilar activitythe same groups

V. 9 .should be reassembled).

Ask each group to; choose a leader- (a different one
than was used in previous group activity). Charge
the leader of each- groUp with the responsibility
of discovering the personal objectives and expecta-
tions °Leach member of his group relative to-the
course. Charge each grout, with the responsibility
of listing the needs,' expectations, and goals on
ne.wsprint in writing large enough to be seen by."
the wholeiroup. Advise the groups that after
20 minutes, each group will be called upon to,
Aare 'their list and comments about it with the
whole class.

At the end oi 20 minutes, call on each group to present its list-of needs,
objectives, d expectations relative to the course. As each groupinakes
its presents ion, the leader will make a master list of group expecta-
tions on the halkboard (or on sheets of newsprint). When the list is
cOrdpleted, ach item should be numbered. In order to get an idea of
priorities pr erit among the participants, the following exercise is
suggested.

Distribute sheets of paper and ask each of the
paiticiparits to list the.items by number vertically
on his paper:,

1.
2.
3.

Tell the class that each member has 1000 points
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to distribute among the total number of items.
Ask them to indicate how they would spend their
1000 points by giving each item a certain number
of points with their highest priorities in relation
tohe course receivingthe largest number. `,

The leader should then collect these sheetS and ask one or two of the
group to help in quickly tallying the results,' which should be shared with
the whole class.

In preparing for this activity it may be helpful to have as an example,
the expectations one gitpup ranked highed. (They were: (1) increase
awareness of self; (2) increase awareness of those with whom we- inter-
act; (3) greater understanding of the work situation and work environment;,
(4) understand synthesis of numbers 1, 2, and 3; and (5) the organization's
[: participant's ] relationship with changing society.

The leader should not tryto- make the group have a unified purpose,
however, as there- may be great diversity of purpose among participants.

While two members are completing the tally, the leader may have time
to ask for suggestions from participants as to ways and means these
priorities .can be taken into account in the conduct of the course.

Two activities in this session (1) lqrning' about the participants, and (2)
pooling individual learning needs, are the most important part of the
introductory session, for-they provide an opportunity for modification of
objectives. Objectives for the course should be derived not only from
the curriculum (which was designed to meet the Onrthe-job needs of
post-MLS librarians), but also from the evaluation of group needs as
percerVed by the leader of the course, and from evaluation of individual
needs as provided by the.Rartieipants themselves. It is essential that
these two inputs modifying the- original curriculum objectives be made
befOre the class plunges into the content of the course, so that the leader
can plan whateN;er modifications of the material and the method by which
it is .presented are necessary.

F. Review of Alds.ProVded for
Participant '

The leader should take a few minutest° review with participants
the aids this course provides. These would include: (1) the Study Guide,
as a reference tool; (2) enrichment modules; (3) annotated bibliographies;

34
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(4)' a special collection of readingsv (5) work . assignments. Theee aids
are described in the4prologue of the Study Guide, as well as in the
introduction to this-volum'e of the Leader's Handbook, so participants

..tshould be able to grasp the essential. concepts, of the course with a
minimum. of .Wasted effort.

, G. ',CouiSe Requirements
Depending upon the heeds and background's of those Who enroll for

th64 course, and' the interpretation of ihsse needs by the leader, the re-.
quirement,S SuggeSted below mayneed t be changed-or eliminated. It
shoul em hasiied, however,, that w' atever-re quirements are tolie
made of the cia:ss' members, the be cl ar e ..lained 'to the
participants, including d written summ
The manner inwhich"the leader propose
relation'to his decision to pass or fail a
grade if that is an institutional require
plained. It is important at the beginnin

.'of the structure of the course and its re
can start comfortably to work without h
knowing what is expected of them or not
the 'course. As the course preceedi, t
within each of the requirements there is
to meet that given requirement, but this
and not cause feelings of anxiety that w
were vague and scope'of content indefini

Whatever requirements the leader'decid
crystal clear at the beginning that the fi
be turned in until all of the requirement

As outlined here, there are six require
as follows:

1. Re ort on Readi s
Although freedom in reading from

encouraged, values from this reading c
ticipant an opportunity to react 0,what h
personal experiences",,iques,' or job si
opportunity to 'share personal learnings
sions, but time limitations and broad.ic
that the participant will have this. chance
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of w at.the leader expects.
to use these requirements in

participant (or-give alletter_
ent), "should...also be clearly ex-
of the course to present enough
uirements so that the participants
ving an uneasy feeling of not
knowing the scope and limits of

participants will realize that
great freedom of choice in how
realization will come gradually
ld tend to obtain if requirements

e.

s upon, it should be made
1 grade for the course will not
have been met.

ents suggested for the course,

large body of literature is
be increased by giving the par-
has read-in relation to his own
ation. Ideally there should be
om readings in the class ses-
e of readings make it unlikely.
eryoften. Therefore,: it is
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important that the` participant have an opportunity to comment on.his
personal learnings and'hoir he feels they may help him in his library'
situation. Such comment should include an. honest account of how (in
what depth) the reading was done. The books reportedon do not neces-
sarily have to be those suggested either in the bibliographies or in.the
fist of Readings. The leader may wish to :suggest that articles Or books
discovered that would seem of particular value to 'others taking the course
be noted for inclusion in future bibliographies. .

.

If the leader decides.to halie a specific reading requirement, he may wish
to use Form 2. If'so, he should distribt;te sample copies of the form to
participants when discusses this requirement. A. statement of the
reading requirement might be expressed as follows tothe participants

There are Several.aspects of this course which
are required. One is a brief reporkon all the
readings you have done for the -course before the
end of the course Ispecify date);: with an indication
of .the ann'er in which you have read the book or
article, your reaction 'to. it in terms of your own
personal experiences; yalueS, or job situation,
and an ndication of the'Value you think it would

4

.4.
hold for a library manager.

0
For example, one might state: "Read c after
three, as it was listed &the unit reading list,
but found the whole so valuable after skimming
through it that.rread and took notes on all of it";
or "I feel that this is extremely valuable to the
library administrator in Specifying ways partici-
patiye management concepts might beintroduced
into-the organiational plan of my library. ".

Another might say, "..:skimmed this whole
book, but found it unrelated to the practical
p?oblems in my type of library, and so did not
read it thoroughly or take notes on it. Or
someone might state, read this article, but
,disagree with the author's whole. philosophical
and practical approach to the problems of individ-
ual motivatiqn. I Would not recommend it to a
library administrator .as being of any help to him."
Or, one might list ah article as "being the best

36.
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single summary of the development of manage:-
ment theory, and why theory is important for
every.library manager. In my book it should be
required reading for every library administrator."

Each reading should be submitted on a separate
reading forni, and the form should be ,filled out
completely,. The bibliographic notations should
be as complete and accurate as you would make
them for a list- of publications put out by your IV
library. The books and articles reported on
need not be limited to those suggested in the
Study Guide.

2. Research Task Force
The second requirement suggested is the formation of research

task force groups. Explanation of thiS process to the participants might
be similar to the following:

Each participant will join with One to three members
of the classto form a research task force. Each
such group will focus upon a major topic covered
within the scope 'of the course, such as: anxiety,
perception, motivation, organizational change,
performance appraisal, selection by objectives,
etc.

The function of the research task force is to read
in considerable depth on research that has been
done in that area so that when their particular
topic comes up for discussion in class the task
force can automatically be counted on to offer
additional insights beyond the data presented in
the Study Guide. It is not required that the task
force write a paper covering all of their-particular
area of emphasis, but rather that they will be so
Avell informed that they-can enrich the total pre-
sentation of this-topic. The task force will be
required, however, to submit an evaluation of
one piece of research that has been done in their
area,, following the outline provided in Form 3
AnalYsis of Research Study.
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It is anticipated that each group will plan and dis-
cuss together the way they will fill out the form,
and each member of the task force will receive
the same evaluation for the analysis submitted.

The task fora& gioups should constitute themselves
as early as possible in the course to discuss ways
and means they will use to cover their topic,. dis-.
cover relevant research and-plan how their
knowledge can be used most effectively during
the class session. At least a week before their
topic is scheduled to come up for discussion in
class, the chairman of the task farce group
should discuss with the leader of the class the

-nature of the data they have investigated and what
particular study they are .using for in-depth
analysis.

When making a decision as to the area in which
the participants wish to constitute themselves as
a research task forces, urge them to think of their
expectation's in taking the course, so that the topic
they choose will prove beneficial to them in their
own job situations.

As Soon-as possible in the course, the task force
groups should'be formed, and their membership
and subject for concentration should be reported
to the leader. In. this book, the 'summary outlines
for each meeting of the course contain references
for each major topic discussed that can beused
as taking off points for a research task force
group, and the leader should share these with the
task force chairman as-soon as an area of con. cen-
t ration is reported to him.

The purpose of this particular course requirement is to provide exposure
to research and research methods used in behavioral sciences and to
dernonstrate to the participants that sound research should embody cer-
tain characteristics. Today there is considerable emphasis intlibrarian-
ship on urging the library administrator to take research findings from
the behavioral sciences and test their usefulness in actual library

38
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situations. But the question ."What research findings ?" Hopefully
suchan assignment will make the participants sophisticated enough to
thoroukhly evaluate the research being reported to see if it is sound and
merits testing. Particular attention should be paid to the last question on
Form 3, insofar as class discussion is concerned: Based on your evalua-
tion of this, research study, would you recommend to a library adminis-
trator that he experiment in his library with the findings and recommenda-
tions reported-?.

3. Work AsSigriments
A third 'requirement which is suggested and also strongly recom-

mendedis-the'use.of the work assignments in conjunction with the
various sessions of the class.. The purpose of the work assignments is to
direct the thinking of the participant toward work-related concepts and
the solving of on-the-job problems. Completing the assignments will
not call for extensive reading or research on the part of the participants.
Instructions for the completion of the work assignments are given in
Form 4. As specified on this instruction form, the leader should assign,
each participant a letter code for use in submitting the work assignments#
so -that if need be, the assignments can be discussed in class without the
originator being identified.

The work assignments are grouped together in one section of the Leader's
Handbook: Aids. For each session there Is a designated work assignment
and it is hoped that the leader will integrate, in some manner, .the con-
cepts involved in'preparation of the day's work assignment with those of
the preientation of that day. It is recommended that a work assignment
be turnod'in at every meeting of the class.. There are some extra work
assignments that the leader may wish to substitute for those designated,
or he may wish to revise the assignnients, combining, or changing them
in accordance with the emphases that he intends to-make.

Self Evaluation ,

A fourth requirement suggested is that the participants' turn in to
the leader a statement of their own'evalnation of their work in the course..
The statement should include: (1)- criteria by which they are judging their
work; (2) a description of the ways in which they have met or failed to
meet these criteria; (3) an indication of whether they feel they should
pass or fail the course (or what letter grade- they should receive if that
is an institutional requirement), in keeping with the way they feel they
have met or failed to meet their own criteria. If the participant's
evaluation (Allis or her own work is quite at variance with that of the
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leader, it is suggested that the leader 'have a personal conference with
the participant to see if a mutually satisfactory evaluation can be agreed
upon.

To help the-participant establish the criteria for his evaluation statement,
Form 5 illtrovided, and should be distributed at this time, if this re-
quirement is to be made for the course. The leader shouldpoint out
that this sheet is 'a guide only, and that the participant, in thinking through
the evaluation process, may wish to modifythe questions listed and make
revisions in the form. It should be made clear that this modification is
quite permissible and-encouraged, 'but that the participant's list of
criteria, whatever it may include, should be clearly stated as a part of
the self-evaluation paper he writes.

5.. Post-Meeting Reactionnaire
A fifth requirement is also of an evaluative nature; a post-meeting

anonymous reaction sheet to be filled out by each enrollee after each
session of the class (or after a certain sampling of sessions). It is sug-
gested, however, that these reactions will prove the most beneficial to
the leader if they are used after each class and that the participant be
given time to fill out the sheet before leaving each session.

Pass out a sample of Form 6, and answer any questions the participants
may have about themse of the form. It is suggested that after the form
has been used a few times, it be discussed with the participants to get
ideas of how it might be made more meaningful both to them and to the
leader.

6. Final Course Evaluation
A sixth and final requirement suggested for the course is an over-

all evaluation for the course as a whole. It is suggested that this evalua-
tion be turned in to the instructor in a sealed envelope. To guide the
participant in this activity, evaluation sheets are provided which consti-
tute Form 7. The participant should be told that he need not limit his
or her remarks to the items listed there; he may add as much additional
evaluative material as he wishes. The leader may wish to distribute this
sheet now so that the participants will know on what the course evaluation.
is to be based; and so they will have achance, at some point in-the course,
to suggest modifications for the form. The leader may, however, prefer
to distribute this form at one of the last.sessions of the class. But,
regardless of when the form is distributed, the participant s should be
told at the opening session that one of the requirenients for the course
will be their personal evaluation and reaction to the course as a whole.
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4, ,
Optional Film Presentation
I F-1 i ."The Anatomy of a Group"

4
The small group as a process for learning and
problem-solving is being viewed with increas4-------,
favor by people in a wide variety of professibln
In the conduct of this course, small group learn
ing and problem-solving will be a frequent
experience. T6 help usunderstand how to
.participate effectively in small groups we will
now see a film.

'no* film, which takes 30 minutes.

After the film, -it Might be-well to begin the discussion by asking such
queSfions is:

--What IS meant by "the small group process ?';
--What are some,general guidelines that apply

to the use of small groups in learningsitUations-?
--From the film, what guidelines Can we establish

for use in the small-group activities we have in
this class, our research task. forge groups, for
example,?

From this film and discussion, the participants should receive some
helpful suggesti6ns concerning the nature of an investigative_grotip, such
as their research task force group.

In order to maximize the chances of success in using the small group as
an investigative body the leader should: (1) define and sufficiently limit
the research problem; (2) clearly delineate roles and individual assign-
ments; (3) make certain that resources are adequate and obtainable; (4)
provide a careful amount of monitoring during the course of the group's
investigation; and ,(5) ensure that the feedback process is understood by
all the participants. One of the learninga of the film is the different
roles that the leader plays in relation to the small group, depending
upon the objectives of the group.

Other filmsl that illustrate the small group process from various
'All films are annotated in the other volume of the Leader's

Handbook.
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points might be substituted for I F-1 I , or they might be recommended
and made available for participants to view independently outside of
class time. Some recommendations are the following:

I.F -2 I

F -3

F-4 I

"Learning-in the Small Group"

"Diagnosing Group Operation"

"Sharing the Leadership"

If the group has access to an independent viewing station and the leader
chooses to recommend films for independent viewing at this time, Form
8 could be passed out now, with some suggestions to participants about
how to benefit most from individual Viewing.

If the leader decides to emphasize small group.learning here, or if
participants express particular interest in the process, he may want to
suggest some readings. The following might be suggested:

1. Learning in the Small Group: A Classroom Manual' Based on
a National Seminar. An I/D/E/A/ technical manual.
Dayton, Ohio: Institute for Development of Educational
Activities, 1971.

An excellent summary outline of learning in small
groups with the techniques of twelve variations or modes
of small groups. Striking feature of the publication is
-the graphic illustratiOns of all modes presented.
(Purchase price $2.00)

2. Bany, Mary A. and Lois V. Johnson. Classroom Group
Behavior. New York: Macmillan; 1964.

3. Gulley, Halbert E". Discussion, Conference and Group
Process. New York: Bolt, Rinehart, Winston, 1960.

4. Hare, A. Paul. Handbook of Small Group Resesatch.
New York: Free Press, 1962. t.,

5.. Kaye, Barrington and Irving Rogers. Group Worlein
Secondary Schools. Londoni Oxford, 1968.,

6. Leypoldt, Martha M. Forty Ways to Teach inGroups.
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania: Judson, 1967.

7. Phillips, Gerald M. Communication in Small Groups.
Indianapolis: aebbs-Merrill-, 1966.

8. Reichert, Richard. Self-Awareness Through Group
Dynamics. Dayton, Ohio: Pflaum, 1970.
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9. Shephert, Clevis R. Small 'Groups: Some Sociological

Perspectives. San Francisco: Chandler, 1964.
19. The len, Herbert A. Dynamics of Groups at Work..

Chicago: University of Chicago, 1954.

I. Participant Activity: Formation of
Research Task Force Groups
It is suggested that at least the last fifteen minutes of the session

(with the exception of a few closing remarks noted below) be given'oyer
to the participants tosliscuss among themselves how they may wish to
group themselves ,into.research task force groups. Before making a
decision about the area on which they wish to concentrate, urge the
participants to think of their expectations in relation to the course. These
expectations will often provide them-with a good clue to a subject that
will prove beneficial' to them. These research task force groups might
be more informally thought of as "mini-workshops. .

s

If the leader finds that the participants seem 'to flounder as to what area
they would like to concentrate on, this` time block might be given over to

\ the leaderti.describing.soine of the areas of current research relative to
the content of the course, which should.sparksome-ideas forin-depth
Study on the part of the participants. Itis not to be expected that-the
re\earch task force groups will be finally formed in this period, but it
gives' an opportunity for'the participants to find out what may be the
interests of others. If the group is small, each member that feels so
inclined, might be asked to indicate what areas 'he would be most interested
in and others with the same interest would then be alerted, and conversa-
tions started that might lead to.group formation.

The ideal size for a research task force group is, three participants, and
four is the maximum that should constitute such a research_group:
To make the diVision come out correctly it_marben-gessary to have
one group of two, \but thisls-not-recommended unless necessary.,

In order for the members to. contact each other between class periods,
therelrOulci be a listeStablished. of class members' names, addresses,
and phones at home-and work. It no one of the group volunteers to pre-

.A.-
pare-suCh a list, the leader should have one mimeographed for dlstribu-
thin at the next session.
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J. Summary

Unless circumstances and the group's interest indicate otherwise,
this would be a good -place to round off the meeting. To do so you might
repeat that the meeting's basic objective has been,to set the climate for
the course, identify resources -- human and material -- and indicate
the scope and patterning of the course.

K. Briefing fOr Next Session
liistributeWork Assiginfient 1, and assign participants letter codes

if not already done. Remarkb'.zuch as the following will serve to ex-
plain the assignment andset the stage for the next meeting:

Just before' we break up for today, I want to'pass
out one more item. It is Work, Assignment
Number 1.' It focuAes.attention on the philosophy
of management which is directly related -to -the
content of our next session. Please write your
answers' to the-work assignment as indicated on
the sheet, according to the directions on .Form 4,
distributed earlier, remembering to identify
your paper with your letter code rather than your
name.

O

As you will note from the Study Guide, the subject
of the next session is the evolution of modern
managethent -- focusing on its underlying 7
philosophy and assumptions, a.id the work -

assignment is directly related to that subject.

Before the -next session, hope Ton will look
through the Study Guide so you can see in more .

detail the general direction.in whiCh we are
heading. And take some time to continue what
we have begun here in our fitst meeting -- think
about your jobi your library,..and,whakyou would.
like*iost.to learn in order to help, improve the
effectiveness of bah.

And then Lwould recommend that you begin by
doinisome- serious reading. Find out as much
as: you can. The annotated bibliography at the
end of Unit I in the Study Guide will help to get
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you started: PicOrom.it what intelrests.yok most.
The special collection of .Readiiigs will also help' -*

you, as they focus on htunanbehatilpr in organika-
tionkfrom a number of different perspectives:.
Some you will agree: viith; others you will sprobahly
not agree with. Butthemain thing newls to "get
started, an&see what you can'find that will,be
of use .to you.

,
In discussing the reading, the leader has the opportunity ,to highlight what-
ever he wishes particularWto emphasize. It is recommended,-however,
that participants be allowed; cOnsiderable leeway' in-'what they read. The
leaderfs job T of ten a difficult one -- is to- inspire theni to read-widely .

in new areas as well as in fazailiar areas. without Making frpectffc
quired reading assignments. .

Normally at this point at the .close of each session, you would distribute
and,givethe participantsAime to fill out Form 6 the post-meeting
reactiOnnaire. However; as' this is an introductory, climate-setth* `' .
Meeting and does not pertain to the content of the course, twine, of'the -*-

questions would not be answerable, so yOu may wish to skip this activity
for this session.

. .
. .

As the participants leave, Collecrftom, them, ffsou have not already
-done so, Form I. -- the identification and expectation sheet: . .

.
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Pre- Introduction .of
Session.. leader and participants

-and introduction to
design of the course

75 Min.
'Periods

4

Woik Assignment 1 ..

I

1.1, Evolution of
Modern
Management

Work Assigmnent 2

.
1,2 Objectives of

of
-Management

Work Assignment 3

Proposed Periods

11

g

-SCHEDULE
BLOC-KS

'UNIT 1

Each- so*1- block represents one class session
and implies a.150- minute instructional session.
The course Is planned for 15 weeks-with two
75- minute pekiode each-week. The words in each
blockindicate 22 yl the-basic concepts under
consideration.: The Arabic numbers correspond
to unit numbering in the course outline. Work
Assignments to be assigned and completed
outside of-class are also indicated.

18 19 25 28, 27 28 2 9

Unit .1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4
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OVER
1b1310-TiV ES-

'UNIT

4 .
1.1 'Evolution of Modern-Management.

1.11 To toe briefly the evolutIon.of management concepts to 1900.
. 1.1a To examine briefly theneed for organizations, the phenomena

. they producd,, and how these Pherioniena affect the management
`prOcessand the'worker. , - .,7. .
To examine' the concepts of scientific'management andils impact

. on Management thought-hi the, early 20th century.
.

1.14 .To shoyfwbg the theories and Concepts of the behavioral sciences
. have 'bebome. increasingly -significant in current day management

thinking.and study. ,,,,,
,

1.15 To ekamine the ,effect of Unions_oif employees and maii,agement. -
- f.

ii i The Objectives .of Management.
1.21 To.exarine the'objectives of management..

managers.1:22 To exerhine top managementa .expeotations °fits managereandtSuperviiors. . 0 .
4

1.",3 TO examine kow supervisors respond to management's±. .. w. expectations.: ,, 4., :- ?- . . ,r.1;24 To examine 'some management asetunpttons- about human nature
and how."these assumptions affeet managerial strategy.

.... .

a.

I
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Unit 1: Section 1

..EVOLUTIO IN-OFMANAGEIVENT,

I 4

Summary Outline of Meeting oh:,
EVOLUTION OF MODERN MANAGEMENT

Objectives for the Meeting:

A. To gain an overview of the development of the basic assumptions
of management on which organization theory is ,based today.

B. To examine the development of management as an area of study
and' investigation.

Q: To explore the manner in which the human relations movement
evolved.

Evaluation: -

Participants will be considered to have understood the concepts presented,
'hen they have demonstrated that they-are able to.apply the learning, they
have accomplishedito questions discussed in the meeting. In addition to
the .leader's direct personallapp:raisal of the participant's,progress, the
fdlowitig.meastires will be Used:

. . . \ '. .

At . The ability of the partictpants to express through.ro e playing Or _

a drawing the 'type of management philosophy that exists
in their libraries today;

B. The ability of the participants to express through role playing (or
a drawing activity) the way they would like'to see management
philosophy actually, implemented in their libraries.

P re-Meeting 'Preparation:
A. Completion of Work Aseigninent 1.
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B. Reading, as discussed at conclusion of last meeting.

Materials Needed:. . ,
i

Chalkboard, or portable' easeiwith pad. 1

Chalk or marking pens. i
I T-1 ,I through I T-11 I as selected/by the leader.
Overhead projector. .

.
-Suffidient newsprint for each participAt to haVe 3 sheets (if leader

elects drawing activity).
iFelt tip pens for,everybody 'Of drawing activity elected).

Work Assignment 2 -- sufficient copies Or all participants.
Sufficient copies of the following forms (if leader has decided to use them)

Form 2 -.;- Report on Readings /
Form 6 -- Po-st4teeting Reactiolnaire

I* H-1:1 I -- Enough copies of this cage Study for all participants.

Opening the Meeting .

State the objectives-for the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that willikake up the meeting:

A. Discussion of the importance of human
relations. in libraries today.

B. ,Lecturette and discussion questions on the
evolution of modern management, with
emphasis on the development of the human
relations approach.

C. Role playing sequence (or drawing activity)
showing first the management philosophy that
exists today,in your library, and then the
management philosophy you would like to
see-operative in your library.

D. Summary
E. Briefing for next session.

A. Content Presentation:
The Importance of Human Relations
in Libraries Today
In this meeting, possibly more than in any other meeting in the

course, the leader will probably devote a large proportion of the time
to presenting the;historical overview by means of the lecture method.
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e_presentation_canid'made_more g-_interestinand-meaningful-to -the

group if some questions are interspersed having direct application to
the participants' work.experiences. Suggested questions are keyed
to the content outline of th Study Guide by means of numbers.

_..

Various transparencies have also been suggested which the leader can
use to emphasize special.points throughout his lectiirette. -
The leader might open up his presentation by asking a question such as
the. following: (

',.. /
Why do, you think library adininistrators, managers, /
and supervisors are so interested in human rela- //tionsin libraries --Ile human side ci libraries--
at this time ? (1.11)

According to a recent study of the self-perceived needs of practicing
librarians and the educational needs of librarians'as perceived by top-
level library administrators, one of the underlying problems facing the
.profession today was found to be lack of skill in the area of library
administration. Post-MLS training to increase knowledge and under-
standing of the human side of libraries -- human relations in libraries- -
was felt to be a principal need.-

(

The' study showed that the educational background of the librarians parti-
cipating had not.provided adequate knowledge on which they could draw
to help them deal effectively with human relationi problems in libraries.
If the leader cares to emphasize this point, it is suggested that he show
J T-1 .

T-1 I -- Percentage Distribution of MLS
Respondents by Baccalaureate
Major

Although 63% of the librarians participating in the
study were in administrative jobs, only three of
them had an undergradnate,Inajor in administration
or management, and only one had a Master's

. 'James J. kortendiek and Elizabeth W. Stone. Post-Master's
Education for Middle and Upper-Level Personnel in Libraries and Infor-
mation-Centers. Final Report, Phase L (Washington, D. C.: Department
of Library SOience, The Catholic University of America,1970) (ED 038 985),
pp. 74-76.
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degree in the area. Of their baccalaureate degree,

41% were in the humanities and arts;
29% were in the social sciences;
11% in the applied sciences;
7% in education;
3% in library science; and
9% did not specify a major field.,

The leader might point out that in the interviews with the top-level ad-
ministrators (designated as interviewees in-the study) -- the decision
'makers who deCide who is chosen for employment in libraries and who
is promoted--75% of them felt that the most important educational need
at the post-master's level is in the area of human relations. All of th6m
felt it important that such a course be offered.1 If the leader cares to
emphasize the point, he might show the following transparency.

I T-2 I-- Courses Receiving Highest Rankings.,.
by Top-Level Library Administrators

This chart shows that the topLlevel administratorS
(interviewees) ranked a course in human relations
the most important of the 78 courses listed. They
further indicated that what they considered the
most important result froin post-MLS courses_
was that, middle and tipper7lever, library personnel
become "agents for change within the library."

B. Content Presentation:
Evolution. of Modern Managethent
In introducing his lecturette on-the historical.eyolution of Modern

management, the leader may wish to use the following transparencies,
basdd on verses. 25 and 26 of the 18th Chapter of Exodus. They illustrate
in cartoon fashion that the basic management concepts are as old as
civilization itself. They should be shown in the following order.

T-3 I-- The Flight of the Israelites.
The Old Testament describes the Problems of
Moses in leading the children Of Israel

Ilbid., pp. 212-213.
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out of bondage from Egypt.fact, it tookthe
Israelites 39 years to reach Elath because of
wandering aimlessly about.

DlSorganization
Through this period, Moses was sorely taxed,
for everybody came to ask him 'how to solve
various problems, and he was Overwhelmed.

T-5 I -- Jethro's Advice and Counsel to
Moses-

Speaking to Jethro (hid father-in-law) abOut
this problem, Moses was advised to divide the
people up' into groups with a leadert for each t
group. These leaders would then report to
Moses.

I T-6 I Organization
Following the scheme suggested by jethro;---vTre
see the chart illustrating_the-gfaiips of 1000,
100, 50,_and--10:-The result of reorganization:
delegation and accompliShment of thelgoal.

T -3 I -- The-Flight of the Israelites
The right side of the map shows that after re-
organizatiOn the Israelites were able to finish
their journey in only 9 months.

As he proceeds with his lecturette, it is suggested that the leader inter-
sperse-questions such as the following:

Do you think the use of human resources for ser-
. vice rather than for prOduction of material products,

in itself, demands a change from past management
philosophy ?1 (1. 124)

;-

What conditions or factors would lead to h'e tacit
assumptions that workers have no aspirations, dis-
like work, are uncooperative, bored, lazy ?(1.113)

1Warren G. Bennis. "The Leader of the Future," Public Manage-
ment, 52:13-19, March, 1970. li
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What specific library activities and practices
illustrate the concept that the responsibility for
production is inherently the province of the
supervithors, rather than the province of the
workers ? (1.134)

4

Do you think the success of industrial standardiza-
tion of parts, equipment, and methods tended to
make management think it would be effectiVe to
standardize the work also ? Have you observed,
evidence of this in the libraries where ypu have
worked ? (1.1344)

What have you observed to be the role of money as
a motivator in relation to other motivators among
the librarians with whom you have worked? Do
you feel that money is the all-important motivator ?
That it is an unimportant motivator ? Have you
observed that wider certain conditions money is 'a
powerful motivator ? What is the true perspective
that should be placed on money as a motivator ?
(1.137)1

It has been estimated from private polls of workers
that very few workers feel they produce anywhere
their full potential. Based on your own experience,
why don't workers produce fully ? (1.141)

From your own experience, what are the kinds'of
things that supervisors do that dainage your own
motivation and:initiative ? 4.1426)

How would you compare the views of management
in 1900-1930 to tITe of 1940-1970 ? What factors,
events, have led ?ti the change in thinking? (1.147)

'Charles. D. McDermid. '<Mow Money Motivates Men, " in Fremont
A. Shull and Andre L. Delbecq, eds. , Selected Readings In Management.
2d. series. (Homewood, Ill. : Irwin, 1962), pp. 374-382.
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What are the 'specific difficulties you personally
find4n-supervising people-T -(1:1488)

v.

Depending on the time, interest, and learning level of the group, the
leader may wish to use the two enrichment modules on the history of
management thought, either as an instructional package to_provide-a---
basis for class discussion, or as .a resource package for individual
study or rasearoh.

In discussing the effect of unions on employees and management (1.17),
the leader may want to use the enrichment module on unionism. This
enrichment module contains an annotated-bibliography pertinent to .

unions in libraries, and has been prepared for librarians involved now,
or expecting to become involved, in negotiating union contracts. Unions
in libraries would appear to be a timely subject in view of the fact that
they have recently become a major factor in the management of an
increasing number of library systems.

C. Participant Activity:
Role Playing
Altar the lecturette, tlfg leader should, divide the class into groups,

preferably no more than 6 to a group, althOugh the number will depend
on the size of the total group 'and the amount of time available.

1. Ask participants to develop short role-
plays that will portray the management
philosophy existing in their library at the
present time. (No words should tell the
name of the philosophy portrayed, but it
should be evident, and the rest of the group
should try to identify it.)

2. ASk the groups -- they can be redivided
into different groups if time allows -- to
portray the kinds of management philosophy
they would like to see in operation in their"
libraries.
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In both of these role-plays, the idea is to demonstrate the philosophy so
clearly that it is not necessary for the role players to specifically men-
tion or hint at the name of the.philosophy portrayed.

Through. these role-play activities and the subsequent discussion, basic
concepts will be brought out, emphasized, and will tend to \become a
part of the personal experience of the group members. Sudh group par-
ticipation tends to add the feature of personal involvement to the session
which otherwise is chiefly a content presentation Meeting.

Alternative Participant Activity:,
Symbolic DraWing
If the leader prefers in this first content session to get reactions

from individual paiticipants rather than from groups of them, a drawing
activity could be substituted -for the role plays. .

Pass out three sheets of newsprint and a felt pen to each participant,
d give directions such as the following:

0

First, using one sheet of newsprint draw .a picture
of how it feels to be in.your organization today
(right now). ,Be as innovative or nreative-as you
like. -- your drawings may vary in style from
conventional organization charts to imaginative
symbolic representations. Make your drawing
large enough so that it can be pasted on the wall
for all to see.

O

Next take another sheet ofneWsprint (the extra
sheet allows for false start or preliminary sketch-
ing) and draw-another picture of-how.you would
like to be able. to feel in your library three'years
from now.

After both drawings are complete, post your
drawings on the wall, side by side, and be prepared
to explain .your two drawings to the group.

As the paitic ants explain their drawings, others'in the group should be
permitted to ask questions to clarify the author's intent. As these pre-
sentations are being made, the leader may wish to gather together com-
mon themes and problems, or significant differences of opinion, and list
them on the board or transparency.

9
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These drairings can be an effecfiveway_oLdiscoyering_issucs_thatmay
be buried; drawings 'often show what people want and hope for in their
work place as oppOsed to what they are now experiencing.

tq:- =

It is suggested that the drawings be used to relate the basic .assumptions
of management philosophy (as presented rduring the session) to present
conditions existing in the participants' libraries and to. conditions as the
paiticipants would like to see them in their libraries.

D. Summary
_

The closing discussion that follows the. role plays -- or drawing
activity should re-emphasize the chief objectives brought out in
Unit 1.1.of the Study Guide, and should also.be related to the data that
the participants prepared in connection with Work Assignment 1.

E. Briefing for Nekt Session
If one c the assignments chOsen for the course was the formation -

of research task force groups, it would be well to allow some time at
the end of the meeting for these groups to get together, following the
leader's briefing for the next session. During their time together
toward the end of the class, the groups might report on progress they
had made since the last session, ask the leader any questions they may
have about procedures or sources, and outline their next activities.

O

-'23nstbefore we divide up into our research,
task force groups, I want tcipiass out Wprk
Assignment 2, which.cpnters attentionion the
organizational structure of your library or-
ganization and the interrelationship of your
work to the total system. In writing about
your library organization, you might-tliiiik
about the fundamental question Saniuel Taylor
Coleridge asked some 150 years ago: "What is
organization but the connection of parts in and
for a whole, so that each part is, at once,
ends and means ?"

You may have seen this question recently '
- yourselves, if you-read Mee's "Profiles

of the Fueure: Speculation. about Human
Organization in the 21st Century," which is
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0

0

,----included-in-the-Readingw.-1And-ityou-haven't-re-ad
it, I recommend it highly for anyone who,is
ing about organizational change. and what-such
change means to people who work in organizationS,

Of particular help in gaining a background for the
next session, which deals with the basic assump-
tions upon which management theory is based, it
is suggested that you might wish to read Chapter
3, "Motivational Constraints: The Decision to
Participate," in March and Simon's Organizations?
pp. 3'4-82. This particular chapter deals with the
methods thatmanagers use to control the end)
results (productsj of the work efforts for which
they have be4nrespOnsible; it shows that organiza-
tional control depends partly on.the behavior of
the organization, such as its supervisOry practices,
and partly on factors largely outside its control,
such as general economic conditions.

v

In whateier readings you watch for the type
'of controls that managers use over behavior in
organizations. There are three major types.
Each hab its own standards, its own monitoring
system, .and its own system for correcti action
when behavior does not meet standards. These
are: organizational controls, group or social
controls, and individual or self controls. A help-
ful chart which compares these in relation to five.
organizational 9riables is found_in_one of_the _

Readings, Daltdn's "Motivation, and Control in
OrganizationS. "3 This whole essay, as a matter
of fact,..merits attention because it traces .

±Jolin F. Mee. "Profiles of the Future: Speculation about Human
Qrganitation in the 21st Century, " Business Horizons, 14:5-7, 10 -16, "
February, 1971. (Readings.)

2James G. March and Herbert A. Simon, Organizations (New York:
Wiley; 1958), pp. 34-82.

3Gene W. Dalton, "Motivation and Control in Organizations," in
Gene W. Dalton and Paul 'R.' Lawrence, eds: , Motivation and Control in
Organizations (Homewood, : Irwin and Dorsey,1971),p. 15. (Readings.)
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historically- the- relationship- between- motivation-
and control, and diScusses the various ways
managers have tried to effectively bring the
capabilities of.the.organization to bear' on the
tasks needed to meet the organization's
bbjectives.

Before the members leave the meeting, distribute Form 6 -- the post-
! -meeting reactionnaire, and ask them to fill it out so that it Can be

_collected before the groupdisperses.

Also pass out.copies of the case study I H-1:1 (so participants can
become familiar With it before the net meeting.

4

If one of the course requirements is to report on ,readings, the leader
may wish to have a.supply of blank readingreport.forms (Form 2) avail-
abl& for the participants to use in connection with their reading for the
next session.

SPECIAL NOTES TO.THE LEADER:

Review of Introductory Material
After this session, you may wish to refer back to the' introduction

of this' book to refresh your memory on the purpose, intent, and use, of
the book's various forinats and parts. ,Now thatou have completed the
first content session it will probably be easier to understand this
material than it was before.

-Evaluation-of-Wofk Assignments :.
At some epOint after the completed, work assignments are turned in

each week during the course, you will need to read each one and reach,a
conclusion as to how well the participants are interpreting ihemeeting
discpssions and materials. This will be a subjective process, but it will
proyide valuable Clues with respect to the quality of learning in the
group. If you wish, you might ask another informed person to read the
work assignments as they Kaye accumulated for each individual and give
you his independent interpretations. This procedure would add to the
.reliability of the evaluations.
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MANAGEMENT GAME AS OPTIONAL,ASSIGNMENT

In the section on Games in the Leader's Handbook, j G-3 I deals with
the functions of management and might be used as an assignment to empha-
size-the concept of the various functions involved, in management. The
scoring of the game takes sometime and could not be accomplished during.
the class period, so the discussion of the results of the game would have
to be defered to the class period after the game was turned in by parti
participants.

An alternate timing would be to have the participants play the game at the
end of Unit 1.1 in anticipation of the content 2. In this way the
results could be tabulated-before the session dealing with the functions and
objectives of management (Unit 1.2), and discussion relative to the results

/ could be incorporated into the. design for the class session..

/
The introduction to the section on Games in the Leader's Handbook:Aids
suggests that a topic that might be dealt with by a research task force

f' group is the study of inanagement games and the actual construction of a
game dealing with some part of the course. The leader may wish to sug-
gest to the participants the possibility of game construction as one type
of activity they might wish to chose for their task force project.

-
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1.2 The Objectives of Managenent.

1.21 To examine the objectives of management.

OBJECTIVES

'UNIT /1
SECT ON 2

E.

1.22. To examine top management's expectations of-its managers--and supervisors. ---

1.23 To.examine ho'w +pervisors respond to managemenVs
expectations.

- i
1.24. To examine some management

mi
management assumptionsassumptions about human

nature and how these assumptions affect anagerialstratagy., \ i

i

f
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Unit 1: Section 2

THE OBJECTIVES OF MANAGEMENT

Summary Outline of Meeting on:
THE/OBJECTIVES:OF MANAGEMENT

Objectives for the Meeting:.

A. To consider the objectives,of managemiat.

B. To examine-top management's expectations of managers and
supervisors.

C. To examine employee expectations- of employers.

D. To examine how supervisors respond to management's
expectations.

E. To explore some management assumptions about human nature -
and how these assumptions affect managerial strategy.

Evaluation:
Participants will be considered to have understood these concepts when
they have demonstrated that they are able to apply the learning they
have accomplished both during home study and during the meeting to
questions discussed in the meeting. In addition to the leader's direct
personal appraisal of the pa.rticipant's progress, the, following measures
will be used:

A. The ability of the participants to define the functions of manage-
ment.

B. The ability of the participants to express managerial assumptions
throtIgh model building or role playing.
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Unit 1, Section 2

Pre-Meeting Preparation:

A. Completion of Work Asiignment 2._

B. Reading, as suggested at conclusion of last meeting.
James G. March and Herbert A. Simon. Organizations (New York:

Wiley, 1958), pp. 34-82.
Gene W. Dalton. "Motivation and Control in Organizations, "'in

Gene W. Dalton and Paul R. Lawrence, eds., Motivation and
Control in Organizations (Home Wood, III.: Irwin and Dorsey,
1971), pp. 1-35. (Readings.)

C. Case Study (, H-1:1

-Materials Needed:
Chalkboard, or portable easel with pad.
Chalk or 'marking pens.
Newsprint -- approximately 1 sheet for each participant.
Overhead_ rojector.

T-12 and T -- if the leader chooses to use them.
Sufficient obpies,of the following:

Work Assiggment 3
Form, 2 -- Report on Readings
Form 6 -- Post-MeetingReactionnaire
Form 8 -- Viewer's Film Critique

and ) H-1:3 I

Case study -- in preparation for the meeting on adjustment. Enough
copies for all participants (alternate activity).

H-1:2.

Opening the Meeting:
State the objectives for the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that'will make up the meeting.

ti

A. Lecturette on the objectives of management.
B. Analysis of management functions through

case study (or sinall'group discussion)
C. Discussion of responsibility and loyalty, and

other expectations in organizations.
D. Model building (or role playing) to indicate
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Designs for. Learning
the chief assumptions, of different schools
of management thought.

E. Summary.
F. Briefing for next session.

A. Content Presentation:
The Objectives of Management
In his presentation, the leader might follow the Study- Guide outline

,(1.21), perhaps discussing the relationship of management functions to
the accompligunent of management objectives. A useful chart with which
to illustrate his presentation can in: R. Alec Mackenzie, "The
Management Process In 3-D," Harvard Business Review, 47:80'287,
November-December, 1969. , (Readings.) It is recoinmended that the
leader not go into a detailed description of management functions, but that
participants themselves become involved in this activity.

B. Participant Activity:
Analyzing the Functions-Of
Management (Case Study)
The purpose of this activity is to consider the functions of manage-

ment within the context of the case study which was passed out at the end
of the last meeting, I II-1:1 I . Divide the participants into groups of at
least 3 members (and no more than 5 or 6 at most). Each group should
be assigned a particular function of management, and the charge would
be something like, the following:

----

Each,group is to approach this case study using
as a starting point the particular function of man-
agement assigned to it., What does the function
mean in the context of this case study ? How does
it relate to other management functions ?

Try to come up with some solutions to the
problems -- or steps that might be taken to reach
solutions; Be prepared to share with the rest of
the group how the function assigned to you can best
be applied and interrelated with other functions
to solve the.problems presented i'n this case study.

. When the discussions are finished, each group
will share its conclusiOns with the entire,group---

69
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Unit 1, Sectio,n 2

using newsprint to list key concepts, and a
short oral presentation.1

Alternate Participant Activity:
Analyzing the' Functions of
Management
(Small Group DiscUssions)
DiVide the participants into small groups, and to each assign the

task of defining one function of management.

The following charge might be given to the' groups:

In our Study Guide, five functions o management
are itemized, but at various per! in time,
various writers have itemized func 'ons in
different ways, some preferring a rather long list,
others a very short list.

Each 'group now- is to discuss the function assigned
to it. Construct a working definition of that func-r
tion, including its relationships to other manage-
ment functions. Use as a basis for your definition
your thoughts about the Organizational structure
of your own library. Keep in mind what you were
thinking as you prepared the work assignnient for
today. Keep in mind also the reading-you have.
dozie, and, of course, experiences yOu haVe had
in your library.

When the discussions are finished, each group will
share its conclusions with the_entire group
either by symbolic representation,-using-news-
print, and/or by means-of-a-ihcirt statement defin-
ing and analyzing the particular function -- the

---kirirotstateinent that would be useful to distribute
to a class which was studying management-functions.

After each group presents its definition, an opportunity should be given
to the total group to see if anyone has ideas for improving it.

1For more information on case study method, see SPECIAL NOTES
TO THE LEADER at the end of the summary outline for this meeting.

I
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Designs for Learning
C. Cohtent Presentatioh:

DiSQUSili011 Of RespohSibility'andt
Loylly, and Other ExpectatiOne*'.\,
In carrying out management functithis`,.-supervisors and managers

are expected to: (1) assume,redpronsibility, (2) be loyal to the organization,
(3) think creatively, and (4) help solvecorganizatiohal problems.

-

It is suggisted that the leader take,some time to discuss these four expec-
tations of supervisoisand*managers. He might lead off with a discuSsion
of responsibility, firstdefining;it himself and then asking participants to
cite examples of situations in their work in which managers or supervisors
have tried th4 shift their responSibility in a given area.

,
1 Let's take a few minutes for you to give your

views of how this concept of "assuming responsi-
bility" actually works:in the job situation. Can
you give a specific situation in which a superior
tried to shift responsibility, perhaptsaying or
implying that he was not accountable for Some
action ? Can you give a specific situation in which
a head of a library, for example, said-that he or
she was not responsible for something that ..--
occurred for which he Or shewas-being Criticized
because, he had "delegated the responsibility"
for that,activiti or area of work to some member

Cr ills staff ? What were the results of this stand
taken by the librarian?

After a brief discussion of the subject of loyalty to the organization, the
leader might ask, in keeping with the last question in Work Assignment 2:

Among the newer or younger employees in your
library, do you find that they differ from older
employees tin regard to their concept of loyalty
to .the library ? How would you describe these
differences ? What do you think has caused them ?

After a discussion of thinking creatively .and solving organizational
problems, the leader might shift from management's expectations of
Managers and supervisors to employees' expectations of their employers.
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Unit los Section 2

Thus far in this session we have been discuiising
the expectations of top administrators regarding
their manager's and supervisors. There is an-
other area of expectations, however, that we
should also consider briefly: the expectations
employees have of their employers. In the
Readings, there is an article in which Beckhardl
states that an entirely new set of expectations has
arisen between employee and employer than was
in existence even 10' years ago. What do
employees today expect of their employers ? -How
do these expectations correlate with those we
have just discuised ? 4

The leader might then turn the discussion to the subject of how super-
visors respond to managenient's expectations.

Having looked at the expectations of top manage-
ment toward managers' and supervisors, and
having looked at the expectations of employees
toward employers) we next turn to examine how
supervisors respond to the expectations of man-
agement and what dilemmas they face in .trying
to meet them.

Thisrilisscussion would then lead to the subject of managerial strategies
--what managers have tried to do to obtain the worker's efforts needed
to accomplish the goals ofthe organization. .

D. Participant Activity:.
. Model Building (or Role Playing)

To illustrate the fact that managerial strategies are predicated on
assumptions about human nature, and to summarize some of the main
concepts presented in this and the previous class session, it is suggested
that the class be divided into groups to examine managerial assumptions
about what workers are like. Such assumptions are composed of generali-
zations about man, and have been referred to as "models of man." Three
such models, discussed in some detail in the Study Guide (1.24) are:

Beckhard. "McGregor Revisited -and Reaffirmed, " BNA
Films Projector: 2-3, January, 1971. (Readings.).
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rational-economic man, social man, and self-actualizing man.'

Each of-the groups should be given the charge to
develop one of the above models of man in the
work situation based on the material presented in
class and in the Study Guide. A variation of
developing a model that might be used by the
group, if it prefers, would be to role play a
manager in an actual situation with some of his
workers, and the 'strategy he might use in trying
to_inotivate or control them.

In his comments at the close of the group presentations, the leader
should make clear that these models are composites which do not repre-
sent actual people in work situations, but rather are abstractions useful
'for Purposes of analysis. 2

E. Summafy
In summarizing, the leader may want to recommend some films

for independent viewing by participants. The following short film series,
for-example, is pertinent to material covered in the first unit of the
Study Guide:

F-5

F-6

-- "Man the Manager"'

-- "Man the Manager Case Histories"

The first film is 12 minutes, the second 7 minutes.

F. Briefing for Next Session

Looking forward to our next meeting, we will

1A more detailed presentation of these models can be found in
Edgar H. Schein, Organizational Psycholo (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. :
Prentice-Hall, 1965), pp. 47 -63; and a summary of this. material is found
in Gilbert B. Siegel, "Management Development and the Instability of
Skills: A Strategy," Public Personnel Review, 30:15-20, January, 1969.

21n this connection, the leader might mention Paul Nash, Models
of Man: Explorations in the Western Edtfcational Tradition (New York:
Wiley, 1968)--a book which.attemOs to shoiv how great thinkers in the
past have shaped American value, today. A historical approach to the
subject of models of man.-

1
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Unit 1, Section 2
be starting a new unit, which deals with the
nature of personality. It presents one model
of human behavior in some detail, and surveys
other models.

The next unit gives us an opportunity to re-
examiii our assumptions about human behavior,
andhelps'us.see why it is so important that
the manager have a good understanding of
human beha.vior, in order to ckeate the. type of
work situation in which the individual employee
will be motivated to use his full potential and
will have opportunities to grow and develop on
the job.

We will be discussing first one model of human'.
behavior based on dynamic theory. Then we
will be examining the key elements of that model.

Rather than suggesting specific readings on the dynamic theory model,
in preparation for the next meeting, the leader may find. tfiat participants,
can be best introduced to the subject of perSonalitY theory be phoOaing
themselves one theory to read about in some depth. He might suggest
that participants' select whatever theory.intei.ests them most and read
about it. Some specific knowledge about one theory will very likely
make more meaningful to participants the upcoming group discussion
on the dynamic theory model.

In recommending reading, therefore, the leader might suggest:

Calvin S. Hall and Gardner Lindzey, Theories of Personality.
2d. ed. (New York: Wiley, 1970), pp. 3-35. This section
provides much useful information for approaching and
evaluating different personality theories.

In-depth reading about one theory of personality. The
annotated bibliography in the Study Guide provides several
suggestions which will be helpful here.r

'In addition to the volumes suggested in the-Study Guide, the leader
might consider recommending Ledford J. Bischof, Interpreting Person-,
ality Theories.. 2d. ed. (New York: Harper and Row, 1970).
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As the next meeting is scheduled to cover two topics, first the dynamic
theory model and then one of the key elements of that model, adjustment,
the leader may also wish to recommend some reading on the subject of
adjustment. One possibility would be the following:

'p

Donald M. Wolfe and J. Diedrick Snoek. " A Study of
Tensions and Adjustment under Role Conflict."
The Journal of Social Issues, 18:102-121, July,1962.
(Readings. )

Before the group digperses,' hand out Work Assignment 3, and-the post--
meeting reactionnaire (Form 6), giving participants time to complete
the latter and turn it in before they leave.

If films are available for independent viewing, copies of Form.8; the
viewer's film critique, should also be made available.

0
If the leader has decided to use a case study in connection with the meet-
ing on adjustment, -copies should be passed out at this time, with appro-
priate instructions to the participants.

SPECIAL NOTES TO THE LEADER ON THE
USE OF THE CASE METHOD
It is the responsibility 'of the leader. to see that the participants become
involved in the case by provoking discussion, argument, br debate. He
must play the role of'provocateur, not lecturer. When case studies are
being used, the role of the leader is democratic in its orientation. He
assigns the cases for discussion, encourages sustained and critical think-
ing, stimulates effective reasoning by questions, and uide's consideration
of the issues involved. For example, in reaching possible solutions the
leader should emphasize the necessity of the .group's going through specific
specific steps.

1. Deterniine the problem and its scope.
2. Analyze the data that has contributed to the problem.
3. Interpret and weigh the evidence that bears on the situation.

1TWo helpful references on the case method are: Mildred Hawks-
worth LOwell, The Management of Libraries and Information Centers.
Vol. I: The Case Method in Teaching Library Management. (Metuchen,
N.J. : Scarecrow, 1968), and Allen A. Zoll, Dynamic Management
`Education. 2d. ed. (Reading, Mass. : Addison-Wesley, 1969).
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Unit 1, Section

4. Arrive at alternative solutions:
5. Select the best solution.

The leader should avoid making judgments on the comments or positions
taken by the participants and should try at all times to create a climate
in the classroom which indicates acceptance of what each person has to
contribute.

biffeient educators differ in regard to how they.answer do not
answer -- questions directed to them during a case study. It seems to be
the feeling among many that the leader should never answer questions
about the case directly, but refer questions to a group or individual, or
try to bring out answers froM the questioner by asking additional ques-
tion's.' Other leaders consider themselves as consultanth and announce
to their. groups that they see themselves in this role. In other words they
are available to play the role of a consultant to 'any group, upon group
(notindiVidual) request. Being invited, the leader can either acceptor
join the group'as a consultant or not, depending upon the situation as he
or she sees it. In othei words the case study is related to:a real work
situation in Which a groUp working on a problem decides to bring in a
consultant, and the consultant has a choice of whether or not he joins the
team:

This case was written for this unit in order to show the interrelationships
of the various management functions in an actual library job situation.1
Like most problems Involving employee- supervisor relations, it is not an.
"open-and-shut" case. It is not possible to find an easy "out" for
employees or the supervisors,. and consequently .it motivates the partici-
pantsto give theft' hest efforts to an examination of the issues involved.

Handouts that may be used to help the participants gain a greater under-
standing of some of the specioThe ual employment opportunity aspects of
this case are provided in H-1,:2 I and js H-1:3 I . The leader
might' give these out at the preceding session along with the case study,
or.prefer. to hand them out following the discussion a the case to give
those particularly interested in equal employment opportunity phases of
the case a take-off base for further study.

is case study was written by Sara Case, editor of this volume.

L -
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75 \Min.
Periods'
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2.1 A Model of Human
Behaivior

2.2 Adjustment.

'Work Assignment 4

2.'22 Drives -NeedsT-
2.23 Frustration

Work Assignment 5

2.24 Aggression

2.25 .Pushment

Work Assignment 6

.2.26 Anxiety

2.3 Other Theories of
Personality

Work Assignment 7

Proposed Periods

t ,
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BLOCKS

UNir2

Each solid plock iqpresents on class session
and implies a 150-minute instructional session.
The course is planned for-15 weeks with tivo
75-minute periods each Week. The words in
each block indicate 2-the basic concepts under
consideration. The Arabic numbers correspond
to the unit numbering in the course outline. Work
Assignments to be assigned and completed outside
of class are also indicated.
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44,
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OVERALL
OBJECTIVES

UN Ii" 2

2.1 To present and explore one model of human behavior: based,on
dynamic theory, in order to provida participants a deeper under-
standing of some of the factors underlying manta behavior.

2.2 To examine individually the key elements of, the -frustration-
aggression raddel of human behavior:

2.43 To provide an awareness of some different theories of personality
and their possible relevance to understanding employees in the,work
situation.

.4

.e.
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OBJECTIVES

UNIT 2

44

2.1 To present and explore one model of human behavior, based on
dynamic theory, in order to provide participants a deeper under-

,. standing of some of the factors underlying man's behayior.

2.11 To briefly examine human behavior in terms of its
biologibal determinants.

2.12 To develop in brief form a frustration-aggression
model of human behavior.

2.13 To consider both the usefulness and the limitations. of this
model as a conceptual tool.
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Unit 2: Section 1

THE- THEORYTHE-- DYNAMIC THEORMODEL OF-HUMAN-BEHAVIOR

Summary Outline for Meeting on:
THE DYNAMIdTHEORY MODEL OF
HUMAN BEHAVIOR
and 4

ADJUSTMENT, ONE OF THE KEY
ELEMENTS OF THAT MODEL

.Objectives.for the First Half of the Meeting:

To explore the dynamic theory model of human behavior.

B. To consider patterns of personal and organizational behavior that
fit the model.

Evaluation: '
Varticipants will be considered to have understood these concepts when
they have detnonstrated that they' are able to apply the learning they have
accomplished, both through home study and during the session, to situa-
tions discussed in the meeting. In addition to the leader's direct personal
appraisal, of the participant's progress, the following measure will be
used:

A brief activity in which participants are'asked to give examples
of patterns of personal and organizational behavior that fit the
model under discussion.

P re-Meeting Preparation:

4. Completion of Work Assignment.3.

B. Reading as discussed at conclusion of last meeting.
Calvin S. -Hall and Gardner Lindzey, Theories of Personality.

2d. ed. (New Yotk: Wiley, 1970), pp. 3-35.
In -depth reading about one theory of personality.

6
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Unit 2, Section 1
Materials Needed:
Chalkboard or portable easel with pad.
Chalk or marking pens.
Sufficient copies of the gollowing:

Work -Assignment-4.
Form 2 -- Report on Readings
Form 6 -- Post-meeting Reactionnaire
Case studies -- if the leader has decided to use them' in connection

with next week's meeting.

OpeningLthe Meeting:,
State the objectives for the first half of the meeting in your own words..

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up this portion of
the meeting:

A. SeCturette on the dynamic theory model of
human behavior.

B. Small group discussions on individual and
organizational behayior (or alternate activity
--general group discussion, or model
building and problem posing -- depending on
size of group and inclination of the leader).

C. Brief summary.

A. Content Presentation:
3.112. Dynalnic Theory Model of
Human Behavior
In beginning his lecturette on the dynamic theory model of human

behavior, the leader might, suggest that participants become familiar with
the key concepts of this model and that they compare it with the theory
they have explored on their own. In discussing the frustration-aggression
model as outlined in the Study Guide (2.1 and 2.12), it is recommended thitt
the leader include something of Its historical development and current
status in relation to other models of human behavior. 1

It is suggested that the leader refer back to the models of man presented

1For a discussion of the historical development .of dynlmic psycho-
logy, soe for example A. A. Roback, History of Americariolo .
New rev. ed. (New York:Collier-Macmillan, 1964); and Edna lieldbreder,.
Seven Psychologies (Ne'w York: Appleton- Century- Crofts, 1933).
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Designs for Learning
at the laSt meeting, to illustrate again that models are not actual repre-
sentations of peeplei:hht abstractions useful for analysis.

B. Participant Activity:SnL11. Group Discu_ ,
Divide the participants into groups of 3, and ask each group to dis-

cuss the following question: , -
a

What patterns-of iersonal and organizational
---- behavior do you see fitting this model? For

example, in your own library situation, how are
drives and frustrations revealed In the worker's
adjustment to the organization and in the adjust-
ment of the organization to the worker ?

In making this charge, the leader should point out that much of the
material they have produced for the work assignments would have
relevance here."

During the discussions, the leader should circulate among the groups to
get a feeling for the degree of sharing, insight, and participant reaction.
If there is time before the first half of the session ends, a general sharing
of the group as a"whole would serve-as.atreffective conclusion to this
part of the meeting.

Alternate Participant Activity:,
General GiOup Discussion
Rather than dividing into 'small groups, the leader might conduct the

discusiion with the entire group,, focusing on the same question, drawing
out participants' thoughts in connection with the work assignmentsNand
relating them to the dyriamig theory model. This alternative does not
encourage the same degree of participation of the group members, but
does offer the benefit of a total group experience.

Alternate Participant Activityf
Model Building and Problem Posing
This activity is suggested for use if the period is to be afull 150

minutes and if the group contains at least 18 people. It might conceivably
be used at this point in the cdurse if the leader plans to devote an entire
session to the dyriamic theory model, rather than devoting the second

85
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Unit 2, Section.1
--

half of the period-toan exafnination of adjustment.1

The activity involves an inner group (model building group), a problem
posing group, and the rest of the class. The first step is to select 4 to
6 individuals, or ask for volunteers, and seat them in a circle in the
center of the larger group.

The entire class should be told that the job of the inner group will be to
build a model of a work situation which might actually exist in a library,
describing the employees and the organizational structure. Then, another
group will be selected to pose a problem, the inner group will respond
with a' solution, and the solution will be the subject of a critique by the
entire outer circle. (The p-Foblem posing group should not be selected at
this time.)

'Instruct the inner group to build a model of
a medium-sized library, a department, or a
unit of a library, describing the people
work there, the service pattern , e administra-
tive controls "-_,usinflirlip chart or chalk-
board-Ifissary.

When the model is complete, a second grotlp (3 to 4 people) should be
chosen, and asked to leave the room to formulate a problem which could
logically occur in this situation.

During the time the problem posing group is meeting,, the rest of the
class can either take a break or the rema ing members of the outside
group can make a critique of the model, q estioning the Inner group on
weak spots' which might conceivably lead to human or organizational
'problems.

When the problem posing group returns, the should present their problem
to the Inner circle and that group is responsible for determining a strategy
for dealing with the problem. The proposed rategy is then the subject
of a critique by the entire outer circle and sh uld be examined on the .

llf the leader wishes to alter the time framework another way, he
might arrange to have thiti activity occur at the end of Unit II., thus using
it as a summary activity in which participants 4ould apply the whole range
of learning accomplished in the areas of psychology and petsonality.
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basis of the dynamic theory concepts discussed earlier in the meeting.

The leader is responsible forgiving clear directions and making sure the
group -knows the intent and purpose of the exercise as well as its
procedure.

C. S'ummary
In summarizing, the leader should link the experience oisthe.parti-.

cipant activity with the theory presented earlier in the meeting. He sho
conclude by stating the" key elements of this particular m uman
behavior, on which the next fevisessions o ass will be focused:,
adjustment, needs and drives ru rations, aggression,.punishment, and
anxiety.

The second half of the, meeting will then. be devoted to an examination of
the first of these key elements: adjustment.

4

a
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1

2.2 To examine individually the key elements of the frustration -
aggression model of human beharior.

2.21 Adjustment

2.22 eeds and Drives

2.23 Frustration

2.24 Aggression

2.25 Punishment

2.26 Anxiety

11,
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The Key Elements/ of this Model

ADJUSTMENT

,
Summary Outline for Meeting on:
THE DYNAMIC THEORY MODEL OF
HUMAN BEHAVIOR ,
and
ADJUSTMENT, ONE OF THE KEY
ELEMENTS OF THAT MODEL

Objectives for the Second Half of the-Meeting:

A. To examine adjustment as one of 'the key elements in
theory model of human behavior.

B. To consider adjustive behavior in the work situation.

Evaluation:
Participants will be considered to have- understood these Concepts when
they have demonstrated that they are able to apply the learning they have
accomplished to situations discussed in the meeting. The following
measures will be used:

the dynamic

A. A brief activity in which participants are asked to identify adjustive
behavior they have observed at york.

B. A group activity in which pp.rticipants idetitify various kinds of ad-
justive behavior, through group inventory, case Study, or paired
interviews.

Pre-Meeting Preparation:

A. Completion of Work Assignment 3.

, B. Reading as discussed at conclusion of last meeting.
Donald M. Wolfe and J. Diedrick Snoek. "A Study of Tensions

and Adjustment under Role 'Conflict, " Journal orSocial.
Issues, 18:102-1,21, Jug, 1962. (Readings. )

C. Reading °P ease study (alternate activity)

9 1.
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C. Suggestions for research task force on adjustment.
George V. Coe 1116 and others, 'eds. Coping and Adaptation: A Be-

havioral Sciences Bibliography. (Chevy Chase, Md.: National
Institute of Mental Health, U. S, Department of Health, Education-
and Welfare, 1970). (Public Health Services Publication No.2087)

This comprehensive bibliography represents the first major
attempt to highlight the most pertinent references on adaptation
and coping behavior in human development. .Numerous articles
on adjustment are cited.

John R. P. French, Robert L. Kahn and Floyd C. Mann, issue eds.
Journal of Social Issues, 18, July, 1962.

This entire issue, entitled "Work, Health, and Satisfaction, "
contain'; articles pertinent to adjustment in the work place. One
in particular the group might like to consider is "A Study, of
Tensions and Adjustment Under Role Conflict," by Donald M.
Wolfe and J. Diedrick Snoek, pp. 102-121.

Materials Needed:
Chalkbonrd, or portable easel with pad.
Chalk or marking pens.
Sufficient copies of the following:

Wbrk Assignment 4
Form 2 -- Report on Readings
Form 6 -- Post-meeting Reactionnaire
Form 8 -- Viewer's Filth Critique
Case studies -- if the leader has decided to use them at the .next

meeting (alternate activity)

Opening the second half of the meeting:
State the objectives for this part of the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up this part of
the meeting:

A. Content presentation on adjustment.
B. 'Group inventory of adjustive behavior.
C. Small group discussions on adjustment at

work.
D. Summary
E. Briefing for next session.
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.2*

A. Content Presentation:
Adjustment
Give a short tiresentation of adjustment, along the lines suggested

the StudyL.Guide' (2,21),

B. Participant Activity:
Group Inventory of Adjustive

. Behavior.
Following the content presentation, the leader conducts an inventory

of adjustive behavior, by listing on a flip chart or board= suggestions which
come froin the group. The charge to the group might be similar to the
following:

Our purpose is to learn more about adjustive
behavior, and how to recognize it at work.
Let us begin by sharing some of your own ideas
about adjustive behavior as you ,have observed
itin_y_otirself or in others in the library where
you work. As you make suggestions, list
them briefly on the flip chart..

4.

If the group hesitates, examples might be given by the leader such as with-
drawal, rejection, headaches, talkativeness, etc. The flip chart list
should include only keywords. Lengthy explanations of particular incidents
gbould not be encouraged.

C. Participant Activity:'
Group Discussions
After the list is made, the total number of partio ants should be

divided into three smaller groups for discussion. The t pic for all is
adjustment at work,: Each group, however, should be aligned a ceptral
focus:

.

(1)

(2)

One group will focus on hoiv people adjust to each other, as
individuals or as groups (for' example, how individuals adjust
to an authoritarian supervisor).

One group will focus on how people adjust, to places (for
example, bow individuals adjust to a shared office or
inadequate workspace).
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(3) One group will focus on how people adjust to'situations (for
example, how individuals adjust to a revised job description

demotion).
.

The inventory list can-serve as a starting point for the group if they wish
to use it in.that

Duiing the discussion the leader should go from group to group to catch
the tenor and get ideas for key points to raise later. When the discussion`
seems to have peaked, each of the small groups should report to the
others the significant elements in their discussion.

The leader should support and encourage these reports, adding his own
observations and reflections to:bying out various factors in the adjustment
theory. His chief role should be that of discussion leader and summarizer
at the end of the session

Alternate Participant'Attivity:
Case Study ;
Case Study,139 in,Lowelll, "Miss Marcum," might be used as an

alternate activity, with group .discussion focusedon_queations_which relate
to adjustment in the work place. If it is to'be used, the case study should '
have been duplicated and distrilr ,ited as a handout at the previous meeting
of the claps.

Alternate Participant Activity:
Paired Interviews
The Participants should divide themselves in pairs, each selecting

his own partner. The pairs would then interview each other to define, and
explore how each has adjusted to his work environment (in terms Of
people, places afid situations). Each should also consider how effective
his adjustment has been.

This format is useful for eliciting personal feelings about one's competence.
It poses a more threatening situation than the other suggested group
activities, but would be effective with a group that is open4and sharing, or
with a small-sized grodp in which there is a.climate of trust. It calls for
a good deal of interpersonal skill In the part of the leader, especially If
there is to be a sharing session' at the end of the exercise.

Hawksworth Lowell. The Mari eineiILitofI:srax.i and
Information Centers (Metuchen, N.J. :Scarecr6w, 1968), Vol. 3, pp.146-
149. t
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D. Summary
The leader should conclude by summarizing the 'Main concepts

covered in the meeting.

E. Briefing for Next Session
It might be suggested here that between now and the next session,

participants do some independent film viewing to add depthci their under-
standing of personality. TWo films from the Psychology Today series
are relevant to 'this unit of the course,: f 1/4

I "Personality" (26 -minutes)

I F-8 , J -- "Learning", (26 minutes).
If -these or other films are to be used, the leader should make available
copies Of Formi8, the viewer's film critique..

Heihould then 'make brief reference to next week's meeting. 4

Next week we will be discussing two more elements
of the dynamic theory model needs and drives,
and frustration. Our task is not only to under-
stand-the elements of this model but also -- and
even more important -- we must see how it can
be useful to us in understanding actual human
behavior in organizations.

Concentrate your reading for next week on needs
and drives, and fruserafion. The bibliography
in the Study Guide is classified, so you can select
what you want without undue ,confusion.

One of 'the best books I have found which relates
research findings In psychology directly to prob-
lems of management and administration is
Costello and Zalkind's Psychology in Administra-
tion. You will finclit listed in your 'study Guide
bibliography.

4.
Here the leade cat highlight whatever readings he considers. most
important. Su4ested as possible starting points are the following:
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On needs and drives: . . .

. . :4Abrahain. H. Maslow, "A Theory of Human Motivation,"
., Pszohological Review, 10:370-396, July, 1043.

On frustration:
Timothy W. Costello anti Sheldon'$. Zalkind, Paycholag in

Administration: A Research Orientation (Englewood
cliffs, N. J. Prentice -Hall, 1963), pp. 131-138.

Harry Levinson, "The Psychologist In Industry,'; Harvard
Business Review, '37:93-90, -September-Oetober, .1959,

Before the group-leaves, distribute Work Assignment 4; 'and copies of
the post-meeting reactiMmaire (Form 6), allowing participants time toMI
coMplite the latter before they depart.' 4

f..

$

Alio, if the leader has decided to use cane studies In commotion with
next week's discussion, they should be passed out to partioifants at this
ime..

4

:a*
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NEEDS AND DRIVES

Summary Outline for Meeting on:
NEEDS AND DRIV;§
and
FRUSTRATION

Objectives for the First Half of the Meetinsi_

A. To eitimine needs and drives as one ofthe key elements in the
dynamic .theory model of human behavior.

B. To cons, needs and drives in relation to the work situation.

Evaluation:.
ParticipantS will be considered to have understood these concepts when
they have demonstrated that they are able to apply the learning they have
accomplished, both during home study and during the session, to situations
discussed in the meeting. In addition to the leader's direct personal
appraisal of the participant's progress, the degree to which these objec-
tives are achieved will be judged by the following measures:

A. The ability of the participants t o apply concepts -from their reading
and from the content presented in the session to class discussion.

B. The ability of the participants, to see the value of understanding
motivational concepts in the work situation:

Pre-Meeting Preparation:
A. Completion of Work Assignment 4.

B. Case Study (if it is to be used).

C. Reading as discussed at conclusion of last meeting.
Abraham Maslow, "A Theory of Human Motivation,"

Psychological Review, 50:370-396, July, 1943. (Readings.)
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D. Suggestion& for research task force on drives and needs.
Heif?y-A. Murray and ExplOrktions to Personality.

(New York: OXford, 1938).
Byron A. Campbell and James R. Misanin, "Basic Drives,"

Annual Revieiv of Psychology, 20:57-84, 1969.

Materials Needed:
Chalkboard or portable easel with pad.
Chalk or marking pens.

T-14 land I T-15 I ,

Overhead projector.
Sufficient copies of the following:

Work Assignment 5.
Form 2.-- Reporton Readings
Form 6 -- Post-Meeting Reactionnaire
Form 8 -- Viewer's Filin CritiqUe
Case studie*S- has-decicied-to.-use them at next.

week's meeting (alternate activity)

Opening the Meeting:
State the objectives for this part of 'the meeting in your own words.

.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up this pirt-of
the meeting:

A. Content presentation on needs nnd drives.
B. Diads (pairs) discussion of one's own

needs and drives in the work situation
C. Small-group disoussion" of' others' needs

and drives in the work sitUation.
D. Identification of on-the-job incidents in which

motivation seems toThe a prime factok.

A. Content Presentation:
Needs and Drives
In his presentation, the leader may wish 8,o point out the difficulty

of makinean makink an inventory of needs (motivational dispositions).
Yet many psychologists have attempted to make such classifications Of
human behavior. MasloW,ifor instance,- conceptualized'a hierarchy-of
needs, which is ilfustiated in J T-14 .

lAbrahEun H. Maslow, Motivation and Personality 2d. ed. (New
York: Harper and Row, 1970); pp. 35-58.
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T-14 I Hierarchy of Human Needs (Maslow)

Psychologists have long sought to gain a better
understanding of human behavior by studying the
basic human needs. Maslow categorized needs
as shown in this transparency.

At the bottom of Maslow's hierarchy are the basic
physiological needs for survival -- for food and
drink. But once these needs have been met,
according to Maslow, they no longer repreSent a
strong motivating force. Other needs become of
more' concern.

The next level of needs are those for safety.-- in
both the physical and psychological sense. There
is need for shelter from the environment, and
t.here is also need to protect the integrity of the
individual's personality.

But once these safety, needs are metthen social--
needs tend to Beconie of increasingeoncern, ''such
as the.need for fellowship, and-itie need for group
acceptance.

Once social needs are met ego needs become an
important motivating force. These include the
need for self-esteem and esteem from others.

According to Maslow needs of the highest order
are those of self-actualization or self-fulfillment
=.-the opportunity to develop and use one's potential
capacity in order to become all one is capable of
becoming.

Earlier psychologists often tried to construct much more complete lists
of needs. Murray attempted to itemize all human needs and developed the
following system of classification:

1. Primary (viscerogenic) physiological needs.
These are: air, water,--food-rsex, lactation, urination,
defecation, ,harmavoidance, noxavoidance (the tendency
to avoid' or rid oneself of noxious stimuli), heatavoidance,
coldavoidance, sentience (inclination for sensuous
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gratification, such as taste sensations and tactile
sensations). He also recognized a need for passivity,
whidh included relaxation, ,rest, and-sleep.

2. Secondary (psychogenic) needs.
These Murray described as presumably-dependent
upcin and derived froth the primary needs. He felt
that they were not fundamental, biological drives,
though some might be' innate.

A

IT -15, I illustrates Murray's psychogenic needs, and might be shown to
the group at this time:

Impresentini Murray's classification, the leader might want to refer to a
table in Hilgard and Atkinson's Introduction to Psychology, 1 which pre
sents a list of psychogenic needswith some changes in wording to avoid
Murray's neologisms..

B. Participant Activity:
Diad Discussions of One's Own Needs
and Drives in the Work Situation
Based on their reading and the first three questions in Work Assign-

ment 4, the participants should have done enough thinking about their own
motivations to enable them to, discuss their,motivations with others.

Ask each member of the group to Selecta partner
to work with iri a diad (group of two) using an
interviewing technique, in a two-step process:

J

Charge to diads:

1. Define and-list-your-chief driyes and needs in
relation to your work situation.

-47

2. Discuss with your partner what activities you
--eng-Wilito respond to thosedrives and needs:

(For example: the need.for visible accomplish-
ment might lead to an administrator's apply-
ing himself chiellitto the paper routines of
his job.

'Ernest R. Hilgard and Richard C. Atkinson, Introduction to
Psychology. 4th ed. (New York:Harcourt, Brace and World,1967),p. 143.
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C. Participant Activity:

Small-Group Discussions of Others' Needs
and Drives in the Work Sittiation.
After 8 to 10 minutes of the diad discussion, combine diads to make

groups of 4 to 6.
Ask these groups to discuss, and share their view of how
others in the work situation respond to their needs and
drives. Ask participants to comment on how effective
they feel these responses are.

D. Participant Activity.
Identification, of On-the-Job Incidents in which
Motivation Seems to be. a Primary Factor
Thy next step is toesk the participants to-think about how knowledge of

the ways individuals respond to their needs and drives can aid the manager
in achieving both organizational,and individual employee objectives. The
following exercise could be used.

Ask each partiCipant to take five minutes to write down
an incident from his or her work experience in which the
question of motivation seems to, be *primary one, and to
state how Maslb:W's hierarchy of needs concept mightibe
usefully applied in that incident (or condition).

These incidents uld then be quickly reviewed b,-;: tne leader for degree of rela-
tionship to the content of the class up to this point, and one or two would be singled
out for group discussion. (If there is notsufiloient time for all of this activity,
during the class period, the deader could collect and reyiew the statements for
clarity and comprehension, and discuss them at a subsequent meeting in Unit IV
where the topic of motivation is treated hill-lore, depth.)

Alternate Participant Activity:
Case Study 123 in Lowelll might be used as an alternative to the group exer-

cises suggested above. Questions for discussion should bring out the content of the
session relative:to needs and drives.

In closing this part of the meeting, the leader may,wish to recommend for
independent viewing .the following films;

F-9 "People Are All Alike" (10 minutes)

F-10 "Individual Motivation and Behavior
(30 minutes)

1Mildred Hawksworth Lowell, The Management of Libraries and Information
CenterS,, Vol. 3. (Metuchen, N.J. :Scarecrow, 1968), pp. 114-105.
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FR11S-TRALTION.

Summary Outline for Meeting on:
NEEDS AND DRIVES
and
FRUSTRATION

4

Objectives for the Second Half of the Meeting]

A. To examine frustration as one of the key elements in the dynainic
theory, model of human behavior. . .

B-. To identify some.ot the_external and internal forceS that produce
frustration.

C. To analyze ways in which individuals adjust tolrustrating situations
in the work place.

Evaluation:
Participants will be considered to have understood these concepts when
they have demonstrated that they are able to apply the learning they have
accomplished, _both during home study and during the session, to- situations
discussed in the meeting. In addition to the' leider's direct personal
appraisal of the participant's progress, the degree to which these objec- .

tives are achieved will be judged by the following measures:_

A. The ability of the participants to recognize the relationship of
various degrees of frustration to possible modes of,adrustment in
the work situation.

B. The ability of the participants to apply concepts from their reading
and the content presentation 1i a role-playing situation.

Pre-Meeting Preparation:

- A. Completion of Work Assignment-4.
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B. Case study (if it is to be used).

C. Reading as discussed at conclusion of last meeting.
Timothy W:Costellb and Sheldon 'S. Zalkind, Psychology in

AdminiStration: A Research Orientation (Englewood
Cliffs,, N. X. :Piehtice-Hall, 1963),pp. 131-138.

Harry Levinson, "The. Psychologist in Industry, " Harvard
Business Review, 37:93-99, September-October, 1959.

1

D. Suggestions for research task force on frustration.
Norman R. F. Maier

' Frustration: The Study of Behavior
Without a Go/ al (New )(chic: McGraw-Hill, 1949).

Richard S. Laiarus, Psychological Stress and the Coping
Process/(New York:McGraw-Hill, 1966).

Especially Chapter 1 which deals with the definition
of stress, identifying it as a psychological problem, and
'Chapter 6 which deals with how personality influences
adjustment to stress.

eed Lawson, Frustration: The Development of a Scientific
Concept (New York: Macmillan, 1965).

Materials Needed:
Chalkboard or portable easel With pad.

'Chalk or marking pens. `,

T-16 I through t-18.1 I .
Overhead projector.
J F711 I (oRtional.film presentation).
16 mrn.projeCtor,

;

Sufficient copies of the follOwing:"
Form 2 -- Report on Reading's
Form ,6 -- Post-Meeting-Reactionnaire
Form 8 Viewer's Film Critique

-Case studies alternate activity.

Opening the Second Half of the Meeting
State the Objectives for the second half of the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities thaewill make up this portion
of the meeting:

A. Content presentation-on frustration.
B. Group- inventory of organizational frustrations

and modes of adjustment.
G. Role playing of frustrating library situation.
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D.
5.

Optional Film Presentation.
Summary' and briefing for next session.

A. Content Presentation:
. Frustration
In addition to the material presented in:the Study Guide (2.23), the

leader will find useful Maier's' description of the differences between
motivated behavior and frustrated behavior. A popularized , brief pre-:
sentataon of frustration in the work situation as presented by Levi2 may /
also be helpful.

To emphasize the dynamic relationship between frustration and aggression
in the work situation, the leader may wish to open with a quote from
Levinson (One of the articles suggested for pre-meeting preparation):

In organizations -"there exist, andVill airways
exist, hostile feelings, and... the best.way to
.deal with them.is to devise organized and con-
trolled ways for their discharge. Hostile
feelings carrbe dispelled constructively if

/theysare directed toward the solution of problems
which .engender \d them...there-will be little
satisfaction in fh expression of hostile'feelitigs
unless they are e ressed to someone ih
authority. "3

It is suggested that the leader iitteirsperse t following transparencies
as he proceeds his content_presentation

T-16 -- Frustrations: External and Internal

Frustrations are always unpleasant and can be
painful (such.as grief). Although-frustration does
not always lead to aggression, it may cause one to
seek other means of reaching a goal, or give up
the goal altogether, at least ,temporakily. Frustra-
tinn may elicit emotional reactions such as,

Norman R F Maier, op. cit. , pp. 159-161; this material also
appears in Costello and Zalkind, op. cit., pp. 137-139.

2Lennart4levi, Stress: Sources, Management, and Prevention
(New York: Liveright, 1967), pp. 97-109.

3Levinson, op. cit. , pp. 97 -98.
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anxiety. Research seems to indicate that frustra-
tion in Infancy'plays an Impart-ant part in the
.developmentsof one's-personality.

External frustrations include: priVations (poverty);
lacks (freedom); losses (people and things); bar-
riers (restraints); parents, teachers, significant
others ,(restraints); pain (injury); potential harm
(threat of possible punishment);`social restraints;'
moral restraintss

Internal frustrations include: body deformity; in-
adequate physique, poor'eyes, deafneSs, internal
psychological inhibitions, fear of failure, fear of
ridicule, feelings of guilt.

T-427 j -- Discipline as aFrustration
3

Discipline, the need_to.subordinate oneself to
someone else's will,. is a very real form of
frustration for many in the work situation. The
boss may be a poor-manager, be vague or give
contradibtory orders, he may nag or reprimand
employees whether they are right or wrong.
Despite such frustrations, the employee may have
to keep calm, , -hide his anger by cleriching.this
fist in his pocket. This can continue indefinitely
without seeming outwardly to harm the worker,
but it often results in a state of tension which may
severely limit the employee's effectiveness and
well being.

I T-18 I. -- Mental First Aid

Often a person frustrated at work tries to relieve ,t.
his frustration by "getting it off his chest." Most
people are very adept at providing a band-aid when
an associate cuts hid finger. It just as easy to
give the same kind of elementary assistance in ,

the mental sphere. Such "mental first aid" is
easily applied -- let the frustrated person get 't
off his chest. This is a great relief for most
people. Frustrations become less perplexing and
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.frightening'when one has the opportunity of
expressing.them in words. The best form of
"mental first aid" is .simply t6 listen -- not to

$give 'good advi4." .

17.

,Participant Activity;.,. 1.

Group Inventory
The leader niight conclude his lecture by listing on chalkboard or

flip chart organizational barriers, as suggested by the group -- barriers
that tp.use frustration in the work situation.

Such aliinventory might be written in three columns: first, the barriers
as suggested by the group; next, for each cause of frustration list possible
modes of adjustment the worker may -seek, again as suggested by parti-.
cipants; and in a third`coltunn, list alternatives to those barriers that
may eliminate or lessen frustrated behavior -- these alternatives too
should be suggested by the-group. \-,
IF

, .
,,,./k or example, the introduction of automation into a libraily may give rise .

to ,a barrier: it. may create pressures which will lead to frustration in the
fldi\V,idual and result in poor morale, thus being a detriment to achievement

of overall library objectives: In other words, technology may cause w
problein\S which are not technological but personal. If the situation is to
be alleviated, the psychological limits of individual adaptability must be
taken into ccount. One solution might be allowing employees to help plan
for and be- nvolved in-introducing the automated processes.),' t.,

C. Participant Activity: ..

Role Playing .

A role playing sequence might be used advantageously to demonsti:ate
degrees of frustratiOn and possible modes of adjustment. The leader
should ask a volunteer group of 4 to depict the folldwing situation:

, ..

A new reference librarian is assigned untrained
to a busy reference desk staffed by the head of
the department and a non-professional of con-
siderable experience. A demanding patron enters
the scene which further confuses the training
situation.

The leader should allow the role playa's to formulate what they intend td
do, but should be available to serve as a resource person if they requeSt.

1
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While the role ,play group is briefly deciding haw they will proceed in
their presentatiim, the test of the class might discuss together some of
the ciata on frustration brought out in Work Assignment 4, considering
espEcially answers to these questions:

1. What kinds of .conditions or actions are
frustrating to you in your work situation ?

2. How do you adjust to frustrating situations ?

After. the role play, the leader sholid initiate ttie discussion with such
4questions a: ' rt

1. What instances of frustration were
demonstrated In the role play ?

2. What kinds 'of feelings were present in the
patron the new staff member, the department
head, e non-professional staff member ?

3. In what ways coul4dproblems in this situation
be alleviated ?

lternate Participant Activity
Case study120 in Lowelli. might be used, followed by'group discus-

sion focused around questions which telate to frustration in the work
situation.

-D. Optional Film Presentation

.1 F-11 I "Change--Training Teachers for
Innovation"

This film dramatically.portrays brainstorming as
a way of learning in small groups. It is parti-
cularly useful for us to,see this film at this time
because next week we will be tryingout the
technique ourselves in buzz-group discussions.

The film takes 26 minutes and should be followed if time permits by some
group discussion during which the most important points are brought out.

'Mildred Hawksworth Lowell, The Management of Litsraries and
Information Centers, Vol. 3 (Metuchen, N. J.: Scarecrow, 1968), "
pp. 98-99.
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E. , Summary and Briefing for Nexttessian
`Looking forward to the next topic for discussion, which is

,

laggression, the leader might re-emphasize that although. aggression is
.4one 'response 'to frustration,`, it is not the only and inevitable consequence
tt-; of frustration.. As has been seen in the meeting today, a perSon's

reactions to frustration, to some extent at least, depend on the .indi-
. vidual's interpretation of the.thwarting situation.

Some films relevant to the course content which might be suggested at
this point for independent viewing are the following, the first in relation'
to the meeting just coming to a close, and the other three in preparation
for the next' Meeting:

F-12 1-- "Meamn ,s.are in People"
(22 minutes)

1 F-13 I-- "Anger At WOrk"
(21\minutes)

F-14 I-- "Bright Young Ne\VcRmer"
(8 minutes)

F -15 -I-- "The Trouble with Archie"
(10 minutes)

In recommending ending for the next meeting, the leader might wish to
consider thelolloyn suggestions:

-\
Oiraggression:`

ElfOn B. McNeil, '.Rychology and Aggression," in Timothy W.
Costello and SheldRa S. .Zalkintl, Psychology in Administration:
A Resedrch Orientation' (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-
Half, 1963), pp. 139-1419.

On-punishment:
Ernest R. Hilgard and Richard C. Atkinson, Introduction to

psyElIollagx. 4th ed. (Ne3V Yoik: Harcourt, Brace and World,
1967), pp. 356-359. F

(The section entitled "Reward and Punishmeht in the-
Control of Learning. ")

Gene S. Booker, "Behavioral Aspects of Disciplinary Action,"
Personnel Journal , 48:525-529, July, 1969. Readings.

Before the clap ends, the leader should distribute copies ofIlie following,
as appropriate:'
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Work AssignMent 5
Form 2 -- Report on Readings
Form 6 -- Post-meeting Reactionnakre
Form 8 -- Viewer's Film Critique 4

Case studies, if they are 6be:used at the next meeting.
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AGGRESSION

iSummary Outline for Meeting on:
AGGRESSION
and
PUNISHMENT

Objectives for the First Half of the Meeting:

A. To examine aggression as one of the key elements in the dynamic
theory model of human behavior'.

B. To analyze types .of aggressive behavior in the work place.

C. TO-consider-the manager's role in situations in which aggression is
a'factor.

Evalutitibn:
Participants will be considered to have understood these concepts when
they. have-demonstrated that they are able to apply the learning they have
accomplished, both during home study and during the session, to situa-
tions discussed in the meeting. In addition to the leader's direbt person)
appraisal of the participant's pyogresis, the degree to which these objec-
tives are achieved will be jtfaged by the following measures:

A. The ability of the participants to recognize signs and causes of
aggressive action through participation in or observation of.a
simulated exercise.

B. The ability of the participants to recognize and describe aggression
artherhave Seen it Or -experienced it in working with their own
employees.

The ability of the participants to suggest solutions to problems of
aggression in the work place as identified by the group.
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pre-Meeting2reparation:

A. Completion4of Work Assignment 5.

B. Case study (if it is to be used).

C. .Reading as discussed at conclusion of last meeting.
Elton.B...2.McNeil, 'Psychology -and Aggression," in" Timothy

W. Postello and Sheldon S. Zalldnd, Psychology in
Administration: A Research Orientation (Englewood Cliffs,
N.J.: Prentice-Hall; 1963),. pp. 139 -149.

D. Suggestions for research task force on aggression.
Leonard Berkowitz, ed: Roots of Aggression: A Re- Examination

of the Frustration-Aggression Hypothesis (New York:
Atherton, 1969).

Materials Needed:,
Chalkboard, or portable with pad.
Chalk or marking pens.
Stop-watch, or clock with easy-to-read second hand.
Sufficient c les of the folldiving:

-.H-2:1 -
11-2:2

`Work Assignment 6
Form 2 -- Report on Readings
Form 6 .--,Post-MeetingRdactionnaire
Form 8 -- Viewer's Film Critique

Opening the Meeting: _

State the Objectives for the first half of the meeting in your own Words.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up this portion
Of the meeting:

A. Content presentation on aggression.
B. -Simulation exercise de Sig-116dt° arouse

feelings of aggressiai resulting from
frustration.

A. Content Presentation:
Aggression
In, addition to the content. suggested in the Study Guide (2.24), the

leader may find it helpful to refer to McNeil's discussion of defense
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mechanisms. 3. It should be pointed out in this connection that defense
mechanisms, if they do not dominate behavior, are normal coping
mechanisms essential for meeting adjustive demands and maintaining
psychological equilibrium. The administrator must do more than identify
and label such mechanisms, he must understand their underlying dynamics.
With such understanding, the behavior of individual employeep will ec me
more meaningful' and perhaps more tolerable.

In connection with his discussion of defense mechanisms, the leader
might effectively use I H -2:1 1, which lists a variety of coping Media- .
nisms 'and relates them to the work situation., . The- list is-based on
McNeil and supplemented by Costello and Zalkind. 2

H-2:1 Adjustive Reactions to Frustration,
Conflict, and Anxiety

At an appropriate point iiithe -lecture, the leader
distributes this handOut, indicating how such a
chart might be helpful to the manager in his
attempts to understand the behavior of employees.

. _participants-shouldTbe-asked-to-cite-exaraples-of
aggressive behavior as they have. seen gr exper-
ienced it in their own work situation, and the
'discussion should then be focused on understanding
the dynamics. of such behavior.'

. Participant ActiVity:
Simulation Exercised
Divide the class into groups of 8 for a simulation exercise which,

provides participants an opportunity to experience feelings of aggression
resulting from frustration; a situation often prevalent in work groups.
In addition, it is designed :to -give individuals a chance to view their own
behavior in a simulated situation.

Participants not selected for the groups of 8 will serve as 'observers and
should be instructed to feel free to move-about among the groups and pairs,
but they must not talk to individuals in the groups of 8. Observers should

McNeil, op. cit. , pp. 139-149: (Suggested pre-meeting prepara-
tion sfor group).

2Ibid.; pp. 148-149.
3Source of, simulation activity: J. William Pfeiffer and John E. Jones,

A Handbook of Structured Experiences for Human Relations Trainingtvol. 2
(Iowa City, Iowa: University Associates,- 1970), pp. 66-69.
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be instructed to look for what helps the groups in their activities and
interaction and what hinderS them.

Within each group of 8, individuals should be assigned a partner --this
assignment should be-aititrary, though it does not have to be baged
on any particular criteria. The room should be adequate to allow each
group -of .8 to talk together as a grouts and to talk together as pairs with-
out disturbing each othees conversations. 4 Each cluster of 8 should be
seated as illustrated below:,

6'

After the groups of (referred to below as "clusters") are formed and
further subdivided into diads, the leader"may wish to introduce the exer-
cise by saying:.

In simulation and gaming, if one picture is worth
a thousand words, then one experience is worth a
thousand pictures: The title of this gaming exe.r-
cise is 'Win as much as you can, " and you are to
keep that goal in mind constantly during the 20
xninutes that the game will be played.

Give each individual a copy of the tally sheet
ill-2:2 land ask them to study the sheet individu-
ally fo: three minutes. Call attention to the fact
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that the action involved in the game is to choose
for each round either, an "X" or a "Y" as indicated
in the first line of'directions. At the end of the
three minutes, each person is asked to share his
understanding of the game with hi§ partner.

After three minutes, read the following directions'
aloud:

N.

A. The title of this gaming exercise is "win as
much as you can." You are to keep that:goal
in mind during the next twenty minutes.

B. There are three key rules:

1. You are -Mit to-donfer with other members
of your cluster unless yod.ake gi-ven
specific permission to do ser'Ith4rohibiT

lion applies to non-verlitfas well as verbal
communication. ,

2. Eachdiad must agree upon a single choice
for each round.

3. You are to ensure that the other members
of your cluster do not know your -diad's
choice until you are instructed to reveal it.

C. 'There are ten rounds to this exercise. During
each round you will have one minute to mark
your choice for the round. You may now mark
your choice for round one. Remember the
rules.

1. (After the lapse of one minute.) If you hasvoi
not marked your choice, please raise your
hand. (Make sure that everyone has com-
pleted the task before you go on, but keep
them moving.)

2. Share your decision with the other members
of your cluster.

114'
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3. Score according to the chart on the tally
.sheet..

D. (Continue, the game as follows;)

1. You have one minute to mark your decision
for round two.

2..Has everyone-finished ?

3. Share and score.

E. (Continue the game in round three as before.)

F. (Continue the game in roimdfouras,beforevy

G. Round five is a bonus round, You will note
that the tally sheet indicates that all amounts
won or lost will be Multiplied by three.
fore I ask,you to mark your choice for thi&
round; I am goirig to allow you to discus's this
exercise with the other,membersof your
-cluster:- After -the group discussion; you-and---
your- "partner" will have one minute to discuss
your decision as before. You will have three,
minutes for group discussion. (Stop disCus:-
sion after three minutes). 'YOu and your
"partner" now-have one minute to-mark your
decision for round five. Remember the rules
are now in effect. (After the lapse of one
minute..) Has everyone finished ? Share and '
score.

H. (Continue waft round six and.seven as done in
rounds one through four.)

. (Round eight is the .same.as round five except
that the .bonus value haS increased from three
to five times par.')

J. (Continue with round nine as done in rounds
one through four, and six and "seven..) -

K. (Round ten is the same as rounds five-and eight
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except that the bonus-Value has now increased
to ten times par.)

L. (Compute the net score-as a cluster from the
four diadic 'scores.) (Example: +18, -21,
+6, and +2 = +5, etc. ,It is possible for each
cluster to score +100, e. g., +25., 425, +25,
and +25, if they all choose "Y", the ,collabo-
ration option, on each round.

"

After the exercise, the le'ader then opens the discussion of the process
during the simulation. Key .questions to ask:

1. What -were the Pifiniary sources of your
',frustration? (People ? Situation ?)

2. Did you see aggressive behavi6r in yourself'-
or your partner ? The _other rnembersof your
octet?

3. How did you resolve your feelings ?
4. How do you feel now toward other members-of

your group ?
-5.- ._How great a motivating factor was the score

you as an-individual pair earned ? How great
a factor was your small- group score ?

6. Did you feel cooperative,' competitive-,--or
aggressive ? Did your feelings tend to change
as the game progressed?

These questions should be directed for the groups of 8 to discuss among
themselves first, then, if there was more than one group; of 8, ,the informa-
tion-should be shared among these groups: The observers (those not
assigned to an octet group) should comment on their observation of behavior
of the pairs and groups during the task assignment-after the groups
have shared their reactions,- information, and comments.

The leader has two functions in this exercise -- instructing the, group on
procedures, and leading the discussia focused .on the procesiof the
simulation.

All members of the group should be encouraged, but not forced, to shares
their reactions to the game (i.e. situation) and the participants (people)
actually playing the game. t

It is partidularly important that the leader conclude by making clear the .
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purpose and intent of this part of-the session. Information from this
exercise may be valuable in understanding individual and group reaction
to aggression and frustration, and in understanding,how reactive feelings
are affected by situations and people.

Alternate Participant 'Activity:
Case study 143 in Lowell' might be used as an alternative to the

simulation exercise suggested above. Questions for discussion should
bring out the content-of the lecture and reading relative to aggression in
the work Place°.

i4 -

4

"Mildred Ha ksworth Lowell, The Management of Libraries and
Information Centers,NK01. 3. (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecros, 1968), pp.
154-156. N,

N,N
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PUNISHMENT

Suminary.Outline for Meeting on:
AGGRESSION
and
PUNISHMENT
0

Objectives for-the Second Half of the.Meeting:

To examine punishment as one-of the key elements in the dynamic
'theory model of human behavior.

. B.' To distinguish between punishment and discipline.

C. To analyze the effeCts of Punishment in the work pace.

D. To consider the role of the manager in relation to the use of
punishment.

Evaluation:
The degree to which these objectives are achieved will be judged by the
ability of the participants to apply the learning they have accomplished,
both during home study and during the meeting, to situations discussed
in class session.

Pre-Meeting Preparation:

A. Completion of Work Assignment 5.

B. Case study if it is to be used).

C. Reading as discussed.at conclusion of last meeting.
Ernest R. Hilgard.and RiChard C. Atkinson, Introductiorito

Psychology. 4th ed. (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
World, 1967), pp. 356,-359.
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Gene S. -Booker, "Behavioral Aspects of Disciplinary Action,"

Personnel Journal, 48:525-529;- July, 1969. (ReadingS:)

D. Suggestions for researchtk force on punishment.
Erling E. Boe and Russel\l"M Church, eds: Punishment: Issues

and Experiments (New Yor: Appleton-Century-Crofts,
1968.) '

Kurt Lewin, A-Dynamic Theory of Personality (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1.935). Especially Ch. 4.

Materials Needed: _

_Chalkboard; -or portable, easel with pad.
Chalk or marking ens.
I T-19 I and T-20 I -.

Overhead projector.
Sufficient copies of the following:

J 11-2:3 I

Work Assignment \6.
Form.2 -- Report On Readings

orm 6 Post-ineeting Reactionnaire
orm 8 -- Viewerts Pjlm Critique

Opening the second hail of the. neeting:
State the objectives for this portion of the meeting in your own wards.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will makeup tin art of the
meeting:

A. Content pre entation,. on punishment.
-B. Buzz groups to discuss the effects. of punish-

ment and to develop gw.delines foi the use of
punishment in the library.

C. Summary and briefing for next session.

A. Content Presentation:
Punishment
In his presentation, the leader should emphasize the faot that punish-

ment is not synonymous with discipline. Discipline refers to any method
used to guide or control behavior and frequently it may take the form of
reinforcing and encouraging action rather than punitive arkd repressing
action. Punishment, on the other hand is a form of counter- aggression.

.
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I T-19 ( -- AggresSive Behavior

Thi "s transparency- shows\in
individual who-needs mone
Maintenance and suqival.
need, he considers a fo

-behavior; which is apt-tole

cartoon forliii an
adly for his self-
re-sponding to this

emery aggressive
ishment

(counter-aggression from also con-
siders an adaptive form oftehavior, ing a
job and earning_the.thonerara carpente

f ex

4.

While the aggressive act would' more comple ly
and immediately'satisfy his need, he fears it
because of the punishment he anticipates. ffut
the adaptive alternative is less satisfactory for it
will yield hire much less money and it-will take---
him a long time to, earn the inoney._-Thede- draw-
backs 'cause him considerable-Einxiety and he
dreams that-wilthave troubles as a carpenter.
PosSibly he is turning..his aggressive fdelings on
himself in this dreami- as if he were punishing
himself for choosing anadiptive form of behavior."vo t "

During his presentation, the leader mightt ask a question such as the
following, and in this4ponnection T-20 ,could be shown:

What kinds of punishment can organizations
infliot? :Directly-or indirectly ?

°- -
I T-20 -- Exclusion from the Group -as

Punishment.

Research shows that one of the most se\ere forms
of punishment is exclusion from the group, or un-
favorable comparison or ridicule by thoseNn an
individual's work group. To feel abceptedand
part of a group is a human need.

During the lecture, participants 'Should be asked to give examples of
puRishnient as they have observed it being administered to given individuals
(who should not be identified) in a work situation. *\

Ifs
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B. Participant Activity:
Buzz Groups u.

To emphasize some of the effeets of punishment'in
the leader might make.use of 5-72:Y7 at this point, by
following activity.

I

the work place,
relating it to the

By waytof introduction, distribute the handout and ask that participants
respond to the suggestions preSentd in the lasttparagt'aph on the mana-
ger's use of punishment in an organization.

""jtiform ,the participants that they will be given five
minutes to study this handout and analyze -.the
rationale of the authors, and tha hen they will
be divided into uzz,groups for scussion..

After, five minutes, assign. the ,participants to
'Abuzz groups of 4-5, asking each group, on the-

of this stateMent, their reading, the pre-;
-Otass distiNiR,. and their \vb.& experience,

raw-up some guidelines on the use of punish-
ment-iii a library organization.

The suggestions identified by the buzz groups' should be written down by
one of their members and then Combined with those of the other groups
on the chalkboaiti or portable easel. The lists .as presented will probably
fall into two general categories which could be listed separately:. (1)
cautions in the use of punishment based op objections to it as a-means of
controlling behavior, 04'0y-situations in which punishment can be
serviceablet fi

The cautionary list might include such items as:

The results Of punishment are not as predictable
as the results of reward, and therefore great
caution is needed in its use.

Punishment only says "stop" and by itself may
lead the persOn punished to substitute an even
more undesirable action.

Research shows that sometimes punishment-fixes
behavior rather 'than eliminates it.

121,
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A byproduct of 'punishment may lead to dislike of
the manager jilflioling the punishment, Or to dis-
like of the type of Vork.activity that provided the
background for 'the` punishment.

yunishindrit is less effective than re and because
it suppresses a response, but.does not weaken it.

1

Severe punishment may upset the person so much
that his over-all effectiveness is greatly,
lessened.

Occasions when punifshmentmight be serviceable could include:

Punishment may be used :effectively to eliminate
an undesirable action, if alfernative'responses
are available that will not be punished or reitrarded.

Mild punishment can be informative and serve to
redirect behavior.

The threat of punishment can be a signal to avoid
punishment.

f

These are only some of the possible suggestions that could be =Lig. The
effectiveness of each group's.zsukgestions should be commented on by the
group as a whole.,.The leader might want to stress that there is no "final
solUtion" to the complex question awto how punishment should be used,

f but that by pooling ideas and experiences, everyone becomes aware of
the range of effects that punishment may have on the individual being
punished,.

s ,..

An interesting and useful way to round out the discussion is to ask the i

same buzz groups to develop gnswers to the questions:
I.. P

:$ A --(1) HoiV do the kinds of punishment inflicted by
h _

a library organization affects the :climate of.. I

a 4 that organization ?,

---. \
(2) tWhat are the short and-long-term results of ,.

..

any changes in Climate that may occur ?

t
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Alternate Participant Activity:
Case study 137 iti Lowelll mightlae used, followed by small-group

disbussiens to bring out concepts relative to punishinent that may seem
releyant to the group. Such quations,as the following might be .asked:.

What is the problem?
How -can it be desdribed?,

. What are the facts ?
HOW should these factors be evaluated ?

/ What action should be taken?

'C. Summary and Briefing for Next ,SessiOn
,

The leader ShCttld conclude the meeting With some general comm* ents ).

on the highlights of/the, session, and. then make some suggestions about
preparation for theinext meeting which'will cover the last of the key ,

elements in the dyriamic theory model --v anxiety -- and will survey brief-
1Y a variety of personality,theories.

. , . .
10 4 ,

The following readings sinight be recommended:

On anxiety:
Timothy W. Ckstello and Slieldon S. Zalkind, Psychology in Admin-

istration: A Research Orientation .(Biiglewood Cliffs, N.J. :
Prentide-Hall, 1,963), pp. 10-167.

RObert H. "The Psychological Barriers to Management
Egectiveness,' Business Horizons, 14:17-25, April, 1971.
(Readings.)

'W. H. Weiss, "Breaking the Fear Barrier, " Nation's Business,
' 59:64-65, July, 1971 (Rdadings.)

4
On persOilulitythbories:

nest 1 Hilgard and Richard c. Atkinson, Introduction to
Psychology, 4th ed. (New York: Harcourt, Bra and World,
1967), pp. 462-485.. .

Gordon W. "Allpert, Pattern and Growth in Personality (Newiork:
Holt, Rinehrtfitnci Wins.ton, 1961), pp: 22133.

.1
'

' t,

?Mildred Hawksworth Loivell,, The Management of Libraries and
Information Centers, Vol'. 3. (Metuchen, N.J. : Scarecrow, 1968),

App. t41 -143.

yy
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D

Before the class ends, the leader should distribute copies of the following,
as appropriate:

r.

Work Assignment 6
.Forth- 2 --Report-on- Readings
Form 6 -- Pc:yt-Mebting Reactionnaire,
Form 8 -- Viewer's Film Critiqa

a

P.
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-----ANXIETY

Summary Outline for Meeting on:
ANXIETY
and
OTHER THEORIES OF PERSONALITY

Objectives for the First Half of the Meeting:

A. ;-To examine anxiety as one of the key elements in the dynamic theory
model of hunian behavior.

B. To recognize ways in which anxiety is expressed in the work place.

C. To consider-the effects of anxiety on management.

D.- To cansider,,strategies for minimizing the inhibiting effects of
anxiety and maximizing its positive effects.

Evaluation:
The degree to which these objectives are achieved will be judged by the
ability of the participants to apply, the leathing they have accomplished,
both during home study and during the session, to situations arising in
thameeting.'

Pre- Meeting Preparation:

A. Completion of Work Assignment 6.

B. Reading as dithcussed at conclusion oT last meeting.
Robert H. Schaffer, "The Psychologicat-Barriers to Management

Effectiveness, " Business Horizons,.14:17-25, April, 1971.
(Readings.)-

W. H. Weiss, "Breaking the Fear Barrier," Nation's Business,
59:64-65, July, 1971. (Readings.)

TiMothy W. Costello and Sheldon S. Zalkind, Psychology in
Administration: A Research Orientation (Englewood Cliffs,
N J.-: Prentice-Hall, 1963), pp. 150-167.

125
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C. Suggestions for research task force on anxiety:

Rollo May, The Meaning of Anxiety (New York: Ronald,1950),
pp.-190.-236.

Robert Presthus ,The Organizational Society: An Analysis and
TheoiY (New York: Knopf, 1962), pp. 93-134.

James J. Rago, "The Unmentionable: Our Own Behavioral
Difficulties," Bubiziess Horizts, 14:5949, Autrust,1971.

1- Materials Needed:
Chalkboard,. or portable easel with pad.
"Chalk" or Marking pens.
.I- T-21 I.
Overhead projector.
Sufficient copies of the following, as appropriate:

11,-2:4
Work Assignment 7
Form 2 "Report on Readings
Form 6 -- Post - meeting Reactidnnaire
Form 8 -- Viewer's F Am Critique

Opening the Meeting: , ..*

.

State the objectives for the first half of the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up this part of
the meeting: ,

A. Content presentation on anxiety.
B. Role playing.

A. Content Presentation: -t

Anxiety'
)In addition to theThentent presented in the Study Guide (2.26), the

leader may find helpful the material in Schaffer's article on ways to over-
come anxiety barriers to management effectiveness. This article not
only shows how anxiety can affect the manager in the work'situation, but
also suggests, some specific steps the manager can take to minimize the
inhibiting effect of trying to escape from anxiety. 1-

It is suggested that the leader bring out the varying degrees of anxiety,

ISchaffek, op. cit. (Readings.)
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making the point that while severe anxiety'is very harmful, mild. anxiety
may actually be facilitative.

The relationship between anxiety and physical pain has been the subject
of considerable research, some of which is reported by Levi," and may
be useful to the leader if he wishes to emphasize this subject. A trans-
parency may also be used in this connection.

T-21 1 --* Relation of Anxiety to Physical Pain

ThiS transparelicy,atteinpts to show that a person
filled wjth free-floating anxiety is prone to feeling
pain, and the feeling of pain has a cumulative
effect, heightening the anxiety further.

-It has beeii estimatedi that due to anxiety 6% of
men and 2% of women develop peptic ulcers at

,some time duringtheir lives, and illness of this
nature not` only causes great personal discomfort
to the many individuals involved, but alSo results
in the loss,of millions di working days every year.

To distinguish varying degrees of anxiety and i'.sultant effects on behavior,
the leader might pass out 1 H-2:4 lat an appropriate point in his
presentation. 3 -

1 H-2:4 -- Effects of Anxiety

This chart shows in summary form. the compara-
tive effect of differing degrees of anxiety. A
slight amount of anxiety has been shown.to facili-
tate productive behavior while severe anxiety
can distract the individual and interfere with his
performance and achievement.

'Lennart Levi, Stress: Sources, Management, and Prevention.
(New York: Liveright, 1967), pp. 20 -61.

2Ibid.,
3Data presented in the chart andln the related discussion are adapted

from Timothy W. Costello and Sheldon S. Zalkind,. Psychology in Admin-
istration: A Research Ogentation (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-Hall,
1963);. pp. 154-156. ".
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There are studies which indicate that when the
circumstances focus attention on the task, the
increased drive of an anxious individual helps
him achieve .superior per rmance; when the
focus is on the person his %possible failure)
anxiety tends 'to cause distraction and lowered
performance. -e

.
Studies have also .shown-that high anxiety people,
and low anxiety people react differen to addi-
tional stress.

Thus for high anxiety people (those seeking to
avoid failure and frdquently titudety prone) the
manager will want to be supportive; assuming
some of tie ,responsibility himself andocusing-:
.attention on the task on the employee and
whether or not he can perform. The manager Will -

want to avoid presenting the work as a challenge
and will.avoid anxiety-producing demands. When
high-anxiety people face achievement situations
they should be protected from any implied threat
to their personal stake in doing a good job.

But for low anxiety people (success-seekers with
a low potential for anxiety), the manager will
want to present the person with the challenge of
the situation, and can probably improve perform-
ance by creating some anxiety in order to keep
the levels of aspiration and performance high.

The manager needs to observe those with whom
he works carefully, to observe their reactions in
performance situations, so that he can discern
which people tend to be success seekers with a
low potential for anxiety and which tend to be
failure avoiders prone to a high-anxiety level.

In summary, the chart tries to show the generali-
zation that a slight amount of anxiety can be
facilitative, but that severe anxiety is distractive
and a barrier to effective behavior.
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In making the point that4nxiety can be a motivating influence, the follow-
ing quote from 'Carl Rogers may prove use(ulin stimulatingdiscussion
from the.participants.

It seems to me that anxiety in its truest sense- -
the feir of something unknown and unknowable,
is most likely to occur when the individual is just
on the verge oA liscovering something within him-
self which he has never experienced before. In
other words, I think of anxiety as being a positive
step toward therapeutic, growth, and that in some
real sense (at least in therapy 'and*ruess P11.
limit it to that, at the moinent, anxiety is the -

client's friend, though it's rarely perceived that
way. Anxiety tells him that just through this
thimmembrane is something he has not seen and
not known and which he regards as very frighten-
ing; but if you can let yourself into it, you'll
discover it isn't so bad after

B. Participant Activity!-----

The purpose of this activity is to have participants experience how
they might actually handle a problem related to anxiety. The leader
begins by drawing out from the group memberS circumstances in their
job situations which have made them or their co-workers anxious. The
aim is to get spontaneous descriptions of anxiety-producing situations the
participants are actually facing, and having thought about the subject in
connection with Work_ Assignment 6, they should have examples readily
in mind. From the situations briefly described by the participants, the
leader should select one (or more if there is time) that seems typical
enough to have value to many or at least several of the group.

Volunteer role players should then be selected to portray the situation,
and the individual who suggested it should brief them as to their behavior.
He should not however reveal his suggested plan or strategy for, dealing

'Carl ROgers, "An Afternoon with Carl Rogers;" Explorations, 3:4
Autumn, 1965. Quoted in Jack K. Fordyce and Raymond Weil, Managing
With People: A Manager's Notebook of Organization Development Methods.
Reading, Mass. : Addison-Wesley, 1971.
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with the problem presented.

Followingeach role play tbere should be time for feedback and discussion
of the problem and the proposed strategy for dealing with it., ,Perhaps
there should be a replay of the situation if some of the group see the situ-
ation best handle4 in a-different manner. During this discussion, the
leader should guard participants against trying to solve situations with
generalities or platitudes.

If the group seems hesitant about presenting case situations, the_leade.
might wish to get the discussion started by giving-illnatrations of anxiety
In the viork.bituation, making them as real as possible in,terms of the
participants' own experiences: For example, one \situation In whiCh man-
agers often face anxiety is in evaluating e)nployeeS. Ask the participants
if, based on their Own work experiences,- they lifave',found that employee
evaluation has caused their anxiety or if they have observed such a reac-
tion blethers. then, after the situation has been formulated, based on
suggestions coming from the group, ask for volunteers to role play-the
situatimiin. a manner which might reduce the anxiety op the pall of the
manager. -

The leader should conclude this part of the meeting by summarizing the
most important concepts.

.130
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2.3 To provide an awareness of some different theories of .personality
and' their possible relevan6e'to understanding employees in the work
situation..
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OTHER THEORIES OF PERSONALITY

Summary Outline for Meeting on:
ANXIETY
and

'OTHER THEORIES OF PERSONALITY

Objectives for the Meeting:

6 '

A. To examine briefly a variety of personality theories.

B. To discover why it can be helpful for the manager to have an under-
, standing of various concepts of personality as he works with people.

Evaluation:'
The degree to which these objectives are achieved will be judged by the
ability of the participants to apply the learning they- have accomplished,
both during home study and during the session, to discussions and situa-
tions arising during the meeting.

Pre-Meeting Preparation:

A.. Completion of Work Assignment 6.

B. Reading discussed at conclusion of last meeting.
Ernest R. Hilgard and Rie4lard C. Atkinson, Introduction to

Psychology; 4th ed. (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
World; 3967), pp.' 462-4115.

Gordon V. Allport, Pattern and\Growth in Personality (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Wirisn, 1961), pp. 22-33.

C. Suggestions for research task force on personality theories.
Calvin S. Hall and Gardner Lindzey, Theories of Personality.

2d. ed. -(New York: Wiley, 1970).
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Ledford J. Bischof hiterpretingPersonality Theories. 2d. ed.
(New- York: Harper and BoW, 1970). \ -

Salvatore R. Malik, Personality fiheories: A, Comparative
Analysis. (Homewood, Ill.. : DOrsey, 1968):. \\

Research task force participants with \a\ticular
interest in Rogers may want to listen to some of
the cassettes in the "Mental Health
series by Dr. Carl-Rogers. Five are of particular
interest to this section of the course:

0

. C-1 "Sharing Something of Yourself"
1 C-2 I "The Place of Feelings and Emotions'

5-71 "The Struggle to Become a Person"
j C-4

C-5

"What Aie the Goals of Life ?"

"The Person of Tomorrow"

In addition, films from the series entitled
"Psychology of Personality" might be recom-
mended to a task force 'on personality. Particular-
ly relevant are the following:

F-16 I Dr. Gordon Allport, Part 1

j F-17 I Dr. Gordon Allport, Part 2

F-18 I Dr. B. F. Skinner, Part

F-19 I Dr. B. F. Skinner, Part 2

Dr..Henry Murray, Part 1I F-20

1 F-21 Dr. Henry Murray, Part 2

1 F-22 I Dr. Raymond Cattell, Part 1

Dr. Raymond Cattell, Part 2

Professor Erik Erikson, Part 1

[ -F-23

Professor Erik EriksOti, Tart 2

These films are all 50 minus in length.
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Materials Needed:- "

94ns for Learning

Chalkboard, orroirtable easel with
Chalk or marking pens.-
Newsprint -- approximately 1 sheet
Felt tip pens (alternate activity)
16 mm.film projector
I F-16 "Why Man Creates"
Sufficieni.copies of v;

Work Assignment 7 (or in-basket Racket)
Forma 2 Report on Readings

"Form 6 -:-Post-Meeting.Reacttonnair
Form 8 -- Viewerts'Film Critique

7-

er
N \

participant alternate activity)

Opening the Second Half of the Meeting:
'\State the objectives for this part of the. meetingln your own words.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up this part of
the meeting:

A. Content preSentation on personality theories.
B. -Triad - discussions.
C. Summary and briefing for next session.
-D, Film presentation:

.
A. Content Presentation:

Personality Theories-
The leader should present a brief outline of the range of ersonality

theories, pointing out general similarities and. differences arm\ng them,
and wherever possible relating thorn to the.dynamic theory mod 1.

B.- Participant Activity:
Triad Discussions
Divide the class into groups of 3 -(triads). If there are extras, lit is

better to have a group of 4 than of 2. The rationale for using the triad
is to maximize the,,participation, involvement,' and resources. The
chargeto the triads might be similar to the following:

Each person is to discuss which personality theory
or theories are -most .ongruent withl? or her
own personal philos by and values.

The leader should walk among the grotip listening to their discussions
thoughtnot entering in. He will thereby gain a feeling for the attitudes
and interaction of individuals, -whieh will help him later in leading the
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entire group in-discussion. If, on the basis of his listening,, the leader
feels there is'timer a general discussion by the whole-group might
follow and participants would then be invited to share as they wish their
insights and thoughts.

Alternate Participant Activity:
General Group Discussion
If the leader prefers he could have ,a general grOup discussion

focused on the validity Of various models of human 'behavior -- as tested
from the experience and observation of the members of the zroup. He
would act as a discusSion leader during this period, summing up the
chief points at the e,nd of he session..,

forme would be most useful if the group is active and participative
in group discussion and if the leader is skilled in facilitating inter-
personal 'communication.

Alternate Participant Activity:
Small-Group Visual and Verbal
Presentation
If it is a fairly large-sized group (18 or more), divide the class

I into smalPgroups -- one for each-otseVeral major models. The parti-
.

cipants.may be divided along, interest lines or arbitrarily. In the first
instance, they would select the model they wanted to work with; in the
second instance, it would be assigned by the leader. Each group should
be supplied cwith newsprint and pens, and the charge would be some
thing like-the_ following:

Illustrate the model you have (selected or been
assigned) in symbolic form. Work as a group

-rather than as individuLs...
For example, Maslow's theory might be represented in the form of a
triangle, or Kelly's theory might be represented by a series of circleq.
indicating the relation to environment, the evolution of constructs and
the control of events.

At-the end of an allotted time'peripd, each group,should present its
representation and an explanation of it to all the participants.

r.

4

This format allows working in depth to understand one theory, a visual,
and verbal presentation ok that understanding, and a view,of the other
theories as seen by, colleagues. .
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lesgn for Learniri%
C. Summary and Briefing for Next

Session
rErte should be alloWed during the meeting for ari.evaluation and

summarization of, Uuit II, with emphasis on relating concepts from
gereonality theory to better understandingof human behavior in
organizations.

it is ',suggested' that the leader conclude. cies§ co'verage'of Unit II by
devoting the last 25 minutes of the meeting to a filth prIsentatiolf on
human creativity,. Before showing the film, he might want to briefly
introduce the next unit .of the course, which will be focused on manage-
ment as a system, the worker ai.a system, and the integration of the'
two. In making suggestions for reading in preparatiok for the next
meeting, the leader might consider the following: `.

On management system:
Ernest R. DePrOspo, "Contributions of.the Political Scientist

and Public Administrator to Library Administration," in
Neal Harlow and others, Administratiod and Change:
'Continuing Educatiiin'in Library Administration.,, .(New
BrUnswick, N. J.: Rutgers, 1969), pp. 29-38.

Douglas M. knight and E. Shepley Nourse, eds. Libraries at
Large:, Tradition, Innovations and the National Interest
(New York: Bowker, 1969), pp. 161:-344.

Mack ,Hanant "Make Way for the New Organization Man, "
HarvarcrBusiness Review; 49:128 -138, July-Augtist,1971.

On worker system:
James G. March and Herbert A. Simon, Organizations

(New York: Wiley, 1958), pp..34-111.
:Mason Haire, Psychology in Management (New York :McGraw-

Hill, 1956), PR. 21-60.

a' D. Film 'Presentation

I F-26 ,- "Why Man Creates"

This is a prize winning film on the history of
the creative process and the richness of
creative potential inherent in every individual.

Show the, film, which ..akes 25 minutes.
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At the end, of-the meeting, the leader should make available copies of
the,-folrowing, as appropriate:

o

Work, Assignment ii-t(or packetsi, if leader has decided .,4.4
as '0,rermeeting,preparation instead)

Form .2 Report on Readings
ForM 6 -- PoSt7lVieeiing Reactionnaire-

.

Form 8 Viewer's Filth Critique

preparati2n for the next `meeting the leader may wish %recommend
for independent viewing the following- filma:

I

I F-27 I. "Social Psychology".
4

(26 minutes)

4

p.

C

l' F-28 "The Future. of Technology"
(30 minutes)

I 112-29 -1 "What Can.I,Contribute?"
(25 minutes)
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'UNIT 3

WORK, MANAGEMENT AND

THE WORKER: AN INTEGRATION
OF THE SYSTEM
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4-37.72anagement as a
System and Its
Integration,into
the Worker
Sy03#1

3.2 The Librarian-
Worker as a Sys-
tem and the Inte-
gration into the

. Management .

System

Work Assignment 8

3:3 Interaction and
and

. Response
of the
Management
System's Goals
and: the
Worker
System'S
Goals .

WOrk Assignment 9

Proposed Periods

SCHEDULE
BLOCKS

UNIT 3

Eaeh solid' block represents one class 'session
and implieke 156.-minute instructional session
The 'course iS.planned for.15 w vo

75-minnte,Periods-eo we k. The words in
each block indicate on the basic concepts under
consideration. The Arabic numbers correspond
to the unit numberhig in the course outline. Work
Assignments to be assigned and completed outside

, of class are also indicated.

41t

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011 12 13 15 16 17,181920 21,22 23 2252627 28 2930

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4
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OVERALL
.OBJECTIVE S

UNIT 3

3.1 To consider management as a system and its integration into
, the worker system.

3.2 To consider the librarian-worker as a system and its integration
into the management systeni.

3.3 To consider interaction and response of the managerial system's
goals and the worker system's goals.

1.43



OBJECTIVES

UNIT 3
SECTION 1

3.1 Management as a system and its integration into the worker system. g.

3.11 To examine the external forces and influences on the
management system.

3.12 To examine the sources of power and authority, of the
management system and their impact on the employee
worker system.

3.13 To-examine clientele pressures on the management system
and their impact on the employee system.

3.14 To examine how the .vesting of authority and power leads, to
the functions of-management.

3.15 To examine how they investment of authority in management
establishes performance requirements on management.

.3.16 To show how the librarian's role affects management
performanc'e requirements.

3.17 To examine the manager's capabilities and incentives to
affect the employee's performance.

,,,



Unit 3, Section 1

MANAGEMENT AS A SYSTEM

Suinmary_Outline for Meetingon:
MANAGEMENT. AS A SYSTEM
and
THE LIBRARIAN-WORKER AS SYSTEM

Objectives for the First Half of the Meeting:

A. TO examine some of the external forces and influences on the
management system of the library.

B. To consider the sources of the management system's power and
-authority.

C. 'To examine the impact 'of management's power and authority on
the worker:

D. To explore the meaning and implications of role behavior in
organizations.

Evaluation:
Participants will be considered to have understood these concepts when
they have demonstrated that they are able to apply the learning they have
accomplished to situationidiscitssed in the meeting. In addition the
degree to which these objectives are achieved will be judged by the

'following:

A. The ability of the 'participant to depict graphically the .power
structure in his own library situation.

B. sr?The ability of the participant to define on papef his idea of his own
role as an individual librarian and the role 'his library organization
expects him to fill.

C. The ability of the participant to induce from situations arising
during the meeting some general management concepts relative to

145
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,dnit 3, Section 1'
power and authority structures influencing the library.

Pre-Meeting Preparation:.

' A. Completion of Work Assignment 7.. -

B. Completion -of in-basket exercise (alternate to A).
C. Reading as disCussed at conclusion of last meeting.Ernest R. DeProspo, "Contributions of the Political Scientistand Public Administrator to Library Administration," inNeal Harlow and °there', Administration and 'Change:Continuing Education and Library Administration(New Brunswick, N.J. : Rutgers, 1969), pp. 29-38.Douglas M. knight and E. Shepley Nourse, eds. , Librariesat Large: Tradition, Innovation; Sand the National Interest(New York: Bowker, 1969), 'pp. 161-344.Mack Henan, "Make Way for the New Organization Man,"Harvard Business Review, 49:128-138, Jubr-August,1971.D. Suggestions for research taskforce on'the management system.WilliatnFoote Whyte, Men at Work (Homewood, Ill. :Dersey1961).

Clarence C. Walton,. Ethos and the Executiv aloes inManagerial'Decision Making '(EnglewoodPrentice-Hall, 1969).
George F. Lombard; "Relativism in Organizations," Harvard''``-:Business Review, 49:55-65, March-April, 1971. I(Readings.)
"The Systems Approach to Personnel Management," AmericanManagement Bulletin (New York: American ManagementAssociation, 1965). (Readings. )

Materials Needed:
Chalkboard, or portable easel with pad.Chalk or marking pens.J T-22 I through T-24
Overhead projector.

ilewsprint -- several sheets per participant..Felt tip pens for all.
Sufficient copies of:
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Designs for Learning

Work Assignment 8
Fkrni 2 -- Report on Rea4ngs
Form 6 -- PostnMeetinglieactionnaire
Form 8 -- Viewer's Film Critique

Adequate supply of-the following if in-basket exercises to be completed
during the meeting:
In- basket pack* (envelope containing pieces of correspondence

and instructions) -- I 11-3:2
Pens
Paper
Scratch pads
Paper Clips

Opening the Meeting:
State the objectives for this part of the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up this part of
the meeting:

A. Content presentation on external forces
influencing the library managerhent system.

B. Symbolic drawing of power and,authority.
C. Content presentation on role behavior..
D. Individual role definitions and.small-group

discuSsion.
E. In-basket exercises (alternate activity in

lieu of some or all of above activities)

A. Content Presentation:
External Forces Influencing the
Library Management System
In connection with this presentation, the leader will probably find

Most helpful, in addition to the Study Guide content (3.11), the material
in Libraries at Large, one of the suggested items for pre-meeting
preparation.

The following transparencies catbe used to illustrate the presentation:

T-22 I External Forces Influencing the
Library

1 T-23 I The Library System Interacting with
the Environment

147
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itpartic
Symbolic Drawing
The purkie of this exercise is to elicit the pa

the control and power relationships existing in his
cipant's view of
rary.

Direct the.participants to draw a symbolic repre-
sentation of the power and, authority of the .

management system in their library 11),,as they
see it - existing at the present time, not as the
organization chart presents it -- actual power;
and (2) as it might exist -- potential power.
Encourage ,them to be as creative as possible,
and specify that each representation should be
drawn large enOUgh to explain to the rest of the
class; N,

If some indi:viduals are.from the same library, each Should draw a
separate'representation, although'they might wish to present them
together., If asked, the leader might suggest a drawing of 'a tree as .one
possibility, or a: aeries of circles of influence. In any event, the repre-
sentation ahould'depict the control and power as the individual sees it --

s not as-the organization chart presents it. It should bringnto play the
informal controls as well as the formal channels of communication and
decision making. The first drawing, actual power and authority, , can be
usefully supplemented by a second drawing depicting potential, power in
the library, to show how various positions of power might differ if held
by different people.

C. Content Presentation:
Role Behavior
In discussing role behavior, particularly how those in positions of

power (both formal and informal) interpret their own roles in the organi-
zation, the leader may wish to refer to the material On\social needs --
the need for power, and the need foT affiliation -- presented briefly in
Organizational Psychology. 1 The behaviokal consequences Ottheie
needs are quite different and have important organizational implications.
Stated in the most keneral terms, high power need results in compeAtiye
behavior and high affiliation need results in collaborative behaVior.

iDavid A. Kolb, Irwin M. Rubin, and James M. McIntyre, Organi-,
national Psychology: An Experiential Approach (Englewood Cliffs,,,N.
Prentice-Hall, 197, p. 176. Both the following handout and the sub-
sequent related discussion are based on material in this book,pp.185-186.
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If the leader wishes to explore this subject in more detail with the
group, I H-3:1 1 could be used effectively to supplement his presenta-
tion at this point.

,o
a-3:1 I Competitive-vs. Collaborative

Behavior

In discussing differences between competitive
and collaborative behavior, it is important to
make clear that most of the situations In which
we find oufselves are neither wholly competitive
nor wholly collaborative. The important thing
is that the manager keep an open mind, have
trust in others, and continually re-examine
situations to find and maximize their collabora-
tive aspects.

.3

The leader may also choose to make a few general remarks about the
concept of "role," before beginning, the next participant activity,
with particular emphasis on the application of role theory and analysis
to organizational behavior.

Role theory comeslo us from the disciplines of
sociology and social psychology. In role theory
it is assumed that'a culture or society has "roles"
which are' played by its members, who in this
sense are "actors. " Roles, such as those of
librarian, doctop, husband, and so forth, consist
of a body of expected behavior, which to a large
degree guides the action of the individuals who
come to play these roles.

In studies at the.Institute for Social Research at
Michigan and elsewhere, role theory and analysM.,
have been applied to organizational behavior, .

opening new and exciting avenue understanding:
What are roles such as departmentad, library
technician, library director", in terns of behavior,
or in terms of value structure ? How are these
roles created ? To what extent, and how, are they
capable of being "rewritten"? To what extent can
:a single individual play several organizational
roles ? What are the relationships between roles
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Unit 3; S :ection 1

in the social matrix and those actual- and -kosdible
in organilations ? These questions have specific

1 organizational elevance, in terms of position-
classification, for example.,

For library workers to work cooperatively within
the library organizationaliramework, there must
be norms of behavior and attitude to serve as
bases for social interaction. "A cluster of these
norms associated with social interaction is termed
a role. 'Individuals assume roles when they join
organizations, so their behavior in organizations
is actually role- behavior.' The purpose of this
behavior is twofold: from an organiz'ationarpoint
of view, it is aimed at 'mission accomplishment;
from the individual's. point of view, it is aimed at
personal need satisfaction. Since these purposes
are comingledt the need for cohesive group action
is magnified."'

1

According to Levinson,, role behavior is a part
of personality and is expressed in terms of basic
°values, opinion of- one's self, objectives in life,
and attachment to.an occupation.2 The purpose
of role definition is to guide the individual in his
pursuit of goals-and to help him obtain work
satisfaction.

The leader may wish to make use of the following transparency during
this part of hi4\presentatitin:

I T-24 I Role Expectations and Their
Interactions

4

Billy J. Hodge and Herbert el. Johnson, Management and
Organizational Behavior: A, Multidimensional Approach (New York:
.Wiley, 1970), p. '215.

2Daniel J. Levinson, "Role, Personality, and Social Structure in
the Organizational Setting, " Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology,
158:177-178, Mairch, 1959.
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Library management should note three things
regarding role-percePtions. 1

1: - The library organization:with its job
expectations for, the:librarian-worker is
not the only force which-makes demands..
of him. The'informal groups in.thework
situation also act as an expectation source.
Soinetimea.the demands and expectations of
informal groins may seem ore important
than the job demands of the library
Organization.

2. Each librarian-worker will attempt to define
all the' roles expected of him. His accuracy
in the definitional, process' can determine his
satisfaction and performance on the job.

3. Library management needs to understand that
that the three sources of expectations
formal, informal, and individual -- will
interact and modify each other..

D. Participant Activity:
Individual Role Definitions and

'Snia. 11 Group.DiscUssions
A related, activity suggested for possible use is to ask each partici-

pant to, define on paper his idea of, his own role as an .nclividual librarian
and the roleS his library organization expects him to play. Divide into
groups of 5 or 6 and discuss further the question of role. After about
15 minutes, each group could be asked to share their thoughts on such
questions as:

Why should management have a thorough under-
standing of -roles ?

Have new questions come to you regarding your
individual role ?"or -the role your individual
library expects you to fulfill ?

'Adapted from William G. Scott, Human Relations in Management:
A Behavioral Science Approach (Homewood, Ill,: Irwin,1962), p.' 107.
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E. , Alternate 'Participant Activity:
In- Basket Eiercisesi-

!This is a relatiVely, time-consuming activity, and if undertaken
during class time, probably could not be completed in:less than an hour,
at'the very.least. It might be used effectively at this point in the course
either as a take -home exercise (substituted'for Work Assignment 7), or
id a group -activity if the leader wishes to alter ,somewhat the time
framework by devotingan extra class session to Unit III. )_

If the in-basket exercises are completed out of class by participants, NS'

their responses (written out ahead' of time) would then serve as a-basis
for discussion during the' sesaion. 4,

if these exercises are to be completed during class time; it is suggested
that the leader: begin with a general covering highlights in
the.StUdy Guide (3.1) to indicate the types of 'managemenf concepts he
wishes to illustrate by means of the in-basket exercises:

Participants should be instructed` td find a comfortable place, in the room
jo for working by themselves (or the leader may elect to establish pairs

of teams to do the exercises).
,

The' leader net distributes the:gm-basket packets, H-3:2 ,including
instructions for the activity, pens, paper, scratch pads, and paper
clips.

Following the distribution of instructions tooeach participant, the leader
allows the group to read the instructions and provides answers tlany
questions of time probedure. From 30 to 45 minutes needs to be
allowed for the 'actual in-basket task.

When the time is up, thedeader forms groups of 5 to 10 to shire their
correspondence and to extrapolate general management concepts from
their discussion of the merits of various approadhes to problem-solving. ,

. _

lln preparing for effective use of in-basket exercises the 'leader
may find helpful: Robert D. Joyce, "In-Basket Training for Engineering
Managers,-" Training Technologyt Supplement to Educational Technology,
10:520-826, January, 1970. In addition, the leader may find helpful
either to .view himself or show the entire group a fiarvitrd Business .
School film on in-basket training entitled, "Hope Electronics Company'--

F -all .
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The leader then leads the entire group in a short summation.of tie
management, concepts they have inferred from their small-group
discussions. He should conclude the activity`by highlighting the key
concepts involved in this particular group of in-basket iteins.

.0

$ 1 r.
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0-BlE-CTIVES

UNIT 3
SECTION 2

3.2 The librarian-worker as a system and its integration into the
worker, system.

3.21 To examine theworker as a system Of personality, attitudes,.
abilities, knowledge, skills.

3.22 To examine the worker as a need and goal .system.

3.23 .To examine the worker.aa a/decision system.

- 3.24 To,evaluate worker decision maldng and its impact on
management goals.

3.25 To examine management perspectives of the worker.
t3.26 To examine the worker's perspective Of the job and-management.
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THE LIBRARIAN-WORKER AS A SYSTEM

Summary Outline for Meeting on:
. MANAGEMENT AS A SYSTEM ,

and-
THE LIBRARIAN - WORKER AS A SYSTEM

6

Objectives for the Second Half of the Meeting:

_A. examine the worker as a sy stem of person ality, attitudes,
abilities, knowledge, and skills.

B, To examine attitudes and their importance in the work place.

C. To examine factors influencing the communication process.

Evaluation:
Participants will be considered to have understood these concepts when
they have demonstrated that they are able to apply the learning they
have accomplished to situationsdiscussed in the meeting. Iii addition
the degree to which these objectives are achieved will be judged by the
following:

The ability of the participant to analyze his attitudes on a given
issue'and to understand why a manager_needs to be concerned
with an employee's -attitudes.

Pre-Meeting Preparation:

A. Completion of- Work Assignment 7.

B. Reading as discussed at,coriclusion of last meeting:
James G. March and Herbert A. Simon, Organizations

(New York: Wiley, 1958), pp. 34-111:
Mason Haire, Psychology-in Management (New York:

McGraw-Hill, 11956), pp, 21-60.
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c: Suggestions for research task force on the librarian-worker
I system.

William Foote Whyte, Men at Work (Homewood, Ill. :
Dorsey, 1961).

Louis E. 'Davis, "Job Satisfaction Research: The Post-
Industrial View, " Industrial Relations: A Journal
of Economy anciSociety, 10:176-193, May, 1971.

Materials Needed:
-Chalkboard, or portable easel with pad.
Chalk or marking pens. t

Newsprint enough for small group listing activity.
Felt-tip pens
Masking tape
LT-25 I through I T-27
Overhead projector.
Sufficient cf ies of:

,- Directions for Attitude Study
- Attitude 'Study
- Sample Attitude Study

Work Assignment 8. .

Form 2 -- Report on-Readings
Form 6 -- Post-Meeting Reactionnaire
Form 8 --Viewer's Film Critique

Opening the Second Half of the Meeting: ,,

State the objectives fcir this part of the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities thaewill make-up_this:part-of
the meeting:

A. Group lists of characte istics the worker
should have.

B. Content presentation on theme brary worker
as a whole.persm, a system.

C. Individual attitude studies.
D. Content presentation on communicat
E. General group discussion.
F. Summary and briefing for next session.

Participant Activity:
Group Lists
To focus participants' thinking immediately on the array of
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characteristics an individual library employee brings to.his job, the
following group activity is suggested to open this part of the meeting.
Divide the class into working groupS of 3 to 5. The charge to each

roup would -be- something -like- the following

11

In your group make up a list of the characteristics
which you feel are most advantageous for a'worker
to have. These should be Categorized under two
headings:

(1) Make one list from the point of view of the
library employee and list in rank order the
factors that, you believe'should determine
your future advancement.

(2) Make another list from the point of view of .

the library management system and list in
rank order the factors you believe your
library system uses in evaluating individuals
fol. promotion.

Put your lists on newsprint, and write large
enough that they can be read by all of us.

To clarify procedure, the leader might briefly outline on the board or
easel' a format for the lists, such as the following:

RANK ORDER OF IMPORTANCE OF
THE ADVANTAGEbUS CHARACTERISTICS

FOR THE WORKER IN A LIBRARY ORGANIZATION

From the Point of View
of the Librarian-Worker:
Major Factors that You
Believe Should Determine
your Future Advancement
Rank
Order Factor

From the Point of View
of the Library-Management
System: Major Factors You
Believe your Library System
Uses in Evaluating Individuals
for Promotion
Rank,
Order Factor 4`

1 Creativity
'2 Ability to direct others

1 Job Knowledge
2 Cooperativeness

1.59
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After a few minutes, the leader can diregt.the groups to share their lists,
perhaps posting them on the wall with masking tape for all to see.

After the have finished discussing their lists, the leader might
wish to point out that in the study of middle and upper-level librarians
by Kortendick and Stone,' when librarians were asked a question about
what abilities or skills they would_ consider most important for some-
one replacing them on the job to have, the highest response was given to
personal characteristics. The personality traits they ranked the highest 7

.were: (1) getting along with people (mentioned by 114 respondents); '(2),
idapahiliqWft6XibilitY (mentioned by 38 respondents); (3) patience,'
'(22 respondents); (4).dedication and loyalty( 18 respondents); (5)zfoititude
(10 respondents). In all 229 respondents listed personality tyafts in
answer to this question; 219 listed specialized_library-ftn,dons; 205
respondents listed specialized subject areas; 175 listed-administrative
knowledge and skills; and 38 listed generalknowledgdand experience.

Another study to which the leader might wish to refer by way of compari-
son involves business administration students-at Oklahoma City Univer-
eity.2 The students participating in the study were asketto list factors
they thought would determine their future advancement The top three
factors listed were: (1) initiative, (2) ability to assume responsibility,
and (3) ability to lead and direct others. The top-thiee factors these
same individuals said they would.use in evaluating subordinates for pro-
motion were (1) quality of work, (2) dependability, and (3) job knowledge.

B. Content Presentation:
The Librarian-Worker as a Whole
Person -- A System
The following remarks are intended to suggest an approach to

developing a discussion on the importance of thinking about the librarian-

1 James J. Kortendick and Elizabeth W. Stone. Post- Master's
Education for Middle and Upper-Level Personnel in Libraries and
Information Centers. Final Report, Phase 1. (Washington, D. C. :
Department of Library Science, The Catholic University of America,
1970) (ED 038 985) . Later-rewritten and republished as Job Dimensions
and Educational Needs of Middle and Upper-Level Library Persomiel
(Chicago; American Library. Association, 1971).

2Clement J. Nonti, -"Challenge Not Security," Personnel
Administrator, 14:30-34, July-August, 1969.
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Designs for Learning.
worker as a whole person. 1

The overwhelming Charaoteristic of work in our
1tin4 is change, and the only instruments capable

of making changes are the nianagers, the super-
visors and t workers. There is only one
.effective way to get changes made and that is for
the employed to want to make them. It is impor-
tant to never forget that it is the individual, the
worker, who is being asked to make a given change
and that it is the employee who is in control of the
situation. It i the worker who must make-the
linaldecisiOn to make a change and to determine

thow much or hr little he or she will do. The
supervisor, in the extreme position, can fire the
worker, but the\ question-then arises a§ to what
this will accomplish.

A point that must be made has been well stated
by Drucker: "In hiring a worker... one cannot
'hire a hanc'; its owner always comes with it...
one' can hire only a whole man rather than any
part thereof... "2

1-7F-72r1 Inner Forces influencing Library
Employees

This transparency attempts to show the factors
involved in thinking of the librariari,worker as a
whole person. When one hires this "whole" man
or woman, one has hired a personality -- motiva-
tion, aspirations, attitudes, perception, values,
skills, knowledge, intelligence, levels of expec-
tation and tolerance, status, role, individual
differences, and many other factors. Every
library worker has a personality different from
every other library workers' personality.

1The opening remarks are adapted from 'Charles H. Goodman,
"Employee Motivation;" Library Trends, 20:39-47, July, 1971.

2Peter F. Drucker, The Practice Of Management. .(New York:
Harper, 1954, p. 262.
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Personality has been defined in simple terms as
"all that a man has been is -- and hopes to
be. "1 This is the totals.person -- the way he
thinks and feels, his likes and hatei, his
abilities-and-interests, -his-valuesr-his-hopes-and
desires. In the work place his hopes nd ambi-
tions may be fulfilled or smashed. Here' his
aspirations may be achieved and challenged, here
he may develop frustration,, aggression, hostility,
or apathy. It is his work place which consumes
so large a part of his life and either provides
fulfillment of hie needs or miserably fails to

. meet them.

C. Participant ActiVity:
Attitude Study ..
If there is time in the session, 'it is suggested that the participants

engage in an attitude study2 to demonstrate why a manager should be
concerned with changing attitudes. Concepts introducing the attitude
study might include the folloiring:

Today we live in a very "noisy" society -- a
society innundated with communications. The
individual is constantly being bombarded from
all sides; his escape is often Just to block most
of it out. He retreats 'inside his own safe cocoon,
in this way shielding himself from the onslaught .

of noise.

Gerhart Wiebe3 explains it this way: "Think of
individuals ...gyroscopic organisms, each in
.its own state of dynamic equilibrium -- each
spinning along absorbing and consuming,

'William C. Mezniinger and Harry Levinson, Human Understand-
ing in Industry: A Guide for Supervisors (Chicago: Science Research

' Associates, 1956), p. 17.
2This antire eection.on attitudes is adapted from Micki Jo Young,

"Public Relations for Librarians: A Course of Study." (Unpublished
Master's Research Paper, The Catholic University of America, Wash-
ington, D. C'. , 1969).

3Gerhart D. Wiebe. "The Gyroscopic Phenomenon, " in Raymond
Simon, ed. , Perspectives in Public Relations (Norman, Okla.:
University of Oklahoma, 1966), p. 140.
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resisting and flinging away, things in that imper-
. sonal, self-serving and preoccupied process that

selects from the environment those things that
preserve and sustain. internal equilibrium. " He
goes-on-to point out that people.are actively pre-
occupied with their own concerns and' quite

.actively resistant to-the concerns of others.

One way of looking into yourself to root out your
predispositions and where they came..from is to
engage in an attitude study.

At this oint the leader should distribute copies of the instructions,
H-3:3 and the attitude study, I H-3:4. I .

This study consists of three parts. First; you
must take a position on a controversial iSSuej
It can be a positive or negative Stand, but the
issue must be big. Examples of issues-are
birth control, gun' registration, the war fn
Vietnam, Nixon, etc.

After you state your position, "I favor thus and
so... " or "I'm opposed to. thus and so... ", you
then, in the second part, list your reasons, 1
2- 3, for taking this position. It isn'ttoo diffi-
cult so far. It's the third part that takes some
soul-searching. In fact, that is what the third1
part involves. You are to list the forces shaping
your underlying attitudes. Often this process
can be a little uncomfortable.1

When the foiets have been filled out, the leader should engage the group
in discussion about the results. He might begin with some remarks
like the following:

It probably was not difficult for you to state your
position on an important topic -- whether you are

..for or against it.. And with a little thought
almost everyone can come up with valid reasons
to justify the position taken.

1Young, op cit., p. 61.
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But the key to it all lies in the underlying forces
that cause you-to hold this position -- tohav&

'these attituded. It is very difficult and some-
times painful to look deeply into yourself and
express why you feel the way you do. But it is
very important. In order to communicate suc-
cessfully you must understand yourseli'first and
then realize that eaCh individual you communicate
with is just as complicated as you.

Harwood Childsl classifies the factors that
shape a person's attitudes into two categories:
(1) active, primary factors, and (2)-latent,
secondary factors. The active, primary factors
are the things we read,hear, see -- the ideas;
reports, news, representations that constitute
our world of verbal symbols. The underlying,.
latent or secondary factors include one's culture,
race, family -religion, education, economic
status; social status, social class -- one's bib-
logical, physical, social, and psychological
-heritage.

At the conclusion of this activity, the leader may wish to give participants
copies of I H-3:5 I , a sample attitude study from Young, as itnrepre-

, sents a relatively I mest and thorough attempt to.'analyze one's attitudes
in terms of primary and latent determinants.

D. Content Presentation:
Communication
After the discussion of attitudes, the leader may wish to take an

opportunity to talk briefly about communication, perhaps beginning with
how attitudes influence the process of communication. Two transpar- -
encies may prove useful in this presentation.

1 T -26 I Individual Differences Affecting the'
Communication Process.,

This is a symbolic representation of the concept
that the effectiveness of the message you com-
municate is not inherent in the message you
release.

liiarwood L. Childs, An Introduction to Public Opinion (New
York: Wiley, 1940), p. 66.
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You will note firstthat the message you release
is qualifidd by your own experiences,, interests,
vocabulary, speaking ability, writing ability, as
well as by your attitudes, emotions, beliefs,
bias, fears, and prejudices. From the total
amount of information on a given subject, you
choose certain- portion to send. This portion
constitutes the message you wish to communi-
cate. But, this message is then subject-to further
modification for it must pass through "internal
filters" (within yourself), "external filters" or
"noise" -- any -sound or other interferende that
distOrts the message. Finally the shape of the
message is distorted still further by the internal
filters in the receiver.

It is'important for the manager to remember this
basic concept whenever he communicates. Stated
in computer jargon, the sender-and the receiver
have been "programmed" differently. They have
different experiences, vocabularies, skills,
abilities, -as well as different emotions, interests;
and attitudes.

T-27 Message in the Mind of the Sender
vs. Message in the Mind of the
Receiver

In this transparency, A represents the total
experience- of the sender. B. represents that
portion of the total experience which is trans-
mitted. C'represents that portion of the total
experience of the sender which is received by
each of the receiver' For the individual re-
ceiver, the type and-amount of information
received depends on the circumstances surround-.<,
ing him.

From this chart, the, following conclusions can
be draWn:

1. The message in the mind of the sender
differs from that in the mind of the
receiver.
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2. The message in the Mind of each receiver
differs.

3. The message which is received, understood,
and
influenced by his background, baises,fears,
and needs. We see and hear\ what we have
been-taught to see and hear. \

In summing up, the leader might make following points:

The_ manager must seek to understand the whole
person with whom he is working. In order to
understand those with-whom he works he nmust
first have some understanding- of himself. What
are his own problems, his worries, his attitudes,
and why does he have'them ? How do these factors
affect his own behavior and in turn so vitally af-
fect his workers ? Is he conscious of the possi\-
bility that it may be his own behavior and his own
attitudes which are producing the kind of response
from his workers he does not like or want ? Un- \
less we seek softie understanding of ourselves in \

terms of how we affect workers, we-may exper-
ience considerable difficulty in directing and
motivating them..

E. Participant Activity:
General Group Discussion
In whatever time may remain, it is suggested that there pe as

much class discussion as possible. The leader might introduce ques-
tions such as the following:

How do you feel management sees you as an
employee ? four strengths and weaknesses ?

How do you see management ? Strengths and
weaknesses ?

To what extent have your decisions affected
management ? (Be specific.)
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F. Summary and Briefing for Next Session:
In closing this session the leader should sum up the main concepts ti

covered and give a-brief statement of how they relateto the next session
on the interaction of the managerial system and the Worker system.

In making` suggestions for reading, he might recommend:
Robert Tannenbaum and Warren H. Schmidt, "How to Choose ,

a Leadership Pattern," Harvard Business Review, 36:95-101;
March-April, 1958. (Readings.)

Edgar H. Schein, 'Organizational Psychology (EngleWood Cliffs,
- N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1965), pp. 95-106.

For participants interested in exploring further the subject of communi-
cation, the following films might be suggested for independent viewing.

F-31 I "Communicating Management's
Point of View"

(22 minutes)

I F-32 ( "Communication Feedback"
(21 minutes)

IF-33 I .' "More than Words"
(24 minutes)

I. F-34 I "Are You' Listening?"
(13 minutes)

Before the group disperses, the leader should make available copies
of the following, as appropriate:

Work Assignment 8
Form 2 -- Report'on Readings
Form 6 -- Post-Meeting Reactionnair
Form 8 -- Viewer's Film Critique
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3.3 Interaction and response of the managerial, system's goals and .the
,worker system's goals. ,

.

3.31

3.3,p

3.33

To examine

To examine

To examine
ment goals.

management's goals and employee goals.

how these sets of goals interact.

management:power and its use to obtain manage-

3.34 To examine employee power-and its impabt on management
goals. .1

, -

3.35 To consider the concept of integration of employee band
management goals.-

0
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6 Unit 3, Section 3
INTERACTION-BETWEEN-THE-MAN-ORIENT 'S YS TEM'S GOALS

AND THE WORKER SYSTEM'S GOALS

Summary Outline for Meeting on_ :

INTERACTION BETWEEN
THE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM'S GOALS'
AND
THE WORKER SYSTEM'S GOALS ,

Objectives for the Meeting:'

To identify individual goals and their interaction with
organizati71 goals.

B.
,,>) on other8 and on-performance.,.

To identify. individual leadership styles and their consequences

-C,. 'To examine the relatiohship between leadership and goal
'attainment.

N

Evaluation:
The degree toyliich these objectives are achieved will be judged, by the
following:

, A. The ability of the participants to gain self- insight as to leadership
attitudes, goals, and behavior.

B. The ability of the participants to understand the, conditions which
cause leadership-styles to inhibit or facilitate group goal
attainment.

C.3

. The ability of life participants to analyze their own leadership
behavioz in situations arising during the meeting.

aQ

\Pre-Meeting Preparation:

A. Completion of Work Assignment 8.

171:
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B. Reading as di cussed at conclusion of last meeting.

Robert T nenbaum and Warren H. Schmidt, "How to Choose
aLead

,, rship Pattern," Harvard Business Review, 36:
95-01, March-April, 1958. (Readirigs.)

Edgar H. Schein, Organizational Psychology (Englrwood Cliffs,
N. J. :_ Prentice=1-14 '1965),, pp. 95-106.

C. Suggestions for research task force.
James G. Marchand Herbert A. Simon, Organizations

(New York: Wiley, 1958), pp. 172-210.
George F. Lombard, "Relativism in Organizations," Harvard

Business, Review, 49:55-65, March-April, 1971.
(Readings.)

MackcHanan, "Make Way for the New Organization Man," io
Harvard Business Review, 49:128-138, JulyAugust,1971.

MateriLs Needed:
Chalkboard, or Portable easel with pad.
Chalk or .marking.pens.
I T-28 I through
0ierhe ad projector
Sheets of -PaPer - - 2 or 3 per participant (for individual writing

activities)
Pons ;or pencils
Stigar cubes or tpy blocks (40-50 for each group of 6 participants)
Blindfolds (2.for each group 'of 6 Particinants)
ClOck or watch wita minutes marked.
Sufficient c ies

through
;Work Assignm'ent 9
Form 2 -- Report on Readings
ForM 6 -- Post-Meeting Reactionnaire
F0.61 8 viewer's Film Critique

I T-30

Openinc the AIeeting:
State the objectives for the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefly the ,sequence of events that will make up the meeting.

A. C8mparison'of individual and orgaDization
goals.

B. Simulation game, and discussion of result.
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C. COntent presentation on leadership and /
goal attainment.'

4D. Individual consideratiOn of personal
leadership style.'"

E. Determination of individual goals.
P. Summary-and briefinglormeicteession./

A.' Participant Activity:, s

Personal and Organizational Goall,
To introduce the topic of the interrelatedness and interaction

between manageMent goals and'ivorkerigoals, it is suggested that/the
leader open the meeting with a participant activity utilizing Work/Assign-
ment 8, which was completed in preparation for this meeting. .A0k the

4

group members to.list their own gOalS with respect to the library in
which they are working at this particplar time in their careers./ They
should include long-term professional goals. This list shoUld then be
comparecith Work Assignment 8, ion which they stated the goals of
higher manageinent in their libraries. Instructions to the participants
might be similar to the following:

Put the twd, lists side by side and draw solid
'lines from -Zone to the other where there is
actually interaction and mutual suppkirt of these
goals. Draw a dotted line 'between those which
have a poteptia of interacting, but do not do so.

Participants should be encouraged to think about answers tO such
questions as:

In what way &ma your personal gals more
fully support the organization ?

In what ways could the organizatiOn more fully
support your own goals without eluch support
becoming dysfun4ional to the library
organization ?

B. Participant Activity:
Simulation Camel

o \ IThe purpose of this activity is to enable the participant to identify
his own style of leadership and to see some Of its conrquenCes on

'David A. Kolb, Irwin M. Rubin and 4nes M.
'/

McIntyre,
ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY: An Experiental Approach, (c) 1971.
Adapted by permission of Prentice-Hall,Inc. , Englewood Cliffs, N. J.
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others and on peiformance.

The first step is to divide the participants into teams of 6. Extra mem-
bers should act as observers with different teams. Each team should__
divide into subteams of 3 members (hereafter referred to as Team A
and Team B), and each of the subtdams should then choose a leader. The
leader will serve as.the manager and the remaining 2 members will be
the workers.

The task is to build as high a tower as possible using the building
materials provided (40 to 50 sugar cubes or toy blOcks for each group
of 6). The workers are to be blindfolded and must work only with their
nondominant hand (i.e. , a right-handed person must use only his left
hand).

The game is played in two steps.' First, team A will build its towers
while team B observes, and' ,then the process is reversed as team B
builds and A observes. The teams are .competing against each other
to see which can build the highest towers in accordance with prede-
termined goals.

To begin, everyone should read the iristructions,I H-3:6 I , team A

should organize its building materials, and see that its workers are
blindfolded, While team B reviews the guidelines for observers

H-3:7 I.

The game has four rounds. At the start of each round, the team mari=
ager should state the goal he has set for each of his workers and record
the goal on the score sheet which is included on 111-3:6 I . The. score
for each worker will be determined by how accurately the established
goal meets the actual size of the tower. If the'goal is 10 blocks and the
tower is 8 blocks, the worker's score is zero'. If the goal is 10 blocks
and the tower is 12 blocks, the worker's score is 10. The team with the
highest score wins.

If at any time the tower collapses, the round is over and the score is
zero. There is no time limit on the first two rounds. The last two
rounds are to be 3 minutes each. The .observing team should kdep time
for the last two rounds.
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After the thirdjound, the manager must decide which of his workers to
promote to the poSition of manager. That person then becomes manager,
giving his blindfold to the former ManagerWho becomes one of the
workers. The new manager then directs the goal setting and productionin the last round.

Designs for Learning

When team A has completed all four rounds and recorded its score, teamB prepares for its construction rounds while teara_A reads the observer'sguide.

After all the teams have completed their tower building, each group.of 6(andthe extra observers, if any) should discuss their observations of
behavior'during the game, with particular attention.to analyzing hovigoals were set, how much freedom the manager allowed workers, and
how different approaches to goal setting affeCted performance.

The activity might be concluded by the groups of 6 then sharing their
Observations with each other in a total group *discussion.

C. . Content Presentation:
Leadership and Goal Attainment
Following the, gii3up discussion, the leader should sum up the

main ideas brought out in the game and then elaborate on the 'relation-
ship betweenleadership.style and goal attainment. The purpose of hispresentation is to provide participants with some "handles"to use ingrasping the significance of their own leadership style as it relates togoal attainment. The following.outline; based on Tannenbaum andSchmidt' is presented for the convenience of the leader. It is also
suggested that the leader make use of the transparency series I T-28 Ito highlight various points in his lecture.

DETERMINANTS OF LEADERSHIP RELATIVE
TO GOAL ATTAINMENT

A. Forces In the manager
1. His value system
2. Confidence in his subordinates
3. Own leadership inclinations
4. His tolerance for ambiguity

iRobert Tannenbaum and Warren H. Schmidt, "How to Choose
Leadership Pattern," Harvard Business Review, 36:95-101, March-April, 1958. (Readings.)
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5. Relative importance he attaches to

organizational goals, personal grolvth
of subordinates, and organizational .

efficiency
B. Forces in the subordinates

I.:- Need for independence
2. Their tolerance for ambiguity
3. Interest in the problem
4. Understanding of and identification

with organizational goals
5. Knowledge and' experience to deal with

probleM
C. Forces in the situation

1. The organization
a. nature of organizational goals
b. values, traditions, and policies
c. size of work units
d. geographic distribution of.work_

units
2. The group's effectiveness '-

a. experience in working together
b. similarity of baCkground and

interest
c. group's confidence in itself to

solve problems.
d. mutual acceptance and respect
e. understanding and acceptance of

goals and standards set for group.:

D. 'Participant Activity:
Individual Stateinents of Personal
Leadership Styles,

Ask each participant to write down what leader-
ship style, he or she most frequently uses on the
job.

Next ask each-person to try to state iii writing
what forces have shaped his or her particular
leadership style.

After the participants has completed their statements, a general dis-
cussion should follow in which there is a comparison of the onthe-job
forces and leadership, styles: Further questions couldbv asked to

7.
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bring greater depth to the discussion.

What ideal leadership style would you like to
adopt?

What personal or organizational changes would
have to occur in order to accomplish this ideal?

In connection with this last question, the leader should make sure that
the influence of organizational and personal goals and their interactionbe brought out in the discussion.-

The following transparency might also be shown at this point, and the
leader niay'wish to conclude the discussion with a quote from Tannen-
baum and Schmidt which goes well with the transparency.

I T-29 1 Range of Leadership Behavior

According to Tannenbaum and Schmidt, "the
successful manager of men can be primarily
characterized neither as a strong leader nor as
a perinissive one: Rather, he is one who
maintains a high batting average in accurately
assessing the forces that determine what his
most appropriate behavior at any given time
should be and in actually being able to behaves
accordingly. ,Being both insightful and flexible,
he is less likely to see the problems of leader-
ship-as _a-dilemma. "

Partidipant Activity:
Determination of Individual Goals
As a summary activity for this unit of the course, the participants

should be encouraged to focus on their own expectations with respect totheir jobs. The leader might first sum up Vile highlights of the unit,
making reference again to the idea that employees tend to be motivated
to work hard toward meeting organizational' objectives, to accept and to
seek responsibility, and to show considerable initiative, when they areemployed in an organization which meets 'their needs. A transparency
could be shown at this point, if the leader So chooses.

'Tannenbaum and Schmidt, op. cit. , p. 101.
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I T -30 Relation of Goal Seeking Behavior
to Objective and Subjective Purposes

Participants should then be asked to consider what they expect from thefr
work. ,The leader should distribute ITT-Tin entitled "What Do You
Expect From Your Job?" 1 and participants should be instructed in
filling it out.

This is a list of eleven "expectations!' to be
arranged in order of importance. Read the
directions as given at the top of the.haridout.
Urge the participants to be as honest as possible
in their answers. They are not to sign their-
names for anonymity is to be preserved.

After, the participants have filled out the form's and tnrned thern,in, the
results should be scored, giving 11 points to a first choice, one point
to an 11th choice, and so forth. The leader-shcirld try to have a non-
participant present to do the sc_oringiiithat he can engage.the group in
some discussion about-their expectations.

It might be interesting to compare the participants' returns with those
of a recent group of employees of the Manchester Public Libraries, who
rated the expectations as follows:2

Score
1. To have an interesting job. 318
2. To experience a feeling of

achievement 255
3. To be on good terms with 216
4. To have chances of promotion

and growth. 211
5. To receive full appreciation of

work done. 182
6. , To have good working conditions 170
7. To earn as much money as

possible. 164
8. To have a secure job. 147.

1Based on D. I. Colley, "Training: The Theoretical.Background,"
Library Association Record 72:349-50, November, 1970,

2Colley, op. cit. , .p. 350.
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9. To be kept in the picture..
10. To be on gbod terms with

supervisor.
11. To work for as few hours as

possible.

144

142

39.

The leader might conclude the discussion with a quotation from Colley,
the- City Librarian of Manchester:

"Today's .riariager is not content to train for
increased efficiency or increased-production. He
appreciates that,the greatest-resource,he has
is the untapped potential of the individual men
and women who constitute his work fotce. His
training programme is designed to release this
potential 'and is designedwith the objectives, the
needs -of the individual employee in mind. With
this reorientation there is no barrier to the
achivement ofthe objectives of the organization. "1:

The results of the,participants' expectations forms should be kept and
called to their attention again when the group is studying. Herzberg's
two-factor theory of motivation (4.25).

P. Summary and Briefing for Next Session:
In summing up`the day's meeting, the leader may want to recom-

mend some films for independent viewing, particularly if some of the
group members wish to explore further the subject of leadership styles,
goals and objectives. The following are a few possibilities:

I F-35

I F-36 I

"Management .by Objectives"
(25 minutes)

"Defining the Manager's Job"
125 minutes)

I F-37 I "Managing and Communicating by
Objectives"

(29Minutes) -

looney, op. cit., p. 350.
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F -38 I

F-39

"The Heritage of the Uncommon Man"
(28 minutes)

"The Making of a Decision"
(32 minutes)

J F-40" "Effective Leadership"
(32 minutes)

In closing the meeting,*the leader should make brief reference to the
scope of Unit IV and the reading that would be most helpful in preparing
for the first session of that unit, which deals with perception. Suggestions
he might make are:

Timothy W. Costello and Sheldon S. Zalkind, Psychology in
Administration: A Research Orientation (Englewood Cliffs,

Prentice-Hall, 1963), pp. 6-54:
Roger Harrison, "Defenses and the Need to Know," in

William B. Eddy and others, eds., Behavioral Science and
the Managerts Role (Washington, D.C.: NTL Institute for
Applied Behavioral Science, 1969); pp. 64-70.

Before the group leaves, the leader should make available whatever
forms are appropriate to the occasion:

Work Assignment 9
Form 2 -- Report on Readings
Form 6 -- Post-Meeting Reactionnaire
Form 8 -- Viewer's Film Critique

SPECIAL NOTES TO THE LEADER:

Use of Games: .

J G is the designation Mr games. In the Aids volume of the Leader's
Handbook there are a few printed games listed that are available commer-
cially. Because of the limited- amount, of time available for class sessions
these are not worked into the designs for Unit M. However, if there is
sufficient interest on the part of the participants in trying out some games
such as these, the leader might, with the participants, set up a block of
time when these games might be played, suet' as a Saturday mini-workshop.
It is recommended that such a session would be most beneficial lithe
leader would be present.tQ,answer questions and to show how learnjngs.
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come out of the games relating to the content of this course.

Another possibility would be for a task fokce group to use -these games as
samples and experiment with the development of games themselves.
Zolll, after pointing out the advantages and disadvantages ofco mercially
produced business games, presents quite detailed sukgestions\for all the
elements to be considered in the development of games to fit, a particular
type-of work-situation.

The creation of games and simulations by participants. themselves is an
example of John Gardner's recent statement that all too often in our
teaching we are giving students "out flowers when we should be teaching
them to grow their own plants. " His statement reflects recent trends
toward self-discovery and actively involving students in the process of
learning.

If a task force group develops a game, there should be an opportunity
made for the game to be tested through use by the other participants in
the, group and feedback given to the originators as to how. it might be
made more effective.

A helpful discussion about games for classroom use is given in the 1971 -
edition of Simulation Games for Social Studies, by William A. Nesbitt,
published by the Foreign Policy Association. This work includes a
bibliography of games as well as a bibliography about the use of games
and their formation.

lAllen A. Zoll, 3rd, Dynamic Management .Education, 2d. ed.
(Reading,Mass. : Addison-Wesley, 1969). pp. 371-397.
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UNIT 4'
DEVELOPING THE LIB AAR Y'S

HUMAN RESOURCES:

MANAGERIAL STRATEGIES

0



'75 Min.
Periods

17
18

4.1 Perception

Work Assignment 10

4.21- Introduction to Motivation Theory
4.23 and Concepts
4.24 Chris Argyris

Work Assignment 11

21 \ 4. 25 Douglas
22 \ McGregor

Work Assignment 12

23 I 446 Rensis
24 I \ Likert

4ork.Assigiunent 13
\

25 t 4.27' Frederick Herzberg
26 4.28 , David C. McClelland

Work Assignment 14

27 4. 29 \Said Gellermph
28 Review and Evaluation

29
30

.1

Work 'Assignment,15

4.3 Organization
Developthent (OD) 77-1

1

Proposed Periods,

SCHEDULE
BLOCKS

UNIT 4

Each solid block represents one
class session and implies a 150-
minute instructional selisionzThel
course is planned for 15 weeks with
two 75-Minute periods each week.
The words in each block falcate
°Jul the basic concepts under con-
sideration. The Arabic numbers
correspond to the unit numbering
.i the course outline. Work Assign-
ments to be assigned and completed
outside of class are also indicated.

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26,27 28 29 30
T1 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 10 1412 13 14 15 16

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 . Unit 4
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OVERALL.
OBJECTIVES

4.1 To introduce the concept of perception.

4.2 To examine some motivation theories and concepts, particularly
as they relate to the work place.

4.3 To examine the theory and methodology involved is Organizational
Development (OD).
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OBJECTIVES

UNITA
SECTION 1

4.1 Perception J

N

4.11 To show how perception affects our behavior.

4.12 To show how perception affects one's interpersonal behavio.r.

4.13 To show how perception affects one's impressions of others.

4.14 To show how perception sets up defensive. reactions to others.

Toekamine some of the factors that inflynce perception.

4.16 To analyze how one's personal norms or standards are used
to judge others.

4.17 To evaltiate the Influence of perception in the work situation.

r, _

1 sp3
a
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Unit Settion 1

PERCEPTION.

Outline for Meeting
PER EPTION

Ob dives for the Medan

To demons\rate'pereeptual- differences.

To examine some'bf-the factors that influenceperception.

C. To show how perception affects one's behavior toward others.

D. To evaluate the Influence of perception in the work place.

----

Participants wilLbe congtdiffed to-have understood these- concepts when
they iraVenstrateci that they are able to apply the learning they have
accomplished, both during home atudy and during the meating,to situa-

Evaluation:

Lions arising during the session.

P re- Meetin Preparation:

A. Completion of Work Assignment 9.-

B. Reading as discussed at coniAsion of lust_ragetini
Timothy W. CoStello and-Sheldon S. Zalkind, Psychology in

Administration: A Research. Orientation (EnglewOod
prentice4fan; 1903), PP'.

Roger Harrison, "Defentienand,the Need, to Know," in
Winona B. Eddy and att., is, eds., Behavioral Science
and tii41,12L1,Io14 (Washington, D. C. institute
for Applied Behavioral- Science,. 1969), pp. 64-70.



Unit 4, S-.ection 1
C. Suggestions for research task force on percepion. 1

Renato Tagiuri, "Person Perception," in Gardner Lindzey
and ElliOt Aronson, eds. , Thd Handbook of Social
Psychology, 2d. ed-. (Reading, Mass. :\ Addison-Wesley,
1968)", pp. 395-449.

Paul 3. Brouwer, "The Power to,ISee Ourselves," in William.
B. Eddy and others, eds., Behavioral Science and the
Manager's Role (Washington; D.C. : NTL Institute for
Applied Behavioral 8cience,_, j1969), pp. 37=50.

Materials Needed:
Chalkboard, or pOrtable easel With pad.
Chalk or marking pens.
I T-31 1' through I T,417 I

OverheadprojactOr.--
Newsprint -- 1 or 2 sheets for each participant Cirawing activity)
Felt-tip pens.
Masking tape
Sheets of paper -- 1 or 2 for each participant (problem-solving activity)
Pencils or penS.
16 mm film projector.
LEta..1-- "How Do We Know What We Know ?"
Sufficient copies of: *.

Work Assignment 10
Form 2 -- Report an Beadingd
Fenn 6 -- PostnMeeting Reactionnaire

Opening the Meeting:
State the objectives for the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up the meeting:

A. Content presentation on perception.;
B. Filrik presentation.
C. Drawing activity.
D. Problem-solving activity with new symbols.

1The enrichment module on perception, included in the Studj
Guide, contains some supplementary material on perception in they work
place which might provide a useful starting point for a research task
force.
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E. Committee meeting exercise.
F., Summaryand briefing for next session.

A. Content Presentation:
,Perception

The subject of perception lends itself to a presentation using
visual aids, and the leader will find that transparencies can be most
helpful here in stimulating participants' interest and discussion. He
might begin with some remarks similar to the fallowing:

This session deals with the problems people
have in understanding the limits of their own
objectivity, and the perceptual differences each
of us has in observing.a;jects, events and
people.

At this point, the leader might show the well-known "Wife or Mother-
in-Law" drawing, to illustrate perceptual differences among
participants.

I T -31 I "Wife.or Mother -in- Law ?"

This figure can be seen.as a young woman or
as an old hag. It'has been referfed to facetiously
as the wife and the mother-in-law.

Depending on participants' reactions, the leader can ask questions such
as the folloiking:

What do you see ? (Answer will normally be,
"a woman. ")

How old is she ?

How would you describe this old (or young)
woman?

Ask someone who sees both the old and the young
woman to use pointer and outline both figures
for the class until the majority of the partici-
pants see both figures.
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Unit 4, Section 1
What does this picture demonstrate about
perception ?

This drawing has an interesting history. In the
1930's, it was used in perceptual experiments
conducted at the University of Arkansas by
Robert Leeper. Three groups of students were
selected. One, a control group, was shown the
ambiguous wife /mother- in-law drawing with no
preparation at all. A second group was given
verbal preparation, and the third group was
perceptually prepared -- that is, they were
shown a picture of the old woman before they were
shown the ambiguous drawing. In the first group,
65% saw the young woman and 35% saw the old
woman. The results in the second group were
somewhat inconclusive, but similar to those of
the control group. In the third group, all but
one of the students saw the old woman. 1

Rbsults from experiments subh as this tend to
show that our perception is influenced by our
previous experience and by our needs. They

o

show that
:
perception is selective.

The leader might wish to show some other visual illusion transparencies,
to illustrate further that our perceptual processes-do not operate like a
camera and that frequently we do not notice things until they are pointed
out to us.

For the most part, Our perceptions serve us
very well, but it is easy to take the accuracy of
perception for granted. Hence, in the study of
perception, psychologists have turned to illustra-
tions in which perceptions are obviously mis-
leading, in order to find out how the perceptual

1Robert LeeperL3SNdy_of-a-Negleion of the Field of
T-T.Telopment of Sensory Organization," Journat of

Genetic Psychology, 46:41-75, .1935.

1.92
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Designs for Learning
process works. Georlietric and design illusions
have been studied for many years, but their e5K-

,
-planations have never been fully agreed upon.

The ArrowheadIllusion--

Although line. B appears longer than line A,
both are the same length.

I T-33 I The Book Illusion

The drawing on the -left represents an open book,
its pages facing you. The drawing on the right
isalso of an open book, but its cover is facing
you this time. The edges of the book bn the
left are closer to yo than the spine, while the

. opposite is true*of -t s t book on the right.

If the two boot a. total objects are about the
same distance fr m you, thespine of the one on
the left is -fart r away than the spine of the
book on the jr' t. Since the two spines cast the
same len retinal images, however, the one
on t = eft ,must be longer.

T -34 I The Vertical-Horizontal Illusion
(Hat Drawing)

The vertical line seems longer than the horizon-
tal, though the two lines are equal in length.
The top hat illusion is a variation of the vertical=
horizontal illusion. The stove pipe portion of
the hat seems longer than the brim, though the
two are actually the same length.

I T=36 Parallel Lines Illusion

The two vertical lines are straight and parallel
although they appear somewhat curved: a shape
distortion illusion.
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Unit 4, Section 1,
j T-36 The Lamp Post Illusion

The illusion is based on inaccurate perception.
of relative size due to contrast with surroundings.
In the lamp post illustration, the vertical pales
which are in fact of equal length
'quite'different; those that appear farther away
also appear longer.

j T-37 ,1 Previous Knowledge

This transparency shows .the effects of previous
experience upon perception of distance. All
`six heads are assumed to be approximately: the
same size, but they are at varying distances
from the perceiVer.

This. transparency appears quite confusing at
first, but becomes clear as the overlays are
added.

O

After he finishes with the, transparencies, the leader might summarize
the main concepts, and then devote the, next half hour of the meeting to
a film presentation.

B. Film ,Presentation:

F -41' "How Do We Know What We Know ?"
(29 minutes)

This film, which is narrated by Hayakawa,
illustrates the concept of shape constancy in
relation to perception. Whenca door swings-
open toward us, .its rectangular shape goat
through a series of distortions. It becomes a
trapezoid, with.the edge toward us looking higher
than the,.hinged edge; the trapezoid grows thinner
until all we can see is a vertical line -- tho,)
thickness of the door. We can distinguish these
changes, but what we perceive is an unchanging
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door swinging on its hinges. The fact that the
door doeS not seem to change its\shape is called
shape constancy. As another example of this
phenomenon, when we look at the top, of a glass
we always perceive it as being round whether
we look down on it or view it from the side.

The distortions that occur when a familiar object
rotates are usedbas cues to its. rotation rather.
than as indications that the object is actually
changing. This principle is illustrated in the
film with a rotating trapeioidal window. No
matter what the position of the window; our ex-
periences with shape constancy suggest that one
edge is nearer than the other., Hence, as the
window rotates in space, to the observer it
appears to vacillate back and forth, with one
edge always staying in front. Iiecauseewe con
tinue to See the window as a familiar rectangle,
we ate led.into illusory perception.1

In the film, Hayakawa discusses the nature of
perception and knowing. He illustrates how
experience involves a transaction between per-
ceil'rer and the thing or event being perceived.
He demonstrates the "trapezoid window" illusion
created by Adelbert Ames, Jr. He relates
perception and knowing to communication.

Alternate Film Presentation
Other films which might appropriately be shown at this point in the

course are the following:

F-42 I "Experience as Give and Take"
(29 minutes)

The film is so convincing that some of the
viewers will probably not believe the explanationr-'

lAdelbert Ames,. "Visual Perception and the Rotating Trapezoidal
Window," Psychological Monographs 65:5-12, 1951. (Monograph No. 324ii
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Unit 4, Section 1
of what happened. The film illustrates that we
mainly perceive things and environmental objects
as being "thinglike, " that is'as stable and
enduring. The stability of perceived objects
depends on varipus constancies of which one is

aih-71iCOnitancy., (Others are color and
brightness constancy, size constancy, and loca-
tion constancy.)

I F-43 I "The Eye of the Beholder"
(25 minutes)

Originally produced as an educational and train-
ing film on perception, this film has been used
extensively in management and supervisory
courses, college classes in psychology, seman-
tics, speech and business administration. It
deals with the field of human relations and brings
out six pitfalls which should be avoided when in-
dividuals observe others. Ask the participants
to try to determine what these six pitfalls are
as they watch the film.

The leader should show the .first part of the film
which sets up a situation, and then stop the film.
A progressioh.of dramatic events is presented
culminating in a scene where a girl is found
lying on a courch with a red-stained knife,at her
side.

The participants should be divided into groups
of 5 (or any convenient number that is not too -,
large) and asked to decide among themselves
which people are responsible for the situations
shown.

After a few minutes of discussion, the enfire
grotip should be reassembled to see the remain-
ing part of the film which shows facts as they 2

really were rather than as they were probably
perceived by most of the participants in the
class.
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Designs for Learning,
In discusSion after the film the leader should remind the participants
that they were to observe the six pitfalls which should be avoided when
indiViduals observe others. Suggestions from participants should be
listed on the board or easel, and eventually'the following should be ,
brought out:

1. -Sip judgments
2. Projection.
3. Prejudice.
4. Predisposition
5. Preoccupation
6. Lack of appreciation for other people's

dreams and ideas:

C. Participant Activity:
Individual Drawing
The purpose 'of this exercise is to demonstrate the way people

attach meaning to situations ,and react to them with various feelings in
the light of their previous experience.

Pass out newsprint and felt-tip pens, and askparticipants to draw a
picture of what they would consider a "typical supervisor" in a given
library situation. Ask them to make the drawing large enough so it
can be seen by the total group. A few should' then be selected for dis-
cussion by the entire group, focusing on questions`such as the
following: ,

What type of a leader would you say this
supervisor is ?

What characteristics about the picture lead you
to.this conclusion ?

Alternate Activity:
Transparency Presentation
Rathe'r than having participants make their, own drawings-, the

'leader could bring out the same points by showing the following series
oftransparen4ies and engaging participant's in a discussion.

T-38' through
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These scenes show people and situations thatare more or less familiar to libraries. The
drawings are sketchy and do not include. muchdetail. Each scene is deliberately left open toa considerable degree of-interpretation.--- 0

The leader could show two or three of these scenes at most, slowly, oneat a time, asking such questions as:

ho are the people in this picture ?

What are they doin

What is going to happen next ?

Specific questions will force participants to place themselves in the'situation and to define it in terms of their own experience. Invariably,there will be different interpretations, and the leader can take theopportunity, to draw a parallel with the way individual perception operatesin the work place.

Alternate Activity:
Group Discussion
An interesting example in fiction.which shows the peisonality andperceptual differences of twobiothers can bey seen in Sinclair Lewis'novel, Work of Art. The leader may wish to use this material which is.presented in I H-4:1 1 as a focus for general or small-groupdiscussion.

--D. Participant Activity:
Problem-Solving with New Symbolsf
This activity is designed to show that withotit adequate clues tounderstanding, a very simple problem may be extremely difficult .tosolve. All the pictures needed forcithis exercise are included in1 T-42through 1 T-47 . It is suggested, however, that the leader project

adaptationof this exercise from,.the Instructor's Manual ofthe County of Los Angeles Supervisory ImproveMent Program is pre-'sented in Training and Continuing Education: A Handbook 'for Health.Care Institutions (Chicago: Hospital Research and-Educational Trust,1970, pp. 130-131.
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which shows the symbols, on the screen, and write the rest

of the material on the board. This way the symbols are easy to rLmove
at the required point in the exerciser and participants will have before
them all problems and solutions as the exercise progresses. -

To begin, the leader should make sure that everyone has paper and
pencil, and then he shows:

0

T-42 Symbols

Letts suppose that these symbbls stand for
these numbers. Now get your paper and pencils
ready to work out some problems in arithmetic
without_using any numbers. Use only these
-symbols on the chart. This is a problem in
multiplication.. Wolk as fast as you can.

T-43 First Problem

Rather than showing the transparency-, the leadek
might write the problem on the board, leaving
I T-42 I on the screen. He should' stop the
participants before they have time to finish,
asking whether they found the problem easy to
solve. Then he might show them the solution,

.with transparency or writing it on the board.

FT-44 I Solution to First Problem

After showing participants how to solve the first problem, he might re-
late it to problems at work, ;by saying for example:

The,confusiOn you faced as you tried to work
this problem,was probably quite similar to that
facing an employee a§ he tries to learn a new
job. And here, you h'ad.a break that the new
employee doesn't ordinarily have.. You knew
something about the job -- you -knew ,the Arabic
numerals. The new employee very likely knows
nothing abot4 what he is to do.
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Then the leadeshould put the next problem on the board.

I T-45 1 Second ProblemJ

.t

Ask the participants to solve this problem...2_ and
as they start to work, remove the chart 1T-42 I
that shows the symbols and their equivalents.
The Orticipants will protest that they cannot
work the probleni without the chart. Explain to
them that they really can arrive at the solution
if one more step is taken.

1 T-46 1 The Clue
-

Draw the tick-tack-toe shown in this'transpur-
ency which gives the clue. Explain that each
section of the diagram stands for one of the
Agabic numerals. Then erase the diagram (or
remove the transparency if you are using a
projector},

Asktlie participants whether they can now work
the second problem. Point out tint the flash.of
understanding they just experienced -- when
they realized that the entire series of symbols
could be remembered by applying the system
shown in the diagram -- represents insight and
perception. Psychologists' woubl call this an"at-ha!" experience.

T-47 1 Solution to Second Problem.

This exercise demonstrates how important it isfor the supervisor to.provide the clue for under-
standing to the employee, "What is well peteeived
from all angles by the supervisor may be a new
language or,a tolaily new perception for the
employee. It demonstrates that frequently wedo not see things until they are pointed Can to us.

A
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F. Participant Activity:
a Committee Meeting with New Members'

This exercise is a status interaction study. Its purpose is to per-
ceive the effect of stalls differences on interacti-n and deference among
group members. The example here is set up for ten participants, but
more than one group can be conducted at a time, so a larger inunber can
be accommodated if need be.

The room should 'be large enough to acoonimodate the groups, 'with
movable chairs which can be arranged in a circle for the committee
meeting portion of the experience. A separate room where new members'l
can be isolated must also be available. ,-

To begin this activity, the participants show be fopned into gi-oups-of
10, with extras beiiig assigned as observel'i.- introducing the ex-
perience, the leader, should not reveal its actual objective, but should
male someremark4 like the following:

We are going to explore -some of the problems
' involved in bringing new members into groups.

The group of which you are now a part is a
library-community plaiting team, debating
today on which of two programs should be pre-
sented as the number one priority at the city
budget hearings: (1) bookmobile service to
outlying neighborhoods which have no library
service, or (2) storefrsint libraries to serve
the unserved in the Hiner city. Both services
would constitute new programs, both are sadly
needed, and both would require additional
funding.

As your committee meets today, you will have
two new members who have not met with your
group before.

4
4

At this point, the 1 der chooses at random two members from the

1 Adapted fro William Pfeiffer and John E. Jones, A Handbook
of Structured Expe ences of Human Relations Training Vol. 2.. (Iowa
City: University Associates, 1970), pp. 9143.
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gr p (or from each group if more than one), and sends them out of
th room. They will be the new metvberi. While they are out ofthe
r om, the leader should brief the remaining padicipants.

The two new members of your committee are
very different in terms of prestige and power.
One is a wealthy businessman, prominent in
corami unity affairs and a-member of the Mayor's
Tas i mice on Comiriunity Priorides...He is
also e had of alarge private foundation. The
otheriworks as a hardware storb clerk, and
knows little about libraries.

The new members will be told on that tlte, ire
new members of yoi.ir committee. They will not
know that one is a prominent businessman and
the other a clerk. It is essential that you not
reveal this to them. Call them both by their
last names, "Mr. so-and-so" and refer to
yourselves in.similar fashion, by your last

. .
names.

The group members should then arrange their chairs in xi circle, leaving
two chairb empty on opposite aides of the circle for the new members.
The leader should give fcnal instructions:

You must agree now that whichever new member
sits in the 'empty chair on my 'right-hand side
(gesture toward the-chair) will be the business-
mtm, and the new member who sits on the other
side will be the clerk.

Theethe leader should gO to the other room, and brief the new members
as follows:

You remember my description of the library-
community planning team whose job it is to de-
cide which new program to make the ntihr one
priority. You are to be the new member ot the
committee: you have not met with them hctorc.
When the Meeting is over, L will you
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you felt about the reception which the committee
gave you.

Then ask one, member to support inner-city '
service, and the other to support bookmobile
service to the outlying neighborhoods.

The new members then rejoin the group, and the leader Asks-them to
. .discuss the topic for 1Q. minutes.

When the, time is up, the leader should interview the new members on
how they felt about the kind of reception they, received from the com-
mittee. After the interviews, -he should ask the group (or groups) to
"release" the new members from tkeir roles by explaining the design
involved.

I.

The lea, might conclude the activity by leading a general discussion
c:Once the effect of status difference on group inemberinteraction.
1he loltaing points might be broughtpUt:

We treat, people differently according to the
amount of power and prestige they posses.

V
This differential treatment is indicated by \
deference or neglect, and,in the -case of the
higher-status person, :,by directing more corn--\
munication to him, and, sometimes by keeping
unpleasant facts from him.

As a result of such differential treatment, the
recipients of such treatment feel either secure
or insecure in the -group'.

F. Summary and ,Briefing.for Next Session:
In concluding the session, the leader may wish to conduct a

general group discussion about the importance of perception in the work
place. In such A discussion, -the -following points, among many possib_le_
others, could be brought out for emphasis: __ _

1. There is always subjectivity and bias in
our perceptions.
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2.L People perceive thekiame event, situation
or person differently.

3. We tend to hear and see the things we feel .-
, we need to hear and see.

4. 'We experience objects, events and people,-on the basis ofour own preconceived
attitudes. .

,5. There are more than two sides to a story
-- "There are an infinite number of sidesto a story."

as ., .
6. When the objects of perception are ambigu-- ous,sthe perceiver-tends to give them more_

meaning than the stimulating conditions
alone deS riland. What,he perceives may be
determined to some degree by his own
needs and personal values..

7. Perceptionds selective, 'so we attend at
once to only part of the influx of sensory
stimulation we receive: Factors of advan-
tage,, favoring attention to one pattern.or,
stimuli over another, reside partly in the
stimuli theinselves, but also in both the
habitual and momentary interests of the'
individual.

A, \
\'Then, before the meeting 'ends, the leader should make brief referenceto the topic under consideration next time -- motivation theory in
\1

general, and the ideas of Arg)Iris in particular -- and to whateverreading he 'feels it most important for participai is to be pursuing inthe meantime. He might considet recommending:
t

Saul W. Gellerman, Motivation and Productivity (New York:American Management AssOciation,19,), pp. 1-31: 101-110.Abraham II; Maslow, .Motivation and Personality, 2d. ed.(New York:Harper and Row, 1970). \Chris Argyris, Integrating the Individual and, the Organization(New. York: Wiley, 1964), espeCially pp. \146-191.
.Fritz-J. Roethlisberger, Management and Morale (Cambridge,MASS.: Harvard, 1949).

Part feifiaTitS-shOuld-b-e-given-time-to-fill out-Form-6,---the post-meetingrcacl.ionnairu, before they lcave,and copies of the following should also
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C.

OBJECTIVES

UNIT 4 .\\I
SECTION 2\

1.2 Motivation theories in the work place.

4.21, To explore the question, of Why man works.

4.22 To review some earliericoxrepts of motivation in terms of
McDougall's instinct's, psychogenic needs,

anTolm's purposivism, an Maslow's hierarchy of needs..

4.23 To examine some motivatit nal.determinants of effective job
.performance.

4.24 To examine and discover practical applications of Chris
Argyris' theories of moti &Eon in the work place.

4.25 To examine and discover practical applications of Douglas
McGr'egor's theories of motivation in the work place.

4.26 To examine and discove pract iitl. applications of Rensis
Likert's theories of mo, rvation in the work place.

4.27 To examine and discov r practica applications of Frederick
Herzberg's theories of motivati, n in the work place.

4.28 To examine and disco.&er practical applications of David C.
McClelland's theoeof .motivation in the work place.

4.29 To examine and discOVer practical applications' of Saul
cellenpap.'s theorieS of motivation in the Work place.
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Unit 4,' S.ectiot 2

NTRODUCTION, TO MOTIVATION THEORIES AND diflotPTS

e-

ummar Outline of Meetin: On:
INTRODUCTION TO MOTIVATION
THEORIES AND CONCEPTS

1

0121tcares for the First Half of the.Meetingli
1 - .

A.
I

o examine the meaning of motivation:
;

,
-,

* .,
B. To identify motivating factors in the workplace.

i .
... i _,C. T,o examine, Maslow's motivatiotheory.

i

D.. To consider practical value and applicability of Maslow's theory
i to managers on the job.

Evaltation: f
.Participants will be considered to have understood these- concepts when

they have demonstrated that they are able to apply the learning they have
acdomplishe1, both during home studyarid:during the meeting-i--to-situa-

'. tions discussed-in the meeting.
op

P re- Meetin Pre arati On :,

A. Comp fetion of Work Assignment 10.

B. Readi g as discussed at conclusion of last meeting./
Saul W. Gellerman, Motivation and Produetivity (New York:

American Management Association, 1963'), pp. 1-31;
101-110.

Abraham H. Maslow, Motivation and Personality, 2d. ed.
(New-York: Harper and Row, 1970).
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C. SuggestionS for research task force.
Johil P. Campbell, and others, Managerial Behavior,

-PerfOrmance, and Effectiveness (New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1970), pp. 340-384.

Abrahb.m H. Maslow, tupsychian Management (Homewood,
4 Irwin, 1965).

Materials Needed:
Chalkboard, or Portable easel with pad.
Chalk or.iparkin ens.

T-14 I 'land T-15 .

Overliead project6i;.°
Suffici3nt copies Of the following:

11,4:2'
Ht4:3....

Work AssignMent 11
Form 2 -- Report on Readings
Form, 6 -- P,ost- Meeting=Reactionnaire
Form 8 .Viewer's Film Critique

Opening the Meeting: ,

State the objectives for the first part of the meeting in your own words.

7Outline briefly the sequence of qtivities that will make up this part ofthe meeting:

A. ,Content.presentation on motivation.
B. Participants' critique of presentatidn.
C. Individual examination of motivation.
b.' Content presentation on Malow.
E. Group activity relating Maslow's concepts

to actual work situations.

A. Content Presentation:
Motivation
The purpose of the first part of the meeting is to provide partici-pants with some general background material on motivation in prepara-tion for the more detailed'exploration of individual theories in motiva-

tion-that will follow in the next few sessions of the course. To reinforcelearning of the various concepts and theories covered and to serve as ageneral review at the last session on motivation, it is suggested that theleader ask each participant to select from his reading in current
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literature a manager or administrator whose, style interests him, and to
examine that person's style and motivation philosophy in-depth. Part
of thelast session on Motivation then (4.29) could be devoted to group
discussion ofthe various administrators participants have studied.1

To begin, the leader might distribute I , making-the-following
charge to participants:

As you know, we Are going to%he considering the
subject of motivation today and in the next
four Sessions of the .course., Each of you should
select from your reading in current literature
a manager or administrator whose style, interests
you -- perhapi a Secretary of State, a middle
manager at-General Motors, a-region k -ehakrman
of a civic as'Saration, or' head of -a -local charity
drive. Pick someohose htyle interests you javi
and then learn in ilepth about him or her, diag-
nosing hiS leaderShiP style, and determining inso-
far as possible his philosophy of motivation.
How does he motivate those who work for him ?

Use the questions on. the handout as guidelines for
your analysis. FourseSsiOns from now, when we
are concluding our exaMinationo_f_motivation,
we-will look together at the administrators you

-hav' e selected and at your analyses of their man-
agement styles..

Then, the leader might begin-his presentation on motivation by examining
with participants the meaning Of motivation. How can motivation be de-
fined ? In view of the fact that psychologists and managers alike have
great difficulty in adequately defining the term, and'indeed a universally
accepted definition of motivation is conspicuously lacking, it is too much,
to expect that the participants will be able to coma up with the .perfect
definition;

lAs an alternative, participants working 'as a team or -as individuals,
could investigate management styles of library adniinistrators, from
reading in library literature and by actually interviewing them.

O
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It is suggested, therefore, that rather than asking for a definition: the
leader instead ask the group for some key words or concepts that indicate
what an individual's .motivation has to do with. To get things.going, the
leader might begin with some remarks such as the following:

.0

Two questions which have Tong been asked by
psychologist's and managers alike are: (1) What
are the factors which tend to motivate human
beings in their endeavors ? and (2) How does the
`manager make optimum use of these motivating
factors to accomplish the best posSible job ?
Before proceeding with a discussion of motiva-
tion, it is appropriate to think a bit about the
meaning_of the term. A universally accepted
definition of motivation is conspicuously lacking.
Investigation reveals many schools of thoughFon
both the meaning and the significance of m diva-
tion. Before we discuss what some of the defini-
,tions are as_presented_hy-lealiing,theorists in the
field, leCug.consider, very generallt. what con-
'Stitutes motivation. What factors are involved
in an individual's motivation ?_

The leader should then ask for-suggestions from participants, and write
them on the board or easel, thud making a list of factors that have to do
with motivation. The list would probably include Such words or phrases'
as the' folloviing:

--Goals
- -Direction of behavior (what an individual

choOses to do when presented with alternatives)
- -Strength of response (effort) once choice is

made; expenditure of effort.
- -Persistence of response (how long will he sick

stick to it-?)
--What sustains behavior ?

group of related variables, such as: needs,
drives, incentives, expectancy._

--Job satisfaction
--Performance level
--Self-actualization.
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O

It might be useful to leave the list on:thQbeard, once it is completed,
for later in the sessionit can serve as a cheqklist against which various
theories of Motivation can be assessed and compared.

If he chooses, the leader might then sum up by making a general state-
ment about motivation; such as the following by 'Campbell:1

"Very -generally, we can begin by saying that an
individual's motivation has to do with (1)' the
direction of his behaviOr, or .what he chooses to
do' when presented with a number of possible
alternatives; (2) the aniplitude, or strerigth,of Ar

the response.(i.e effort) once the cl?oice is
:made"; and, (3) -the persistence of th' behavior,
or how long he stickg with it. The term '
'motivation' conveniently subsumes a number of,
other variables such as,,drive, need, incentive, ,

t reward, expectancy, 'etc; It is these variableS
°which are important for the study of motivated

behavior-and-to--which our_attention will be
directed. "

ft

a

It might be 'useful for the leader to highlight very briefly some earlier
concepts of motivation, such as those oi,McDougall, Murray or Tolman
(see Study Guide, 4.22), for while such theories do not appear adequate
today,- they help to illustrate the vast complexity. otthe subject. The
leader could show 1T-15 I to, illustrate Mukray's_ ideas if not already
shown earlier in the course.

9 At a certain point in his presentation, the leader can get useful feedback
and in addition involve the participants more directly by wing the

. following exercise: 43,
O

B. .Participant Activity:
.CO.tique of Leader's Presentation
The total group should be divided into pairs, and instructed how,

to,proceed.

ljohn P. Campbell, and others, Managerial Behavior, Perform-
ance, and Effectiveness. (NeW York: McGraw-Hill, 11370), p. 340:1
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1/3 of the pairs.should look for points in the
leader's presentation*.on 'which they would like
further clarification._

1/3 should look for points with which they tend
to.disagree.

/3 should look for concepts that seem to ,have
particular importance or application for them
in their own library job situations.

- Aster the pairs have had a chance to talk with each other for a few
mi utes, some from each ofithe three groups should be asked to bring

*bef e the total group the points discussed. Key concepts could 'nu
listed o the board or easel as they are brought out.

C. Partidipant Activity:
Individual Examination, of Motivation
In studying motivation theories as.they apply to work situations,

the best preparation participants can make at this Point is to examine
cloSely their-ovitimotivation-with-respect to their fobs. The purpose
of this activity is first to facilitate such self-examination, and later to
compare the results with Maslow's, concept of man's need, hierarchy.
The leader should distribute the following handout and instruct,partiek-
pants to fill it out, asking that they not sign their names.

I H-4:3 Factors Which natty to Me

When the sheets have been filled out and collected, the leader should
, , then beg,in a discussion of 'Maslow's motivation theory.

D. Content Presentation:
Maslow's Motivation Theory
Depending.on how the material in (lie second unit, of this course

was covered, Maslow's theory may or may not have already been adp--
quately investigated by participants, and the leader can make" his pre-
sentation accordingly. He may simply refresh participants' memories
by showing again

T-14 I Hierarchy of Human Needs` Maslow)
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or he may go into considerable detail describing the five levels-of pre-
potent needs as Maslow conceptualited them. It Should be' peinted out
any case that the need levels are interdependent and overlapping, each
higher need emerging before-lower needs have been -satisfied
completely. ,

Most iricliiriduals tend to have a higher. satisfactfon.at the lower-need
- level than at the higher-need levels. Maslow has said tharthe .average

citizen is 85% satisfied in his-physiological-needs; 70% satisfied in
safety needs; 50% in his social needs; 40% in his ego needs, and 10% in
his self-actualization needs .1

E. ParticiparitACtivity:
Matching Motivational'FactOrs with
Maslow's Hierarchy
The leader might conclude his presentation with the following "

activity which serves the purpose of causing participants to consider -in
general terms actual' job applicability of Maslow's theorY, and in
perSonal terms their own motivation as it relates to Maslow. The.leader
should pass out the same handouts he previously collected, 1 H -4:3
and as they were not originally signed they can be distributed
`Participants should be instructed.as follows:

A

-C>

Indicate beside each of the 28 motivation
factors the:hierarchical category in which it
would fall. On this list no fadtors pertain
to level one -- the physiological needs ---sb
on`13'r the remaining four need be considered.

-

After the participants have had 5 to 10 minutes to identify the categories,
the leader might go around the-group asking each to identify the need
level of one fadtoi, until they are completed. As the levels are identi-
fied, they can be summarized on the board or easel. The results
should resemble this list:

1Timothy W. Costello and Sheldon S. Zalkind, Psychology of
Administration: A Research Orientation (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1963), p. 63.
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Physiological Security

4.

SoCial Ego Self-Actualization

(Not included 1 T 2 6

as felt all 5 7 4 10
participants 13. 8 9 :' 23
have fulfilled 25 12 15
their basic 26 ' 13 17
needs for 27 14 18

-- survival.) 28 , . 16 19
20 -21

22
24. -

we^w4

One member of the group could be asked to determine whichlaetors
received the highest response', and which if any received no response.

This part of the meeting could then be concluded, with a general discus-
sion of the value and applicability of Maslow's motivation concepts to
participants' own working situations., The points brought out will vary A

but should include the following:

The way most organizations are structured, they are appealing
to basic needs as motives instead of to higher psychological needs.

2. Traditional incentives insofar as they meet needs already provided
Ffor by the individualrprobably have little, or no motivational

.
poweg. .

.

3. Each person is an individual and at different points in time may be
motivated by different needs; therefore,'the supervisor has to
know well those for whom he is responsible in order to know what
might be most apt to motivate them at a given time.

4. Supervisors should give serious attention to the needs,of individuals.

5. Needs neveiend. They can be seen as' a bottomless pit, never
completely fulfilled. As soon as one set of needs is satisfied
another set of needs takes over.

higher levejs.
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7. It is in the area of higher needs= that supervisors most oftdh fail :1

to motivate Their workers.
4

The leader should then conclude this portion of the meeting, allowing
at least 75 minutes for a discussion of Argyris., He Might suggest in
closing that participants view independently the .following film, which
provides a good: introduction to motivation theory:

F"--44 "Strategy'for Productive
BehaVior"

,(20 minutes)
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THEORIES OF MOTIVATION IN THE WORK PLACE:-

CHRIS 'ARGYRIS

Summary Outline for Meeting on:
INTRODUCTION TO MOTIVATION
THEORIES AND CONCEPTS
and

\ THEORIES OF,MOTIVATION IN THE WORK
PLACE: CHRIS ARGYRIS

Objectives forth e Second Half of the Meeting:

A. To examine Argyrist theory of motivation.

B. To identify problems in motivating library employees.

C. To examine the mix model and its applicability fo library
situations':

D. To-consider the importance, of interpersonal competence as
emphasized by Aruris.

Evaluation:
Participants will be considered to have understood these concepts when
they have demonstrated that they are able to apply the learning they have
accomplished to situations discussed in the .class session.

Pre-Meeting Preparation:
. .

A. .Completion of Work Assignment 10..
..

B. Reading as discussed at conclusion of last meeting:
Chris Argyris, Integrating the Individual and the Organization

(New York: Wiley; 1964), especially pp. 146491.
Fritz J.. Roethlisberger, Management and Morale (Cambri`dge,

Mass. : Harvard*, 1949).
. .
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C. . 'Suggestions for researchlask,foroet
Chris Argyris, "Organizational Effectiveness Under Stress,"

Harvard Business Review, 38:137-146, May-June,1960.
. . Intervention. Theory and Method: A Behavioral

Science View (Reading, Mass. : Addison-Wei ley, 1970).
. "Some Unintended 'Consequences of Rigorous

Research,'" Psychological Bulletin, 70:185-197, September,
1968. (Readings.)

InterpersOnal Barriers to Decision-Making,"
Harvard Business Review,. 44:84-97, March-April, 1966.
(Readings: )

. "On the Future of Laboratory Training,"
Journal of Applied Behavioral Science; 3:153-183, April-
May-June, 1967. .,IteactiOnS to the articlnfollow on
pp.- 184-210.

J C-6 1

Saul Gellerman and Emanuel Kay, "Human Nature and Organi-
zational Realities, " Motivation and Productivity Cassette
Series, Tape D. (A discussion of Argyris' ideas. )

Materials Needed:
Chalkboard, niportable easel with pad.
Chalk or marking.pens.
Slips of Papek azid,.p.encilS or pens -- enough for all participants
16.mni film projector

1 F-45 1 "Human Nature and Organizational Realities"
Sufficient copies of:

H-4:4
G-3 envelopes and 'instructions

Work Assignment 11
Form 2 -- Report-On Readings'
Form 6 -- Post-Meeting Reactionnaire
Form 8 -- Viewer'S Film Critique

Opening the Second Half of the Meeting:
State the objectives for this part Of the-meeting in your own' wordS. .

r. ; -1A research task force might find it interesting to explore Argyris'!work in the areabof interpersonal competence, including specific programshe has recommended, research he has undertaken, and reactions tO his
work on-the;part of other theorists.
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Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up this part of
the meeting:

A. Participant survey to discover problems in
motivating employees.

B. Content presentation on Argyris.
C. IndiAdual library profiles using Argyris'

D. Cooperative squares game.
'E-. Film presentation.
F. Briefing for next session.

A. Participant Survey:
What are the principal problems We have in motivating employees

to be more productive'?

.Itis suggested that the leader open this part of the ,meeting by -asking the
above question. Rather than just thrgwing.it out for: general discussion,
however, the leader might use the "slip teChnique" here, which means
that he simply passes out small slips of papei'to each member of the
group asking that each write independently the four or five major answers
he might have to the question: "What are the principalsproblems we have
in motivating employees to be more productive

These slips should then be -collectedand, quickly tabulated. Two partici
pants might be asked to do the tabulating, writing the math results in rank
order on the board or easel. There will be a common thread running
through the various comments but many more ideas and problems will be
presented than would normally come from ordinary group discussion of
the same questiOn.

While the results are being tabulated, the leader should have the rest of
the group consider what-Argyris' answer to the same question might be,
in terms of his research and writings. It would be interesting to compare
participants' answers to the question with the kinds of answers Argyris._
might provide. AS participants, iiiake-iiiggestions, the leader could write
them on- the board or easel beside the results from the slip survey. The
list would look something like this:
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What Are the PrincipalProbleras We Have in Motivating._
Employees to be more Productive ?

Analysis of Societal Conditions
which Cause Motivational`Problems

1. Incongruency between the needs
of mature individuals in our
society and the traditionally
ddsigned work setting.

2. Jobs tend to create a child-,
like role for the employee and
frustrate his normal motivation
for a more adult role.

3.. Common reaction to work situ-
ation is withdraWal of interest
from the job.

4*. Employees want to have a sense
.of pride and 'accomplishment in
-their work; but work is imstimula-
ting and undignified.

5. The individual is unable to find
self-actualization at work; he
frustrated by 'fcirmal organization,
directive leadership, managerial
controls.

6. Individual resistance to these
variables is shown in. his informal
activities (which sanction his
defense reactions) and in his

___lack ,of -motivation.on-thejob,

221-
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Content Presentation:
Argyris
In making his presentation, the leader could begin with some

remarks such as the following:

What solution does Argyris suggest to correct
the incongruency between the needs of individuals
and the work setting? One of This niain solutions
is his unit.or mix model in which he lists the
dimensions he feels an organization any-type
of organization, school, library, Industry-,
government agency -- must have if it is to pro-
vide-greatest opportunity for growth and develop-
ment of both the organization and the individuals
within it.

C. Participant Activity:
Mix Model Library Profiles
At ai2aptropriate Point in his presentation, the leader might

tribute' H-4:4 J which presents Argyris' mix model. When it appears
that participants have sufficient understanding of the model, they should
be asked to draw a profile of where, their library stands at the present
moment in relation to the model. After they have drawn such a profile
for their own'reference, they should be asked to come forward and draw
either on the-board or easelivhere their library stands today.

Probably the profile lines will fall very close together in most areas. So
that participants will not be unduly influenced by others' profiles, it is
irnp-Ortant-that-they-do-their-own-drawing-individually firstjw_hicli they
may then keep).

Other points that the leader may wish to emphasize either in his presenta-
tion or during group discussion include the following:

Argyris singled out three core activities:
(1) achieving-objectives; (2) maintaining

Internal balance within the system; and
(3) Adapting to the environment.

In addition to providing this mix model, -Argyris
in his research. and writings has emphasized
-four processes by which the incongruency
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between individuals and organizations might be
reduced.

1. Adapting the job to the individual employee.
2. Use-of a staff training specialist.
3. Participation in decision making; employee-

centered leadership.
4. Improvement of interpersonal relationships.

In the area of interpersonal relationships, Argyris
has, perhaps, done more research, experimenta-
tion and writing than,any other theorist that we
will be studying in-depth.

If there has been a research task force on Argyris, it might be asked to
give a report'at this time on -the impact-of Argyris' contributions in the
area of interpersonal relationships, including such-factors as his views
of the value of the informal organization (not so strongly stressed by
many others), his leadership in- developing T-groups, and his version of
their value in iraproving_interpersonal relationships.

D. Participant Activi
Cooperative Squares Game G-4 I

Following the leader's presentation and .the research task force
report, itIs suggested that the group make an experiment in cooperation
by- playing a game of cooperative squares. If this game is to be- played,
the leader will need to prepare the squares in advance, as described' in
the Leader's.-Handbook: Aids..

The objectives of this activity are (1) to create in the participants an
awareness2ortheir-feelings in a group task situation; (2) to demonstrate
a type of training activity in interpersonal relationships; (3) to enable
participants to become more sensitive to how onevabehavior may help or
hinder joint problem solving; (4) to demonstrate the importance of having
confiderice and trust in those with whom one Is associated in tasks.

Participants should be divided' in groups of 5,. extra members being.
assigned as observers. Each groUp of 5 must f.)e seated at a table, and
on each-table-there should-be-a set-f-five envelopes and an instruction

sheet. Observers should-bbseatedTehiiid-br to the aide-iiipOsitibris
from which they can see the players No one may-talk during the game,
and the envelopes maybe opened only on signal.
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The leader opens the-game by reading aloud the instructions and making
sure that participants understand Then he gives the signal for the
game to begin.

When all or
and discuss

Analysis by

most of the groups have finished, the leader should call time
the experience.

participants should include such questibns as

How did you feel when someone held a piece'and
did not see the solution?

What was your reaction when someone finished
his square and then sat back without seeing
whether his -aolution.prevented others from
solving the problem?

What were your feelings if.you finishedYour
square and then began to realize that you
would have to break it up and give away a
piece ?

How did you feel ahou e person who.was slow:
at seeing-the ,solu_ on?

It you were that pereon,-how-did_you feel V
Was there a climate thathelped or lifilderedi_

.

Observers shou asked to tell what they noticed, particularly with
reference to participants' -listening to and following the- instructions of
the game and to cooperatIN're- s. competitive behavior in playing the game.,

The leader might then engage the en rkgroup in a disgussion about the
meaning of cooperating, perhaps listing- in, he,board or easel some of
the-main ideas as they are suggested by-group embers. .2ch ideas as
the following should then -be brought -out:

Everyone has to understand the problem.
Everyone needs to believe that he cazi O.

Instructions need to be clear.
Everyone needs to think of the other person as

Well is, of himself.

E. Film Presentation:
iIf time permits, 'tie suggested that the last part of the meeting be

,devoted to viewing a film in which Argyris presents a good deal of data
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about his concept of executive behavior patterns. This film will also
serve to summarize the main ideas of Argyris that have been brought out
in the meeting.

F-45 "Human Nature and Organizational
Realities"

(28 minutes)

In this film, Argyris sPeaks on improving
interpersonal relations afall organizational
levels. He discusses his experiments in re-
designing routine jobs to motivate individuals
at the lower levels of an organization. .

Before showing the film; which takes 28 minutes, the leader might want
to involve participants more completely in.the subsequent viewing by
asking that they consider certain questions during the film. He could
then write `such questions as the following on the board or easel, instruct-
ing participants to note and jot doWn relevant-ideas as Argyris presents
them:

What are the underlying assumptions about
human relationships that are typical of
most management groups in organizations
today ?

What kinds of managerial actions tend to result
from these assumptions ?

In subsequent discussion after the Win, the following points would prop-
ably be brought oft in Connection with the above questions:.

6 Underlying assumptions
(1)- We should concentrate on objectives.
(2) People must be rational, not emotional,

on the job.
(3) People are best motivated by direction,

contrOl, reward and punishment.

Resulting actions (high frequency)
(i) Evaluative feedback based on traditional

'N norms rather than on merit
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(2) Defensiveness
(3). Stability (organization dedicated to

preserving the old).

'Resulting actions (low frequency)
(1) Feedback e
(2) Owning -up.
(3) Openness..
(4) Risk-taking.

Argyris maintains that if high-frequency behavior patterns could be, re-
versed, more effective organiiations would result. Each person would
then be judged on ability to make unique contributions rather than on
conformity. There would be a climate of trust and confidence-throughout
the organization, and commitment to organizational goals through involve-
ment-in forming them.--ffiThrpe-isonarrelationships would be improved.1

F. Briefing for Next Session
In closing the meeting, the leader will int to dray participants'

attention to the topic of the next session -- the theories of Douglas
McGregor, perhaps suggesting such reading as the-following:

DouglasMoGregoi, The Human Side of Enterprise
(NeiVtZork: McGraw-Hill, 1960), especially Ch. 3,4,5, 6,14..

Richard Beckhard, "McGregor Revisited-and Reaffirmed,"
BNA Films Projector, January, 1971. (Readings.)

Earl R. Gomersall.and-M. Scott Myers, "Breakthrough in On-
the-Job Training," Harvard-Business
July-August, -1966. `(Readings.)

Participants should be asked Ao read particularly McGregor's ideas about
performance appraisal (Ch. 5-6, The Human Side of Enterprise) as this
material pertains directly to the next meeting of the group. In addition,
if the leader followed the suggestion, presented in the introduction to this
volume (in the section entitled "Evaluating the Participants' Achieve
ments") to meet individually with each participant early in the course for

lIfthe film is obtained from the producer, a summary chart of
managerial behavior patterns is mailed with the film and may be copied
for distribution to members of the class if proper credi is are given.
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the purpose of setting short and long term objective's Tor. the course, he
could make refrenae to these interviews now, as they illustrate one of
McGregor's kepoints In this connection.

Before leaving, the participants should be provided copies of the following,
as appropriate:

Iv,

Work Assignment 11
Form 2 -- Report on Readings
Form 6 -- Post-Meeting Reactionnaire
Form 8 Viewer's Film Critique

_
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6

THEORIES OF MOTIVATION-IN-THE-
DOUaAS MCGREGOR

Summary Outline for Meeting on:
THEORIES-OF MOTIVATION IN THE WORK
PLACE: DOUGLAS 'MCGREGOR -

Objectives for the Meeting:

OR-KPLACE:

A. 'To-examine IVIcGregor's Theory X and Theory Y.

B. To discover the reratiou4ip between managements theoretical
concepts-and managerial Piketicgs.

S.

C. To identify the elements of Theory Y supe?iorys.
.

_Evaluation:
Participants will be,considefed to have Undersfood the y concepts when
they have denionstratathattliey-ao- ablg,to apply*:the \learning they have
accomplished to-situation disctiaSed intlie meting.4, .In "addition,the
degree to-which theSe.objectives are achieved Will be jUdied by the
f011Owing: - 't

I
0 i

..,

'54 '

The ability of the group to develop appropriate predictions about the
type of organization to which they are assigned:

I'N

A.

B. nib ability of the group to analyze their own library situations in
terns,,of*Theory.X and Theory Y concepts.

C. The ability of the group to discern how actual practice in a given
area such as performance appraisal would differ in an organization
based on Theory X concepts as opposed to an organization grounded
in Theory Y cOncepts.

Pre-Meeting Preparation:

A. Completion of Work Assignment 1.1.
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B. Reading as discussed at conclusion of last meeting.-
Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (New York:

McGraw-Hill, 1960), especially Ch. 3,4,5,6,14.
Ric rd Beckhard, "McGregor Revisited and Reaffirmed,"

A Films Projector, .January, 1971. (Readings.)
. Earl R. 'Gomersall and M. Scott Myers, "Breakthroughin

On-the-Job Training, " HarvardBusiness.Review,
July-August, 1966 (Readings. )'

C. Suggestions for research task force groups
Douglas McGregor, The Professonal: Manager (New York:

, McGraw-Hill, 1967). -
. Leadership and Motivation: .Essays of

DouglasIVIcdreer. Editedby 'Warren G. Bennie' and
Edgar H. Schein. (Cambridge, Mass. :.M.I. T. , 1966).

M. Scott Myers, "Conditions for Manager Witivation,"
Harvard Business Review, 44!58-71, January7February,
1966. (Readings.)-

Herbert H. Meyer, EmanuelKay," and John R. P. French,
"'Split Roles yin performanee Appraisal, " Harvard
Business Review, 43:123-129, January-February,1965.

I C-7 j:
Saul Gellermanand Emanuel Kay, "Theory leand Theory Y, "

Motivation and Productivity Cassette Series; Tape F.
(A discussion of McGregOr's ideas.).

In addition,' two important books on organizational climate published
recently by The Harvard Business School would provide much valuabl
data for a research task force with special interests in this area:

George H. Litwin and Robert A. Stringer, Motivation and
011anizationarClime (Boston, Mass.,.:.:Division of .

, Research, Graduate School of Business Administration,
4-Harvard, 1968). 4 ,

...-- - t

Renato Tagiuri and George H. Litwin, eds. Organizational
Climate: Explorations of a Concept' (Boston, Mass. :

-` Division of Research, Graduate School of Business
AdministratiOn,'Harvard, 1968).

_ -
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Unit 4, S'ecti o rt 2

Materials Needed:
Chalkboard,eor portable easel with pad:
Chalk or marking pens.
1T-TT8 1 through I T:750 I

Overhead,projectot
16 mm film projector
I F-46 3 "Theory X arid Theory Y," Part I.
Sufficient copies of

LW -4:5 I through -I H-4:9 1 and J H-4:11 I

Work Assignment 12 .

Form 2 Report ,on Readings
F6rm 6 Pos,t-Meeting,Rea.ctionnaire
Form 8 Viewer's Film Critique,

4

-
Opening the--Meetine .

State.the objectiVes for the meeting. in your own words.

Outline briefly the Sequence of activities that will make up the meeting.

A. Participants form two library organizations
and develop Some predictions about them.

B. Content presentation on Theory X and
TheOry Y.

C-. Film presentation on McGregor.
D. Participants regroup in 'same two library

organizations for perforniance appraisal
and role playing.

E. Summary and briefing for next session.

A; Participant Activity:
Two Library Orgahizations
The purpose of this activity isto give participants an opportunity to

experielice the effect of managerial assumptions-on employees and on
organizatkonal objectives, To begin, they ,should be divided in two grdups:
members of Library A and members of Library,-B. The two groups
should be physically separated to a gxedesi extent possible inside the
classroom. If a research task force has been working on. performance
appraisal, it is suggested that its members be divided between Library A
and Library B, , so that both groups will have the benefit of the 1Ldditional
knowledge the task force has acquired.

The leader slioulddthen pass out H-4:5 1 -- "Library A Organizational
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It

Notes" to the members of Library A. , and
J I1-4:6 '1 --. Mibrary. B

OrganizatIonal.Notes" to*meinberq of Librarjr B. -While the:Objectives
stated on the handouts are identical for both libraries, the rules and reg-
ulations for Library A are-worded-in such a way as to place the partici-
pants under 'a library director who follawsMCGregorls Theory X. -
Library B, on the Other land, receives rules which are in keeping with
McGregorls Theory X assumptions.

, ..

it: i s important that neither group knows that the other has different rules
and regulations... ,

As soon aS,the_handouts-are-distributed-axtd-partidipants have had time, to
g - read them, the "leader should tell both groups that they are now to assume

they are in a library which is run according to the organizational; notes .

they haVe before them. Each group sho4/d-cia,sigriate one member as-

librarydirecior, another asTdrrector Of personnel, and athird as aide-
paitnient head. The others can asSumrroles as designated by the group.

.

TIfe leader _of _the. class-will act -as-Consultatit to-both-libraries and can be
called onif needed.

.

Each group should then be instructed to develop ailist of predictions they
could.make -abeiut their libroxy, organization, assunling that it wOuld be
run as depicted in theorkaniz,ational notes. Each group should be asked
to considerthe five factors 'listed, on the last pagd of-their handouts in
aveloping the predictions:1. .°

P.

I.

4.

0 1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

The extent to which the members of each
group,arermotivated to meet the stated

- objectives.
The feelings toward the ."chief librarian."
The expected satisfaction or dissatisfaction
of the members of the group..
The turnOverAhichinight-be-Weefff.
Their feelings 'about the items on the sheet.

1 The two groups .should then be instructed to each select a spokesman (not
the person designated library director or personnel director) who will

'make a R,resentation to the entire class after the predictions have been'
listed.

.. tr 1-Adapted from Peter Muniz, "Experiential Learning, Adult
' t Leadership,- 16:359-360, 385, April, 19,68.
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,After about-a half hour, tfie presentations should be made. The leader
might first ask Library A (Theory X) to make its report, and this report
should be follogrecity the s okesman from Library B.,, 0

0
This activity should then ha e set the stage for a discussion of differential
aspectiof the tWo organizat ons and how the rules, regulations, leader-
ship styles,, and thegretidal ssumptions on which the library is operated
ean*affect such factors as motivation, turnover, satisfaction and reaction
-to organizational objectives.

B. Content Presentation:
The Manager's Job Under Theory X and
Theory Y
Before the tWo groupg tackle the problem of how to evaluate, the

leader should give a lecturette contrasting the manager's job under the
two different theories. The following transparencies can be used to
illustrate the presentation:"

ti

McGregor's Theory of Motivation
Lathe Work Place

The way a library manages its human resources
rests on some very basic assumptions concern-
ing human-b_ ehavier. Reduced to. McGregor's------
most basic e phasesi-thrs transparency shows
T eory.X assumptions and Theory Y 'assumptions
and how these affect managerial behavior.

McGregor pointed out that inherent in the tradi-
tional management approach ,(such as scientific
management) was the assumption thatpeople be-
have in accordance -with Theory X: employees
inherently-dislike-workTwant-to-avoid-resp-onst-
bility, and therefore must be closely controlled
and directed, even coercedhy management.

Since the' Hawthorne experiments in the 1920's
and 1930's, more positive view of human
nature. has emerged, which McGregor has identi-
fied as Thebry Y. Today this theory of human
nature is generally accepted as a more accurate
de4 scription of man in the work place.

.
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A Comparison of Traditional and
Emerging Management Styles1

This transparency sums up the differences
between Library. A (traditional management) and
Library B (emerging management patterns based
on Theory 'Y): It has been found through re-
search-oriented...experimentation-in companies
that a great. deg 6f time must be spent in con-
trasting the 'traditional role of the supervisor
with the emerging concept of supervision based
on Theory .1', if \there is to be any ,noticeable
Change in the -way supervisors and managers
carry -out their abtivities in a given organization.

In his traditibnal role, the supervisor sets the
goals for- his subordinates, defines standards
and expected results, and checks performance.
In his new role, the supervisorparticipates with
people in solving problems and setting goals,
and enables subordinates to check their own
performance. This is the critical difference
between the two style's.

The leader will make most effective use of this transparency by covering
all but the top block of two pictures, proceeding'downward to the next
horizontal group Without revealing what is beneath. In this way each level
can be discussed in turn, without participants' being distracted by what is
at the bottom Of the chart.

1' T-50 I Dynarhic Contrast Between
Traditional and Superv'isory Styles

Here again the use of this transparency will be more effective if the lower
triangle is covered as the top is exposed.

The emerging supervisory style based on Theory

11-T -49 1 and 112501 and the remarks describing them are
based on William J. Roche and Neil L. Mackinnon, "Motivating People
With Meaningful `Work," Harvard Business Review, 48:97-110, May-June,
1970. (Readings.)

.233.
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Unit 4, Section 2

Y should' operate as a continuous cycle of
activity in which some of the managerial work
of the traditional 'supervisor is inoorporated into
the activity of the work group:

The transparericy contrasts the two style's of
management graphically. It will be noted that
the traditional style explicitly Shows leadership'
as,a separate entity. In the emerging style,
leadership has been absorbed into the energetic
pattern of the work cycle itself. Thus, unlike
the traditional straight4line aPproaoh, the con:-
tinuous cycle concept is not mechanistic or
formalistic, rather it is a fluid and dynamic .

approach that each team can mold and adapt to
-suit its needs.

C. - Film Present -:_,on

"Theory X.and Theory Y: The. Work
of Douglas McGregor" -- Part I.

There are two parts to this film, each 25 minutes, but unless the leader
has extra time, it is suggested that the first part,which presents-most of
the basic concepts, be shown in the class'-session. The other part, or
both parts if time, is short, could be recommended for participants'
independent viewing.

If he chooses to show the first part of the film, the leader might introduce
it with some remarks such as the following:

.In viewing- thrs -film, ,you will_see some examples_
of the imPoitance of theoretical concepts as a
'basis for activity in organizations.

As you watch the film, consider especially what
McGregor meant when he said that everyman-
agerial act rests on'thebry. Try to think also,
from your readings and from this !film, what
McGkegor's basic message to management is.
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After the film, the leader. might then engage the group in discussing these
points, and any others he or the participants may wish to raise.

D. Participant Activity:
Performance Appraisal'in Library A
and Library B
'The participants should now rejoin their Library A and Library B -

groups.- Each group should then determine, .on :the basis of its organiza-
tional notes, the type of Performance-appraisal-its-library-would-be-1141y
to use, and to briefly role .play befOi.e'the entire class a typical appraisal'
scene as it would occur in that library.

As the groiips are forming to determine the appropriate appraisal tech-
niqueS for each of the libraries, the leafier should distribute the following
handouts:

to Library A members. This form
represents the type of rating sheet typically
used in a Theory X ,organiAtion.

to Library B members. This is
some infornintion on target-setting conferences
which be appropriate to a Theory Y
organization.

When ready,1eabh of the library groups, should be asked to present its
role play depicting performance review.

After-the role playS, the leader should lead the entire group, in a debrief-
ing

H-4:8 I to the members of Library A and I H-4:7 I to the members
ing session It would probably be a good idea'at to distribute
" be
of Library B, so that all participants will have examples of both Theory X
and Theory Y appraisal data.

In guiding this discussion the leader should remember Likert's warning
about exposing managers to conflicting points of view and presenting them
with studies which question current practices. "This is intellectually
stimulating and valuable and, as studies show, contributes to innovative
thinking. When this is done, however, ...it should, be made clear Io all
who participate that the material is intended to stimulate thinking and
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discussion and--that there is no intention that immediate, direct application
will be 'made. "1

During the discussion, the leader, might also bring out a point Likert made,
about performance appraisal:

. -
"It is not uncommon today for a management
development program' to train managers in the
.cdnduct etperformante-apprai sal-and-review
while simultaneously eniphasizing the need for
managers to be er-ployee-centered and supper- -
tive in dealing with subordinates. It is impossible
to do both. Rigorous xesearch,clearly, 'demon-
strates that even when the most approved
methods for conducting performance appraisal
and review-interviews' are Used, it is not pos-
sible

--

to conduct the interview with most managers
.so that-they will feel that they have been treated
in a supportive manner. A, well-conducted study
revealed that the performance review proved to
be.an ego-deflating experience for 82 per cent
of the subordinate personnel involved. "2

On the hand the Use of the target-se ttine
approach was- evaluated by McGregor as follows:
"There -is probably no single activity which will
de more to create an environment conducive to
managerial growth than the 'target-setting
approach. I "3

A'

1Rensis Likert. The Human Organization: Its Management and__
Valte(New-rork: McGraw-Hill,1967), p. 127.

, p. 126. See also Herbert H. Meyer, Emanuel Kay, and
John R. P. French, "Split Rdles in Performance Appraisal, " flarvard
Business -Review, 43:123-129, January-February, 1965; and, Foundation _

for Research on Human Behavior, Performance Appraisals: Effects on
Employees and Their Performance, edited by A. F, Zander (Ann Arbor,.
Michigan, 1963).

3Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (New l'ork:
M'cGrai,v-Hill, 1960), p. 205.
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The discussion should bring out the basic strategies iticludedln the
target-setting apProach:-

The clarifiCation of the'broad requirements
of the job.

_The eatablishment of specific "targets" for
a litnited time peri&l.

The maim, ,went process during the target
period:

Appraisal of the results.'

The appraisal of results is an important part of target'setting:

Ik)th superior and subordinate should prepare,
theraselVes for such a discussion:

Discussions should be-focused on reviewing
performance against previously agreed--
upon targets.

Discussions should culminate in-an examination
of ways and means of improving future
'performance. 4

From. experience it seems important that the
subordinate should' attempt some self-analysis.

$0,1ndeed, some companies have found it useful
to issue employees a questionnaire to be used
before the target-setting conferetice Others
feel this is too formal an'approachan4-smacks
of the typical employee rating shee't (although it
should be pointed out that the self-evaluation

--

sheets are only for the use of the employee him-
self.) The latter group would prefer an approach
such as-McGregor suggests-:irrwhich-thesuper;-
visor says at the end of the first target setting
conference with a new employee: "Suppose we
leave it that we'll get together on your initiative
as often as you wish -- not for you to report
how you are c1-0,ing, but-to discuss any problems,

11bid. , p. 62.
2T. J. Roberts, Developing Effective Managers (London: Institute

of Personnel Management, 1967); pp. 34-35.
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which you'would like my help on, or any-major ,

revisions in your plans. "1

The discu on might-be summed up by. a statement such as the following,
which is quote om.cGregor:

"The important theoretical consideration,
erived rom Theory Y, is that the acceptance

of responsibility ,(for self- direction and self -
control), is correlated with- commitment to Ob-
jectives. Genuine- commitment is seldom
achieved when objectives aie-itternally imposed.
Passive, acceptance is the most that' can be ex-
pected; indifference or resistance-are the more
likely consequences. Some degree of mutual
involvement in the determination of objectives4s
a necessary aspect of managerial planning based
on Theory Y."2

E. Summary and Briefing for Next Session
In summarizing,' it is' suggested that the leader ascertain from 'the

participants where they see their own libraries in relation to Theory X
or Theory Y. The leader might draw a line on the board or easel and
'ask participants to indicate where on such, a continuum they feel their
own -libraries fall.

Theory X

O

Theory "1:

If the first part of the film, "Theory X and Theory Y: The Work of Douglas
McGregor," was shown in class, the leader may want to recommend the
-second pal-TT& independent viewing:

I F-46 J ''Theory X and Theory Y: The
Work of Douglas McGregor"
Part II.

(25 minutes)

I

1Mc Gregor, op. cit. , R. 71.
2Ibid. , p. 68.
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Or.both parts could be suggested now, if neither was shown during the
class period.

In addition, on performance appraisal'the following might be recommended
for 'independent viewing:

I F-47 I "How'i It Going?'.!
(11 minutes)

F-48
1 "You're Coming Along Fine"

(23 minutes)

"The Fully Functioning Individual"
(25 minutes)/

In Making the transition from -this session to the next, the leader could
ask participants to keep-in mind the folloiving question as they prepare
for the next session:

What would be involved/if a library decided it
*wanted to change froni being an organization
based on Theory X to an organization based on
Theory Y concepts ?

For reading, the leader might consider recommending:
Rensis Likeit, The Human i Its Man enlent and Value.

(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967). Especially Ch..1, 2, 3,
7, and 8.

William_JRoche-anci_Neil,LMacKinnon,-"Motiva.ting-People-
with Meaningful Work," Harvard ,Business Review,
48:97-110, May-June, 1970.

At this point, the leader should distribute f H-4:9' (Likert chart),
instructing participants to fill it out according to the directions provided
before they read Likert and to bring it with them to the next meeting. To
get a true reaction from the group, it is,important that this 'be filled out
before reading Likert's book (even as Likert himself suggests in
Chapter 2).

239
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)- .
In closing the leader should also hand out copies of the case study to be
diicusied at the next meeting, J H-4:11 I , and the following, as
appropriate: .

Work Assignment 12
Form 2 Report on Readings
Form 6 -- Post-Meeting Reactionnaire
Form 8 Viewer's Film Critique

\
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THEORIES OF MOTIVATION--IN--THEWORK PLACE:
,RENSIS -LIKERT

Summary Outline for Meeting on:
THEORIES OF MOTIVATION IN THE WORK
PLACE: RENSIS LIKERT

Objectiveslor the Meeting:

A. To examine Likert's four management syStems.

TD understand the key concepts involved in changing from one
system ot management to another..

C. To discover feasible methods by which a libriary organization,might
change-from_a traditional authoritative management wtem-toward_
a- group participative one.

Evaluation:
Participants will be. considered to have understood these concepts when
they have demonstrated that they are able to apply the learning they have

_accomplished to'SituatiOns discussed in the meeting. In addition.-the -
degree to which these objectives are achielfed will be,judged by the
following:5;

- A. The ability of the "group to reach a consultative decision:

B. The ability of the group to design a method for measuring a given
organization to determine what type of leadership pattern exists
at the present time. '

C. The ability.of the group to design a personnel development and con-
tinuing education program for a library organization based on the
concepts Likert presents as characteristic of a System 4 type of
Management.

241
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Pre-Meeting Preparation:

A. Completion of/Work Assignment 12.

B. Completion of II-4:9 I (Likert ,chart).

C. Reading as discussed at conclusion of last meeting.
Rensis Likert, The Human Organization: Its Management and

Value (New York: McGraw-Hill; 1967). Especially
Ch. 1, 2, ,3, 7,, and 8.

William J. Roche and'Neil L. MacKinnon, "Motivating People
With Meaningful Work, " Harvard Business Review;
48:97-110, May-June°, 1970. (Readings.)

5_

D. Suggestioris--for_ research task-force group.
Rensis Likert, -New Patterns of Management (New York:

McGraw-Hill, 1961).
Alton C. Bartlett; Changing Behavior as a Means to

Increased Efficiency," Journal of Applied Behavioral
Science, 3:381-403, July=August-Septembei; 1967.
Comments on the article follow, pp. 404-411.

Maurice P. Marchant, ."Participative Management in
-Libraries, "- in Elizabeth W. Stone, ed., New Directions
in Stiff-Development: Moving from Ideas to Action
(Chicago: American_Library Association, 1971),

. 2848: (Readings: )

Saul Gellerman and Emanuel Kay; "The Management of
Haman Assets," Motivation and Productivity Cassette
Series, Tape E. (A discussion of Likertis ideas.)

Materials Needed:
Chalkboard, or per able e, sel with pad.
Chalk r-marking pens.

through l T-55 1. .

Overhead projector
Colored waif pencil.
16 mm film projector.

"The Management of Human Assets"
Sufficient copies of:

T -51T

II-4:11 (if not distributed at last meeting)

4 *.s
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Work Assignment 13
Form 2 -- Report on-Readings
Form 6 -- Post-Meeting Reactionnaire

-.Form 8 -- Viewer's Film Critique

Opening the
State the objectives for the meeting in your own words.,, 7

Outline briefly the sequence of events that will. make up the meeting:

1

A.' ,Content presentation on Llkert's four styles
of management. - ,

B. Content presentation on changing from one
management style-to another.

:.C. Film presentation. ,

D. Cue study (a task experience in decision
;Making)

E. Summaryand briefing for neAt session.

-A. Content Presentation:
Likert's Four Styles of Management
In discussion Likert's four management styles, the leader may want

to refer to the.materiil fn the Study Guide (4.24.1 In addition, several
transparencies can be used for illustratiyepurposes in his presentation: '

Ie

1 T-51 1 Outline*Chart of Likeri4 Manage-
ment Systerhe

For the sake of siMplifioation, this chart has
only the four Manage.lnent systems 'Oro.. the

- top and some ofLikert't key concepts listed *,

vertically in the tarns order that they appear on
the °hilt that was distributed' at the end. of the
last meeting.,'

In referring to-the chart distributed at the last meeting ( ),

A well-itated and suooinot summary of Likert's main concepts can
be found in Joe Kelly, Organizational Behaviour (Homewood, Irwin
and Dorsey, 1989), pp. 608-609.

243
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the let.der should ask various members of the croup to describe the naturerf;-
of the profile they drew for the 'least productive organization

After a number of these profiles have been indicated approximately on the
blank chart with a colored wax pencil, it will be found that they tend to
form a profile lineyertically toward the right of the chart. It is also
typical that some will report a profile'line that zig zags back and forth.
The leader can then indicate the geneial category on the chart where these
zig zags occur, taking the occasion to-point out that an organization must
maintain system integrity if it is to be effective. An rganization can not
be effecti'e, for example, if,its training methods for a System 4 pattern,

. 'while the rest of the Organization is follow* a.Systern 1 or 2 pattern. If
an organizat4alte to change its type of management; it needs, to change
at several points at the same time to maintain the intedritir' of the sm.tem.

".c

tNext, the leader'.should alk the arious members of the group to describe
the nature of the profile they drew for the most productive Organization --
H line, and then these WO Can be discussed: ,Typically
-7--
be considerably over toward the left of-the. chart.

In his presentation,' the leader may wish*to bring out such points as the ,
following:

Likert has developed over a number of years
methods whic.enable, an organization to rate H-
uff in: terms of several variables which he his
fOund to be important. The variables are' listed
`down the lefthand side of the chart which you
filled in. Based onthe responses of an organi-
zation!s members to questions such' as thos'e on
the cha'rt, Likert finds that most organifatibns
can be given a numerical rating on,a, four point
-scale- which will-e ress-the-prevailing manage-
ment system.

One of Likert's significant findings is that the
more closely a company's management style
approximates System 4 the more likely it is to
have,a record of sustained high production.
Similarly, the more closely an organization .

approximates System 1, the more likely, it is to
be inefficient in the production of goods and

4,4
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services, These findings have beqn repeated in
so mans diff.?runt studies that Likert now, affirms
that.-a general principle of effective management
has +leen demonstrated. According t6 T_Ikert,
the .thture N.:longs to those organizations that are
Practicinl. ,11...kr11.Y.! over to. a 111:1nAgenlent
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T -52 1 Degrees of Confidence and Trust

The- principle of supportive relationships is
basic to System 4. ThisiS really a matter of
dealing with people in ways that create a climate
of -trust throughout the organization, or main-
taining or increasing the individual's feelings of
self-worth.In terms of his or her needs and
objectives.

1, T-53 I Continuum on Group Decision
Making,

The second most importint causal fact* is
handling problems by group decision making.
The objective-here -is to build an organization
of -highly motivated work groups able to make
decisions in areas that concern their work.

1- T-54 Continuum on Overlapping Group
Structure

Closely related to the principle of group decision
making is Likert's concept of overlapping group
structure. Work groUps must be linked together
to form the overall organization. The links are
provided by persons 'who-hold overlapping mem-
berships in more than one group. These persons
are referred to as linking pins.

I T-55 I Linking Pins

This linking pin concept is perhaps the most -
difficult of the causal variables discussed'by
Likert, as it is so different from the principles

246
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advocated by traditional Theory X management
which adheres to strict structure with no over-
lapping. as Likert envisions it.

The fourth important concept (one which, accord-
ing to Likert,. is derived from the principle of
supportiVe relationshipS) concerns high perform-
ance goals. Management must hold high per-,
formance 'goals for itself and for all.employees,
and must Make clear thaisuch goals are expected
to be met.

Likert believes that setting high performance
gOals for efficiency and productivity can be best
attained by a system of management geared to
satisfy human needs, and throughouthis writings
he makes it apparent that modern principles and
techniques of motivation, rather than reliance
the traditional combination of rewards-and
threats,should be used.

To illustrate the qualities displayed and the results attained by organiza-
tions-under System 1 or 2 and under System 4, the leader should distribute
copies of:

H-4:10 1 Comparison of Characteristics of
Systeni 1 and 2 Organizations and
Systeiri 4 OrganizationS.

This chart shows across .the top the causal vari-
ables under System 1 or 2, and under System 4,
and down the left hand side are listed the inter-
vening variables and the end-result Variables.

Likert emphasizes the importance of the time factor in changing from one
'management system to another, pointing out that some organizations start
to change to Sythtern 4, but prochictiOn, seems to suffer so in a crisis they
switchback to System 1. -Likert says the superiority of System 4 is not
always immediately apparent, and that System 1 does yield products and
services,quickly on the whole. Nevertheless, he is convinced that a
System 4 management system building ..teadily toward a flexible, respon-
sible organizational team will eventually achieve greater productivity
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in: terms of goods and services than will a System 1 organization.

The leader should conclude this part of the meeting emphasizing once
again the great stress that Likert puts on the importance of a systems
approach to management. (See Study Guide, 4.164)

C. Film Presentation

F-50, "The Management of Human Assets
Assets"

After the film, which takes about 28 minutes, the leader might engage the
group in general discussion by asking such questions as the following:

Considering the four systems of management
that Likert has described in the filni and-that
we leave been talking about in this meeting, on
what-system do you-think your library
operates ?

How couldyou find Out definitely ?

In discussing this question, the leader can bring out the type of measure-
ment that Likert recommends for an organization to find out Just where it
stands: periodic surveys to measure causal and. intervening variables. 1.

What would be the advantages of making a
survey to find ouL-the nature of'the system
you are operating under ?

Participant Activity: .

Moving Toward System 4, (A Case Study
H-4:11, I

Next in the sequence of activities is the case study which was dis-
tributed at the end of the last meeting. This case-was written because it
is typical of a real situation in a library and because, like most organiza-
tional problems, it js not "open- and - shut. ". It provides no easy solution
for the library-dixectbr and consequently., activates the paiticipants to

111Onsis Likert, The Human. Organization: Its Management ond
Value (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1967), Chapter 8 and Appendix III.
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give their best efforts in examining the issues involved. (The issues are
not untypical of those found in real library situations where there may be
leaders similar to-Dr: Blake.)

The case has two main aspects:

1. It presents conditions in which a survey might advantageously be
undertaken to, determine what system' of ,management library
employees perceive their library 'to be operating under; and

2. It requires identifying andplanning implementation of the necessary
steps that might be, taken to-move the.library from one type of
management systeni to another.

,The leader introduces the case by telling participants =that they will now
have a chance to apply their ideas about what steps one takes in making a
move toward another management system. He explains that a few
minutes wilbe allowed for the participants to re-read the case and get
the facts in mind. .

After a brief reading period, the leader may wish to make' such.points..as
the following:

What are the facts in the situation?

In response to this question, participants will suggest items, which the
leader.might jot down on the board or easel.

. What action should be taken by Dr. Blake when
he reaches' his office on his return from the

*4 meeting?

The leader must be sure that action suggested is realistic and that it
centered around concepts set forth by McGregor, Likert, Roche and-
Mckinnonand so forth.

1

The Participants should then be assigned to three or four buzz groups,
with the'following charge to each group:

Work out the manner in which Dr. Blake would
go about determining, just-where his personnel
see themselves in relation to managem.ent Style
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within their organization.

Also outline the specific steps you would take if
you were Dr. Blake, in order to reach the goal
he has set for himself.

If participants have read the Roche and MacKinnon article suggested at
the end of the last meeting, it is possible that the kind otperionnel
development and continuing education program they advocate for Dr.
Blake's library system may follow. thie procedure outlined in that article,
which as applied to this case study would be:'

A. Work with top management to help them thoroughly understand the
changed concepts involved in the new management style described
by Dr. Blake including concepts of Theory Y, Liked concepts, etc.

B. Educate, and retrain supervisors so each one will be, able to hold
problem-identification and problem-solving meetings with Ms work
group.
1. Design of an orientation program to accomplish this.
2. Emphasis on positive approach.
3. Importance of developing a criterion by which groups can

measure their own group progress.
C. Design a way to help supervisors set up a program- when they actually

meet their own group.
1. How-to address the first meeting.
2. Problem identification by group.
3. Problem-solving by group.
4. Goal setting:

a. How- is is-accomplished ?
b. When is a group ready to set Its own goals ?

Continue the participatory cycle -- How to keep it alive once started ?1

The groups mightbe asked to report orally on what was said in their dis-
cussion and to present a brief role play (one -sequence each group) of the
type of actions that would be involved in trying to reach Dr. Blake's
objectives.

'William J. Roche and Neil L. MacKinnon,. "Motivating People
With Meaningful Work, " Harvard Business Review, 48:97-110, May-June,
1970. (Readings;)
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After the group presentations,, the leader may wish to distribute H-4:11B
which is a list of suggestions to discussion leaders in problem solving
situations as actually developed by one library. Discussion should center
on whether or not these suggestions-present additional concepts, not
brought out by the class?'that might be of help to managers when they face
work groups in problem solving situations. Are there any suggestions
in H-4:11B that the class thinks should not be included.or should be modi-
fied? Who should formulate such guidelines ?

E. Summary and Briefinifor Next Session
. In closing, the leader should summarize the main concepts of

Likert relating them when appropriate to theories previously studied
(Argyris and McGregor).

Films that'could appropriately be recommended for participants' indepero--
dent viewing at this point in the course include:

F-51 'the Innovative Organization"
(30.minutes)

J F-52 I "Manager Wanted"
(28 minutes)

Reading might be recommended as follows:

On Herzberg:
Frederick Herzberg, "'One, More Time: How Do You Motivate

Ethployees ?", Harvard Business Review, 46:53-62,
January-"February, 1968. (Readings. )

M. Scott Myers, '"Every Employee a Manager, " California
Management Review, 10:9-20, Spring, 1968. (Readings.)

, "Who Are Ybur MotivaW Workers ?, "
Harvard Business Review, 42:72-88, January-February,
1964.

O_ n McClelland:

David C. McClelland, "To Know Why Men Do What They Do:
A Conversationwith David C. McClelland and T. George
Harris," Psychology Today, 4:35-39, 70-75, January,
1971.' (Readings.)

, "Business Drive and National Ach!,we-
ment," Harvard Business Review, 40:99-112, July-
August, 1962.
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Before the group. disperses, the leader should make available- whatever
forms pertain to this meeting and the next:

Work Assignment 13.
Form 2 -- Report on Readings
Form 6 -- Post-Meeting Reaitionnaire
Form 8 -- Viewer's Film Critique
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T EORIES OF MOTIVATION. IN THE WORK PLACE:
FREDERICK HERZBERG

L.

Summary-Outline for the Meeting on:
THEORIES OF MOTIVATION IN THE WORK
PLACE: FREDERICK HERZBERG
and
DAVID C. MCCLELLAND

Objectives for the'First Half of the Meeting:

A. To examine Herzberg's motivation-hygiene theory.

B. To identify ways in which job enrichment might be used effectively
in library situations.'

Evaluation:
Participants, will be considered to have understood these concepts when
they have demonstrated that they are'able to apply the learning they have
accomplished to situations arising during the meeting.

Pre-Meeting Preparation: IN,

A. Completion of Work Assignment 13.

B. Reading-as discussed at conclusion-of last meeting.
Frederick Herzberg,. "One More'Time: How Do You Motivate

Employee ?," Harvard Business Review, 46:53-62,
January-February, .1968. (Readings.)

M. Scott Myers, "Every Employee a Manager,." California
__Atnagement Review, 10:9220, Spring, 1968. (ReacI s.).

. "Who Are .Your Motivated Workers ?" Harvard
Btisiness Review, 42:73 -88, January-February, 1964.

C. Suggestiona for research task force group On job enrichment:
Frederick Herzberg Work and the Nature of Man (Cleveland,

Ohio: World, 1966).
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William J. Paul, Keith-B.Robertson, and Frederick Herzberg,
"Job Enrichment Pays Off," Harvard Business Review,

. 47:61-78, March-April, 1969:
.

M. Scott Myers, Every Employee a Manager: More Meaningful
Work ' hrough Job Enrichment (New York: McGraw-Hill,
1970). .

Joe Kelly, Organizational Behavior (Homewood; Ill.: Irwin
and Dorsey, 1969). Especially pp. 176-183 for discussion
and critique of Herzberg's motivation-hygiene theory.

1. C-9. 1 :

Saul -Gellerman and EmanuelKaylL'MotiVation Through Job
Enrichment,!' Motivation and.P uctivity Cassette Seriest
Tape B. (A discussion of Herz rg's motivatia-hygiene
theory.)

For participants particularly interested in staff development, the
following are highly recommended:

Elizabeth W. Stone, Factors Related to the Professional
Development of Librarians (Metuchen, N. J.: Scarecrow,
1969).

"Guidelines to the Development of Human Resources in
Libraries Rationale, Policies, Programs and;Recommenda-
tions,"- Library Trends, 20:97-117, July, 1971.

Materials Needed:
Chalkborad, or portable easel irith pad.
Chalk or marking ens.
J T-56 .1 and
Overhead projector.
Wax-pencil.

6 mm film projector.
(first half of meeting)

(second half of meeting)
Sufficient copies of the following:

L H-4:12 1 through
Work Assignment 14.
Form 2 -- Report on Readings
Form Post-Meeting Reactionnaire
Form 8 -- Viewer's Film Critique

. H-4:16

Opening the Meeting:
State the objectives for the first half of the meeting in 'your own words.
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Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up this part of,the meeting:

A. Participant reactionnaire to deterinine
job satisfiers and dis4atisfiers.

B. Film presentation.
'C. Small-group analysis "of reactionnaire and

job enrichinent discussion.
D. Presentation of tally results.
E. Presentation of jobs enriched.
F. summary.

)

A. Participant Activity:
Determining Satisfiers and Dissatisfiers

- in the Job Situation I H -4:12'
The leader openb the meeting by telling participants that they will

now have a chance to answer the same-type of clUesticaisHeriberg used
n his research,* on the basis of which he developed MS theory, of motiva-
tion. He should then.distribufe the handditt, felling participants that five
minutes will be alldwed'for them to answer the two questions that appear

,on the sheet.
,

At the end of five minutes, the sheets should be collected for use later inthe session.
it^

B. Film PresentatiOn:

I F-53 I "Motivation Through Job
EnriChment"

In this film, which takes approximately 28 minutes to show, Herzberg
explains his motivation- hygiene theory. Itpresents an overall view of
Herzberg's ideas, but depending on the emphasis the leader wishes to
make, another of the many existing Herzberg films might more a.ppropri-
atelyte shown instead. (A brief synopsis of each of these films is given
in the Leader's Handbook: Aids.)

If this film is shown, the leader might introduce it with comments such
as the following:

Herzberg and his colleagues at Western Reserve
University have cast new light on an old problem:
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the relationship between' satisfaction and produc-
tivity. Up to a decade and a half agO, there was
a belief that theseo variables were positively
correlated. The specific contribution of the
Heriberg studies is to recast the problem and
reveal significant characteristics: of the' relation-
ship between two variables, satisfaction and
productivity. Indirectly, as has been pointed out
by McGregor and others, 'this motivation-hygiene
theory otiferzberges has profound implications
for managerial .strategy. °

As you view the film take particular note of:
(it would be a good idea to have these points
written on board or flip chart):

1.. The type of factors that Herzberg labels
"satisfiers" or "motivators"

2. The type of factors that Herzberg 'labels
"dissatisfiers"

3. How the satisfiers are different:from the
dissittisfiere

4. What is Herzberg's definition of motivation ?'
5. What is Herzberg's solution to the problem:

of motivation in the work Situation ?

The film should then be shown.

The leader might engage the group in some discussion, after the film,
asking such questions as-the following:

Does Herzberg suggest that the dissa.tiefiers-1:
are unimportant for the manager to be con-
cerned about ? Illustrate With the reffect of
various payment syatems on the behavior of
the workers.

What is the significant difference between most_
of the satisfiers and the dissatisfiers

Points to bring out either in a summary lecture or in discussion with the
participants:
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Concerning..the Dissatisfiers
'0

1. The factors labeled. "disaatisfiers" operate to produce both low
performance and negative ,attitudes when they are not equitably
administered.

2. However, when the employees feel that they. are fairly arded
with respect to the "dissatisfying variables," increasing the
rewards further has only a modest effect on performance or
Satisfaction.'

3. The implication is that these "extrinsic" variables, which Are con
trolled from without the individual, are highly-important, but
primarily in a negative sense. What they-willproduce is a fair
day's work for a fair day's pay (along with negative side effects if
they are not administered fairly), and not much more.

4. The,dissatisfiers include the stimuli on which management has
chiefly relied.to motivate tieople in the paste They are, as McGregor
has pointed out "the obvious. methods of control if the theory of
cause and effect is one .of fora, on object, or,of externally and
directly manipulated rewards and punishments. "1

Concerning the Satisfiers or Motivators

1. The satisfiers are associated with high motivation, high performance,
high satisfaction.

2. The "work itself" variable, referring to the way-the Job is structured,
is the'key factor. Or does it force him to operate at less than his
level of competence ?

3.; The significant difference between mostof 'the satisfiers and the
dissatisfiers (re-doga&tion and promotion arthe exceptions) is that.
the rewards and punishments, associated with them .are "intrinsic. "
They are obtained by the individual as a direct result of.hirown
effort; they are inherent in the activity.

.

4. If-the external 'conditions in the work situation are satisfactory, the
individuAl will seek satisfaction through his own efforts.

C. PartiCipant Activity: Buzz Groups
'This activity requires four handouts, and if the leader can arrange

'Douglas McGregor, Leadership and Motivation: Essays of Douglas
McGregor, edited by Warren G. Bennis, and Edgar H. Schein (Cambridge,
Mass.: M.I.T., 1966), pi: 259.
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to have-each printed on different color paper he will find theth easier to
refer to (the yellow sheet, eto.). The handouts are:

A personal Experience already filled out by
participants before the film)

11-4:12

11:-4:13 I PrOcedure,for Making Tlly

H-4:14 1-, Tally\on Factors Affecting Job Attitudes,
1

I H-4:15 I Buzz Group Agenda .t, J.

Participants should be divided in groups Of appro4iinately-e"(no More than ,
6 at most), the sheets they have already filled out *, I H-4:1§' I. rit
should'be distributed among them, and the groups should bpgiv'en the ....
following charge: ,

-
., .

You will.now have a chancetb-analkze youlv" -
concepts of dissatisfaction and satisfaction-on
the jobin a Manner Similar-to that In'whiph
Herzberg has concluded his many research .

studies in this field.

First choose a chairman and according to the
instructions on Iii-4:131, make a tally of
satirfiers and dissatisfiers using 1 H-4:14, Ito
record the tally.

When you have 'completed your tally, proceed to
a diset:ssion of the possibilities of using job
enrichment in your library. Please follow-the
instructions on I H-4:15 I as you begin this
discussion. The objective of your discussion
is to show ho'w library jobs might bp meaning-
fully enriched.

D. Comparison of Participants Tally with
Herzberg's, Results
After the buzz groups have turned in their tallies, the leader should

makp a composite tally for the entire class, plotting the results ou the
blank chart on I T-57 I . The results thus obtained will not be
.completely precise, but will be interesting to compare with Herzberg's.

2,jcV. -258
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.

The leader can make the comparison by showing the following two
. transparencies:

Herzberg's 1V5.otivators and
Dissatisfiers

I . T-57 I Factors Affecting Job Attitudes
as Reported by Participants

.
E. Participant Activity:.

\ Job Enrichment Discussion
\Each of the buzz groups should now be 'called on to report-on its

discus's on, presenting briefly the one library lob they selected for enrich-
.

ment. ANideas are presented, the leader might jot.down key enrichnient
concepts oiNie board or easel So that'participants could compare the dif-
ferentways hi-which the subjebt of job enrichment was approached.

It would-be approprfae.htere for the leader to refer to the work assign-
ment participants preParedAor,this meeting -- redesigning their jobs to
make: them more satisfactory'and then comparink the newly designed job
with the present job. It might be\iiltereSting to compare the kinds, of en-
richment activity they built into their ,own jobs with those evolving from
the buzz group discussions. To make the comparison, the leader could
again jot down key concepts as they are presented by, participants.

If the research task force groups have been working on job enrichment or
Staff development, their reports could be given at this time.

F. Summary
In summarizingthis part of the session, the leader might want -to

end with remarks such as the following quotation irom cGregor:

"In. system terms, it is now'known through the
research of Herzberg and others that 'significant
intrinsidt motivations are pvoperties of the human
system. The human being is not a passive
machine requiring extrinsic force. to induce
motion; he is an organic system. Many powerful
forms of motivated behavior can -be released by
appropriate manipulations of environmental
v- ariables... The situation is comparable in some

?59
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ways to that of the potentialities.for control of
disease opened up by Fleming's work with
pencillin. "i

In closing the leader could recommend some Herzberg films. for indepen-
dent viewing :,

F-54. I

F-55

F-56

F-58

"TheModern Meaning of Effieiency"

"KITA, Or What Have You Done For
For Me Lately ?"

"Job Enrichment in Action"

"Building a Climate for Individual
. Growth" ,

"The ABC Man: The Manager in
Career!'

These films are all part of the Herzberg Motivation to Work series, and
each takeerapproadma.tely 25 minutes to show.

The rest of the session should then be devoted to examining the theories
of David C. McClelland.

1McGregor, op. cit., p. 260,
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THEORIES OF MOTIVATION IN. THE WORK PLACE:

DAVID C. MCCLELLAND

Summary. Outline for the Meeting on:
THEORIES OFMOTIVATION IN THE WORK
PLACE: FREDERICK HERZBERG
and
DAVID C. MCCLELLAND

Objectives for the Second Half of the Meeting:

A. To examine McClelland's concept of achievement motive.

B. To identify some characteristics of the high achiever.

C. To identify types of supervisory action that increase (or decrease)
the effectiveness of the high achiever withinthe organization.

-r r

, Evaluation:
Participants will be considered to have understood these concepts when
they have defnonstratE.1 that they are able to apply the learning they have
accomplished to situations discussedin the meting. .

Pre-Meeting Preparation:

A. Completion of Work Assignment 13.

B. Reading as discussed at conclusion of last meeting\.
David C. McClelland, ,"To Know Why Men Do Wlit They Do:

A Conversation with David C. McClelland and T. or ge
Harris, " Psychology Today, 4:35-39, 70-75, Janua ,
1971. (Readings.)

.
. "Business Drive and National Achievement,

.Harvard Business Review, 40:99.412; July-August, 1962.

C. Suggestions for research task force group:
David C. McClelland and others, The Achievement Motive

,(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1953) .
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David C. McClelland, "Toward a Theory of Motive Acquisition,"
American Psychologist, 20:321-333, May, 1965.

Herbert H. Meyer, "Achievement Motivation and Industrial
Climates; " in Renato Tagiuri and George H. Litwin, eds. ,

Organizational' Climate: Explorations of a Concept
(Boston, Mass.: Division of Research, Graduate School of
Business-Aiiministration, Harvard, 1968), pp. 151-166.
Aronoff ,andGeorke Litwin, "Achievement Motivation
and _Executive Advancement," Journal of Applied Behavioral
Science, 7:215-229, March/April, 1971.

t C-10 I :

/ Saul Gellerman and Emanuel Kay, "The Self-Motivated Achiever; "
7 Motivation and Productivity Cassette Series, Tape B.

(A discussion of McClelland's concepts.)

Materials Needed:
Chalkboard, or portable easel with pad.
Chalk or marking'pens.
16 mm film projector.

F-59 . 1 "The Self-Motivated Achiever"
Sufficient,copies of the following:

J: H-4:16 I

Work Assignment 14
Form 2 -- Report on Readings
Form 6 -- Post:Meeting Reactionnaire
Form 8 -- Viewer's Film Critique

Opening the Second Half of the Meeting:
State the objectiveS far this part of the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up this part of
the meeting:

-

A. Content pre:ibntation on achievement
mcdv ati on.

B. Filfn presentation.
C. Group discussion
D. Role playing activity
E. Summary and briefing.for next session.
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A. Content Presentation on

Achievement Motivation _ _ _ _
The leader's presentati,on on McClelland and achievement motivation

could be patterned on the Study Guide outline (4.28). To begin,, he might
want to give some general information about McClelland and his theories,
such as the following:

David C. McClelland, chairman of the social
relations department at Harvard, has produced
one of the most interesting contemporary
theories on motivation "the need for achieve-
ment" theory. ,According.to this",theory, a
person's desire to do-things better is due to a
very specific motive -- a need for .achievement.
This Motive, aocording to McClelland, is
acquired rather than genetic.

B. Film Presentation:
Depending on the amount of time available., this film could be shown

in class, or made available for participants to view independently.

F-59 "The Self-Motivated Achiever"

In this film, McClelland discusses-methods of
finding individuals with high achievement needs,
and ways of dealing with them when they ail"
found in organizations.

The 'film takes apprOximately 28 minutes.

C. Participant Activity:
GrOup Discussion
In addition to discussing participant& reactions to the film, the

leader should see that McClelland's concepts are related to the work situ-
ation, and questions such as the following might be asked of participants
at-appropriate times so that they will consider achievement motivation in
the context of their own library situations.

How can you identify high achievement persons
who work under your supervision ?.

.ljde Kelly, Organizational Behaviour (Homewood, Ill. : Irwin and
Dorsey, 1969), p. 185.
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Why is it important to be able to identify .high
achievers ?

What kinds of supervisory practices are appro-
priate for high achievers ? What kinds are
inappropriate'?

D. Participant Activity:
Role Playing I H-4:16
McClelland has emphasized that certain supervisory practices are

quite inappropriate for maintaining the motivation and morale of.high
achievers. This is particularly true in the area of feedback regarding
performance and individual goal setting. The purpose of this activity
is to identify appropriate supervisory practices for high achievers.

It is suggested that the leader distribute the handout, and either read it
aloud or summarize the main points after partipipants have had time tot'
read it themselves. Then two members of the group should be selected to
role play the first target-setting talk as described in the handout. If there
has been a research task force working on Mcqlelland's concepts, such
persons could be asked to play, the roles: (If only one person has been
working in this area, it might be helpful to astd that person to play the role
of the supervisor..)

Following the role play such questions as the following could be raised
with the class:

How do you think Miss',Key Would have felt follow-
ing her Falk with the supervisor ?

Do you think the high-achiever was able t
the ektent to which her actions had been effe ve
or ineffective up to the point in time of her
interview ?

ee

Did the conversation succeed in dealing mainly
with objectively. defined results accomplished to
date ?

Did the review of performance againit the'pres
present set of targets lead to a logical basis
for establishing a new target onset of targets ?
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If yes, 'how was it done ?
-

Do you see ways in which, taking into account
factors important in motivating high-achievers
as defined,by McClelland, you would have
directed the conversation diffeiently if you had
been the supervisor ?

E. Summary, and Briefing for Next Session
In concluding the'subject of achievement motivation, the leader

*should summarize briefly the high pdints of McClelland's research and
its implications for management.

Reading for the next meeting might be recommended as follows:
o Saul Gellerman, Management by Objectives (New York: American

Management Association, 1968). Ch. 4 on selection strategy,
Ch. 6 on enlargement of competence, Ch. 8 on competence
loss.-

Edwin L. Miller, "SeleCtion by Objectives: A Function of, the
Management by Objectives Philosophy," Public Personnel
Review, 29:92-96, April; 1968. (Readings.)

The leader might also recommend that the participants view a film ink
which Gellerman di-S-61-8-8-db motivation, or if this is noc possible that they
listen to a Gellerman cassette in preparation for the next session.

F-60 "Understanding Motivation"
(28 minutes)

In this film, Satil Gellerman discusse's the
individual needs of workers and how their
motivation is related to their perceptiOn.

I C-11 "Understanding MOtivation"
(60 minutes)

On this tape, Gellerman and Kay discuss
material similar to that presented in the above
film.
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This would be a good time to remind participants `that the next meeting
will be the last on the-subject:Of-Moiivation and 'that in review each will

be'aike-d-to present-the-marge-r-whose-style-he or has chosen to, study
in depth aloft the guidelines suggested in H.-4:2 (distributed at a
previous Meeting).

In L.:osing, the leader should make available the following, as appropriate--

Work.Assignment 14.
Form 2 -- Report on Readings.
Form 6 -4- Post-Meeting Reactionnaire
Form 8 Viewer's Film Critique

4
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THEORIES OF MOTIVATION IN THE WORK PLACE:

SAUL GELLERMAN

SuMmary Outline for Meeting on:
THEORIES OF MOTIVATION IN THE WORK
PLACE: SAUL GELLERMAN
and
REVIEW OF MOTIVATION THEORIES

Objectives for the First Half of the Meeting:

A. TO examine Gellerman's concept that selection is an important
aspect of motivation.

B. To analyze Gellerman's chart as a method of measurement by
which a given library can evaluate its selection system.

o

C.. TO identify ways in which a giAn library might improve its
selection system.

Evaluation:
Participants will be considered to have understood these concepts when
they have demonstrated that they are able to apply the learning they have
accomplished to situations arising during.the meeting.

Pre-Meeting Preparation:

A. Completion of.,Work Assignment 14.

B. Review of readings or other data on one manager's style.

C. Reading as discussed at conclusion of last meeting.
Saul Gellerman, Management by Objectives (New York;

American Management ASsociation, 1968). Ch. 4 on
selection strategy,' Ch. 6 on enlargement of competence,
Ch. 8 on competence loss.

Edwin L. Miller, "Selection by Objectives: A Function of the
Management by Objectives Philosophy, " Public Personnel
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Unit NIkSpction 2
Review, 29:92-96, April; 1968. (Readings. )

D. Suggestions for research task force:
George S.- Odiornei :Management by Objectives: A System

of Managerial Leadership (New York: Pitman, 1965).
Harry Levinson, "Management By Whose' Objectives ?, "

_Harvard Business Review, 48:125-134, July-August, 1970.
Robert A. Martin; "Toward More Productive Interviewing, "

Personnel Journal, 50:3591363, May, 1971.
F-60 "Understanding Motivation"
C-11

'Understanding Motivation. ...motivation and Productivity
Series, Tape A.

Materials Needed:
Chalkboard, or,portable easel with pad..
Chalk or marking pens.
I T-58 I

Overhead projector
SuffiCierit copies of:

I H-4:17
Work Assignment 15
Fdrm 2 -- Report on Readings
Farm 6 -- Post-Meeting Reactionnaire
Form 8 -- Viewer's Film Critique

Opening the Meeting:
State the objectives for the first part of the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up this part of the
meeting:

A. Content presentation on Gellerman.
B. Participant analysis of selection systems.
C. Deyeloping guidelines for selection by .

objectives.
D. Summary.

A. Content Presentation:
Saul Gellerman
In presenting the concepts of Gellerman, the leader may want to

268
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refer to the outline in the Study Guide (4.29). Perhaps the most helpful
part of this material to emphasize with participants is the strategy of
selection as related to motivation,

0

According to Gellerman, "the aspect of motiva-
tion over which most organizations can exercise
the greatest control, yet which is typically, left\
largely to chance, is the selection of their
people: "1

Starting.with the premise that every man's poten-
Ital. motivation is already inherent in him trhen
he is hired, Gellerman reaches the state lent
that "motivation can be hired."

"The quality of motivation that appears in a
man's work is not so much instilled in hint by
managerial practices as it is elicited from him
by his job. The individual is his own reservoir.
of Whatever motivation he is capable of; he may
draw upon it extravagantly or spaiingly, but in.
any case he derives it from within himself and
not from the people who' pay his wages. "2

'Regardless of what measures are used in
evaluating a candidate for employment, they leall
finally to some sort of estimate of hONflikely it
is that he can handle a given job in an acceptable
way.

At this point in his presentatioh the leader might show the following trans-
parency which illustrates Gellerman's concept of the selection decision
and its results.

T-58 I The Selection Decision

Regardless of what measures are used in

1Saul W. Gellerman, Management by Motivation (New York:
Anierican Management Association, 1968), p. 57.

2Ibid., p. 58.
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evaluating a candidate for employment, they lead
finally to some sort of estimate of how, likely it
is that .he can handle a giiren job in an:acceptable
way. These estimates *Gellerman.pictires on
one side of a chart as extending from'utterly un-
promising through minimum. acceptable ,risk to
remarkably promising and on the other side of
the chart is a record. of how well the individual
actually does-on a job, ranging from utterly in-
competent through minimum acceptable perform-
ance to 'extremely effective.

IQoth of these scales are put together, it is
-possible to compare the ratings made at the
time cf selection with actual on-the-job.perform-
anc.Gellerman,explains.that every selection
decision results in one of four possible out comes..

In this transparency Section A includes all candi-
dates who, at the time they were hired, .were
considered to have an acceptable chance of suc-
cess, but who in actuality did not do well on the
job. 411 these selection decisions were errors.

Section B would include all those people who not
only Jooked good to the selectors, but' also per-
formed well on the job. All these selection
decisions were correct.

Generally all selection decisions would be limited
to A and B types, since few libraries would run
the risk of hiring an indiVidual for a job in which
he seemed to have little chance of success.
However, the other possibilities, because of
special oonditiOns such as a shortage on the
labor market, do sometimes occur and to round
out the possibilities the rest of the chart should
be analyzed.

Section C would include all those people. who were
giVen a poor chance of being successful, and who
did fail on: the job. These selection decisions,
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-however, were correct,, because they accurately
predicted the actual type of job performance.

Section D. would include all those people -.rho
were given a poor chance of being successful,
but who did much better on the job than antici-
pated. All of these decisions would be errors.

To sum up,. there are two kinds of correct
predictions:

1; verified success (Section B)-
22 verified failure. (Seatimig

and there are two kinds of errors:
1. thepromising failure (Section A)
2. the unpromising success (Section D)

The objective in a logical selection systeril is to
better the system's ability "to maximize the
correct predictions and to minimize the errors."'

It is Gellerman's suggestion that an organization
should actually plot each selection bymeans of
such a chart in order to-measure the effectiveness
of the selection system by some specific means
of measurement.

The leader might ask a question, ,such as the following, after there has
been some discussion about Gellerman's chart:

-44That would itimply about the selection system
of a given library if out of 10 appOintments,t
combined distribution of the inaivichial-charts
turned out-to be the pattern shown in the trans-
parency,sthat is 3 individuals in A 5 in B;
1 in C; and 1 in D.

The answer of course it that six of the selections
or 60% turned out to be correct predictions and
40% were errors, which would indicate that the
system is fairly sound as it predicted correctly

!Cie Herman, op. cit., p. 63.
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Unit 4, Section 2

in a majority df instances, but could stand
improvement. The greatest apparent weakness

ry in this systerh is the number of A errotS, which
Gelletman terms a rather unforgiving.type of
error.,.To select a person wlio later failplo.
vindicate the 'selector's judgment is a serious
er;or, not only because of the loss of time and
money, that it causes, but also because the error
occurs in public and becomes a matter of record.
'hi this sense, outcome A is less acceptable. than
an outcome D even though they may be. equally
costly, because an error of the'D,,tylie is rarely,
verified. Ordinarily it would be hoped thatlhe
number of individuals in B would exceed those
in A ; that most of those whose chancesof suc-
cess had been rated highly would succeed in the
on-the-job situation. Bureven when the Brs
outnumber the A's as'in this example, it is still
possible that the system is wasteful of available
talent. .That is, there may be top many rejeCtions

.of potentially effective people represented by the
D category, due to the fact that the "minimum
acceptable risk" line has been baseon unrealis-
tically high standard's needed for the jobs
available. "

Gellerman feels that a: selection 'system cannot
be really 'tested to see how is working un-
less the system hires a lot of.people.irWould
ordinarily reject. Two such hires would not be
an adequate test of the system, but at least
would show some openness to the idea that the
minimum acceptable risk may be set too high.:
It haS often been shown that when the horizontal
line of minimum 'acceptable risk is lowered; the
system finds quite a few of those hired fall With-
in the D category. During times of labor short-
age, for instance, when the horizontal line of
minimum ,acceptance is lowered, it is not un-
usual for an organization to discover t at stand-
ards have been set too high all along:':;that their
minimum standards tvere rather arbitrarl'and
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not based on the evidence of what actually has to
be done on the job. There is a real danger of
minimum standards creeping up gradually and
needlessly, 'thus forcing choices tole within
a narrower range \of possibilities than is really
necessary. If available dandidates are excluded
by reason of unrealistically high standards for a
given job, those already'in the system whose
abilities are not fairly represented within the

, system are apt to be demoralized.

B. Participant AdtiVity:
Analyzing Selection System
After his presentation, the leader might distribute the following

handout asking'that participants jot down by each of the thOe charts what
is indicated about the quality`, of that library `selection system.

I H-4:17^ I Charts Illustrating Tally of---2.
3 Different Library Selection
System's

After participantshave had a few minutes to examine the charts, the
leader Could engage the entire group'in discussing them. It should be
noted that the third chart represents a typical pattern of selection systems.
The system prevents 'its own'evaluation because the candidates who are
deemed to fall short of the minimum standards are never given a chance
to proVe that the system might be wrong. Gellerman,states in this-re----
gard: "It is unfortunately true that the majority of selecti-ofi -systems are
accepted on faith alone, and that the question-of whether they deserve thissentiment is seldom raised. This is why few organizations are in. a posi-
eon to say for certain whether the procCsses by which they acquire,
utilize, andzto a large extent motivate their people are really systems or
merely rituals. i1

,

o

It should be point,11 out to participants that in the area of key administra-
tive professional and supervisory jobs, in which failure is quite damaging
to the system,, the strategy of lowering the minimum standard line would
not be wise,. But-for the bulk of other jobs, it could be a useful strategy,
and dipping into the' pool of available average risks does not necessarily
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Unit 4, Sectipn 2
dilute the quality of manpower. The real problem is noti'apt to be with
these individuals, but with the system's inability to define their potentiali-
ties and their-motivation more sharply.

C. Particip"a.ht Activity:
Developing Guidelines for Selection .

By Objectives
If there is time an /or sufficient intereston the part of grotp

members,participants might take a particular lib.raii'y job and on the basis
of the-model provided 1:,r Millerl , draw up a complete set of guidelines

/by which applicants for that partichlar job could.beaccurately evaluated.

Miller describes selection by objectives as a proness in which the, goals
of a particular .job are spelled out in detail and measured against the
candidate's achievements in previous jobs. He iizelieves it can prove to
be a more accurate Method of defininipotentiallhan merely judging an
applicant.on his personal characteristics or filling the job on the :basis of
job characteristics provided by-the typical Job description.

Selection by objectives requires, that specific bjectives be set for the job,
as they actually mist at the time it is to be:fi The job objectives'
must be;current and relevant. Once they are given, the selector then
must seek evidence, in the experience of the applicant tlat indicates his
ability to meet the 'Stated job objectives.

If this activity is held in class, the leader might divide partieipants into
small ro s, distri?te to each person thp sample guideline sheet,

, and introduce the task with remarks such as the following:

\ Based on'the modeLprovided by Miller which
you.Will find summarized oh the handout,

\ select one librabr job and draw up a complete
\ set of guidelines by which applicants for that
\job could be ao nrately,..evaluated.

The leader may, wish to have all groups working on the same job in which
caseThne would have to be agreed upon n advance, or each group may

lEdwin L. Miller, " t lection by/Objectives: A Function of the Man-
agement by Objectives Philo ophy," publiePersohnel Review 29:93,

\\
2741/
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choose whatever job it wishes. In either case, there should*be some dis-
cussion of the guidelines developed once the groups have finished. It is
important also that participants' attention be called to Miller's article,
which was Suggested as readings in preparation for this session, for they
will find it very helpful in connection with this exercise.

D. Summary
In concluding this part of the meeting,.. the leader should summarize

briefly the main ideas of Gellerman and then go on to a review of motiva-
tion theories which will constitute the second half of the session.

i75
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Unit 4, Section 2

'REVIEW OF MOTIVATION THEORIES

Summary Out linefor Meeting on: ,

THEORIES OF MOTIVATION IN THE WORK
PLACE: SAUL GELLERMAN
and
REVIEW OF MOTIVATION THEORIES

Objectives for the Second Half of the Meeting:

A. To share in -depth analyses of individual management styles

B. To review the motivation theories of Argyris, MoGregor, Likert,
Herzberg, McClelland, and Gellerman:

Evaluation:
Participants will be considered to have understood these concepts when
they have deMonstrated that they .are able to apply the learning they have
accomplished to situations arising during the meeting.

Pie-Meeting Preparation

A. Review of readings or other data on one manager's style.

Materials Needed:
Chalkboard, or portable easel with pad.
Chalk or Marking pens.
Sufficient copies of:,

Work Assignment 15.
Form .2 -- Report on Readings
Form 6 -- Post - Meeting Reactionnaire
Form 8 -- Viewer's, Film Critique

Opening the Second Half of the Meeting:
t, State the objective? fOr the second part of the meeting in your Sown words.
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Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up this part of
the meeting:

-a

A. Participant analysis of individual manager's
style...

B. Briefing for next session.

Az Participant Activity:
Participant Analysis of Individual
Manager's Style ,

This-session coricludes.the series on motivation theories and con-
cepts as they apply in the work situation. To date, in rapid succession

,the ideas of Argyris, McGregor, Likert, Herzberg, McClelland-and
Gellerman have now been presented. The' purpose of this activity --
which was announced to participants at, the hist-session on motivation
(4.24a, is to reinforce learning and integration of the-different theories
and concepts.

Participants should be asked to make a brief oral presentation, following
the guidelines which were distributed earlier in the course ( .H-4:2 I).
The leader might lis,t these guidelines on the board or easel so that all
will have ready. access to them. It is expected thatseach individual will
have thought through the motivation theories and concepts covered., and
will be able to apply them in.diagnosing the management style of whatever
leader he or she has chosen to study.

Each-individual should present a brief portrait of the person.he has
selected -- 'responsibilities and role, -his.attitude in the work place and
those of others toward him and other data that seems significant to
the participant. After each individual's has shared his thought on the
manager he has studied, he enters into a discussion with the rest of the
group regarding the individual upon whom he is reporting. It might be
interesting also to ask karticipants to share how they view themselves in
comparison with the .person they have deseribed or diagnosed,. ,

This type of review, using the kinds of questions suggested in the guide-
lines, should reinforce learning, and the subsequent4iscussion led by
the participants and tied'together by the leader should help to clarify the.
different points of view presented in this unit on motivation theory.
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Unit. 41\ Section 2

B Briefing for Next Session'
OP

After the review of motivation theories is finished, the leader -may
wish to make some remarks about the next meeting,which will be deN%oted

\
to examining organization d,evelopment, and reviewing the entire course.

Reading shotildteauggested for pre-meeting preparation on OD. The
leader might consider recommending the following:

William J. Crockett, "What's SoOdd About DD ?" Administrative
Management Society Reports 49-50, November,, 1970.
(Readingi.)

Richard Beckhard, Organization Development: Strategies and
Models, (Reading, Mass. : Addison-Wesley,. 1969).

Robert -R. Blake and Jane Srygley Mouton, "OD--Fad or 1

Fundamental ? " Training_ and Development Journal, 24:9147,
January, 1970. ,(Readings.)

Warren G. Bennis, Organization Development: Its Nature, Orijins,
and Prospects (Reading, Mass. : Addison-Wesley, 1969). ---

As the next meeting will be the last in the course, the leader should take
the opportunity now to bring up the subject of participants'. goals with
respect to the course. He should ask them to review before the next meet-
ing the goals they established at the beginning -- either individual learning
goals or group goats -- and to consider how they have accomplished what
they hoped and intended to accomplish.

Participants should be asked to make a written statement supported by
descriptive evidence indicating accomplishments in relation to each goal.
They should also indicate ways an which they have been ably to apply what
they have learned. If participants early in the course submitted a written
statement of objectives to the leader, these .statements should be returned
to them now.
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OBJECTIVES

UNIT 4
SECTION 3

4.3 Organization Development (OD)

4.31 To establish a working definition of OD.

4.32 To examine briefly the .history-o-OD.

>.

4.33 To examine briefly the objectives of OD,

4.34 To compare OD with other types ofchange efforts.

4.35 To consider the underlying assumptions of OD.

4.36 To consider briefly some types of OD interventions.

4.37 To examine the Managerial Grid as a specific device for
organization development.

* 4.38 To consider some conditions-for failure of OD efforts.

4.39 To consider some conditions for success of ODieflorts.
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ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT

Summary Outline for Meeting on:
ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT

Objectives for the Meeting:

A. To establish a working definition of OD.

B. To examine briefly the objectives of OD.

C. To examine'the'Manageilal Grid as a specific device for OD.

D. To consider some types of OD interventions and their applicability
in library situations.

E. To review and share important learning that occurred during the
course.

Evaluation:
The participants will be considered to have understood these concepts
when they have demonstrated that they are able to apply what they have
learned, both from pre-session study and during the session; to situations
discussed in the meeting. In addition to the leader's direct personal
appraisal of the participants' progress, the following evaluative measures
are suggested:.

Ao The ability of the participants to evaluate themselves in terms of
task orientation and people orientation based on Blake and Mouton!s
grid concept.

B. A brief exercise in which participants are asked to give examples of
situations in their work place for which they would recommend use
of OD- techniques.
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Pre-Meeting Preparation:

A. Completion of Work Assignment 15.

B. Review of original goals and expectations for the course.

C. Readingas suggested at conclusion of last meeting.
William J. Crockett, ."What's So Odd AboutOD?, "

Administrative Management Society Report, 49-50,
'November, 1970. (Readings.)

Richard Beckhard, Organization Development: Strategies and
Models (Reading, Mass. : Addison-Wesley, 1969).

Robert R. Blake and Jane Srygley Mouton, "OD -- Fad or
Fundamental ?, " Training and Development Journal:
24:9-17, January, 1970. (Readings.)

Warren G. Bennis, 'Organization Development: Its Nature,
Origins, and Prospects (Reading, Mass. : Addison-Wesley,
1969). ,

Suggestions for research task force grOup on OD.
Jack K. Fordyce and Raymond Weil, Managing With People:

-A-Manager's Handbook .of Organization -Development
Methods (Reading, Mass. : Addison-Wesley, 1971).

William B. Eddy and others, eds. Behavioral Science and
the Manager's Role (WashingtOtii D. C. : NTL Institute
for Applied Behavioral Soience, 1969). Especially
Section V, "Action Steps and Interveiitions, " pp. 243-320.,

Paul R. Lawrence and Jay W. Lorsch, Developing Organizations:
Diagnosis and Action (Reading, .Mass.: Addison-Wesley,
1969).

W. Warner Burke and Warren H. Schmidt, 'Management and
Organization Development: What is the Target of Change ?,
Personnel Administration, 34:44-56, MarchlApril,
1971. (Readings.)

F-64 I "Organizational Development".
F-65 I "The Managerial Grid" (if not selected for,

showing in class)
1 F:66 I "Roadblocks to Communication"

F-67 I "The Bob Knowlton Story"-
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D.esigns for Learning

It might be suggested that a research task force investigate OD methods
for effecting change and for finding out what IS going on. Fordyce and
Well would be particularly useful in this area.

Materials Needed:
Chalkboard, or portable easel with pad.
Chalk or marking pens.
Pencils or pens for, all participants.
I. T-59 I

Overhead projector
16 mm, film projector (optional)

"The Managerial Grid" (optional)
Sufficient' oopies of the following:

H-4:19 I through I H-4:22 I &
Form 7 -- Final Course Evaluation Sheet.

I. F-65

Opening the Meeting: 4

State the objectives of the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefly the sequence of events thatwill make up the meeting:

A. Filling out leadership questionnaire.
B. Lecturette on OD.
C. Scoring the questionnaire .

D. Discussion the Managerial Grid
E. Identifying signs of organizational health
F. ViewingOD in context of libraries.
G. Review and evaluation of entire course.

A. Participant Activity:
Leadership Questionnaire)
In,Presenting the leadership questionnaire, the leader might make

brief 'introductory remarks such as the following:

There is great importance in knowing yourself
and your attitudes toward being a manager and
a leader. To know how you act and how you wish
to act is to be able to set a direction for
effecting change in yourself.

1J. William' Pfeiffer and John E. Jones, A Handbook of Structured
Experiences for Hun Relations Training, Vol. 1 (Iowa City: University
Associates, 1969; revised May, 1970), pp. 8-11.
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, The Managerial Grid is a tool fOr discovering
your own attitudes toward leadership and
management styles. ,During the.firstpart,of the
session each' of you will haVe the opportunity to
fill out a leadership questionnaire and then re-
late it to the Managerial,Grid. -'`his Will give you
a glimpse into your'own style., Then With this
awarenes' we will spend the second part'f the
session looking at the full sweep' of OD --
Organization Development -- which is a newly
emerging way of analyzing, diagnosing, and
changing organizational behavior, .goals, and
valueb:

The last part of the session will be spent on a , I

review And evaluation of the entire dours-e and
otthe progress we haveznade by participatihg
in it. , 9

Without further discussion the leader then.passes out the leadership
questionnaire:

C

H-4:19 .1 T-P Leadership Qu,estionnaire
)

Participants should, be allowed 5-10 minutes to fill it out.

B.- Content Presentation:
Lecturette on OD
Before scoring the questionnaire, the leader should present a brief

lecture on OD and the Managerial Grid. Points to cover might include
the following:

OD is a piocess; it is not, content. It provides
methods by which the organization can solve its
own problems. OD begins by diagnosing the
roadblocks which prevent the release of human
potential within the organization.

To visualize this the example from Fonlyce and
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Weill might well be used. The authors explain:
"In a snapshot view, an ideal organization may
resemble water gliding through a straight pipe; .

or it may look like rims of galley slaves stroking
the sea hard and rhythmically;or like a man and
his team ploughing a field. The collective energy
--of the separate drops of water, ..of the men and
their oars, ofthe'sfarmer, his beasts, and his
plough -- flows uniformly inRne direction.

"If we snap the snutter on an unhealthy organiza-
tion, we get a very different picture.of energy
flow:

Energy out

"Here a tremendous amount, of.energy pours into
the system atone end, but the real output-dribbles
out a pipette. Most of, the strength, talent,'wis-
dom, Three, liveliness, inventiveness and joy of
people, is dissipated internally."

OD focuses on helping people to identify their own
problems so thaneeded changes can be brought
about. A consultant, or third party, doesn't
solve the.problems for an organization; rather
the third party helps the organization to see how
it can solve its own problems:

OD emphasizes the necessity of inquiry -- data
collection -- throughout the organization before

'Reprinted by special permission from Fordyce and Weil:,
Managing with People, 1971, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Mass. , p. 16.
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4

any process for change can be effectively
instituted.

OD is a process which strives to build a climate
of .trust among individuals'and groups throughout
the organization. It locates decision-making and
problem-solving responsibilities as close to the
information sources as possible'.

OD strives to increase people's sense of owner-
ship of the organization. It helps individuals in
the organization become involved in. forming and
carrying out organizational goals. -It helps
individuals' to be aware of and involved in the
prOcess by which 'goals are set.and,decisions
made.. It involves forming tentative, general
goals which by-joint process will be converted
to specific-group goals.

OD emphasizes that an organization is a social
system -- an open system. Being open means
reacting to and interrelating with the environ-c
ment; a closed system is a static system. When
a system is open, it is open to new ideas and
is continually gettingfeedback.

OD methodology focuses on what is practical.
It involves working with people who are affected
by'proposed changes in the organization, and
linking with'all those who can effect the outcome.

OD works to establish open communication
throughout the organization. To bring about
change, top management must encouragecopen
communication and managers must themselves
set the example.

In summary it could, be said that OD is a process
of facilitating social systems to function so that
they are able to solve their own problems
effectively.
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The lecturette should end with a discussion of the Managerial Grid, as
developedby Blake and Mouton,' and the grid concept should be explained
in some depth, if appears that participants do riot understandit. The
following transparency will help to illustrate the concept:

T -59 l The Managerial Grid

Participants should realize that the grid does not in itself constitute OD;
rather it has been designed for use in the 'first of six phases of a program
devised by 'Blake and Mouton, all of which together constitute a,program.
of.op-. The first two phases concentrate ,on management development,.
and the remaining four concern organization. development. (See notes in
Study Guide, 4.3 for more detail.)

C. Participant Activity:
Scoring the Questionnaire
In scoring the questfonnaire; the leader should announce that each

person willscore his own on the dimensions of task orientation (T) and
people (P). Instruct the participants in the scoring process as follows:

a

A. CirCle the itern number for items 1, 3, 6,
10, 11, 15, 16, and 17.

B. Write a "I" in front of the circled items, to
which you responded S (seldom) or N (neVer).

C. Write a "1" in front of items not circled to .

which you responded A (always) or
F (frequently).

D. Circle the "1's" which you have written in
front of the following items: 2, 4,, 5, 6, 8,
10, 14, 16, and 18.

E. Count the circled "l's." This is your score
for concern for,People. Record the score
in the blank following the letter "P" at the
end of the_questionnaire.

F. Count the uncircled"lis." Tkis is your
score for concern for production. Record
this number in the blank following the

4 letter "T. "

From The Managerial Grid 'by Dr. Robert R. Blake and Dr. Jane
S. Mouton. Copyright°1964 by GUlf Publishing Company', Housto9, Texas.
Used with permission
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Next the leader should distribute the Managerial Grid sheets
-- and instruct the participants to follow the directions on thesheet.1

D. Participant Activity:

H44:20

General Group biScussion,of the Grid ,"

,After participants 'have located.themselves on the Managerial Grid,
the leader should engage all in a discussion to hrin:courimplicationalha
they. see in relation to their location within the grid. In the' course of the
discussion it should be pointed out that Blake and Mouton do not view the
five .chief positions, as defining a .set oftpersonality characteristics; rather,
they more nearly constitute anchoriges for managerial attitudes and
practices.

Thought of in this way,, aspects of the grid are more accurately regarded
as describing systems of pressures acting on an individual causing him to
manage in acertain fashion. Such pressures arise from

(1) Inside himself;
(2) The immediate external situation and/or
(3) 01m-fa-Tailsties of the organizational system, including'

tradition's, established practices and procedures.

"Though most people seem to be predisposed' to manage in one way or
another, points on the grid are not to be thought of as personality types.
thaisolate a given individual's behavior. They do not slot him in a
rigid and:inflexible way into a certain place. Behavior is more changing
and flexible than that.

"In comparison with a mechanical explanation of managerial b havior, the
grid pictures a number of different sets of assumptions about how an in-

.. dividual can manage. Any set of absumptions is subject to change. W1en-
ever a person changei his underlying managerial assumptions, his acttIal
managerial practices shift accordingly, or else a gross discrepancy is
present between the attitudes he expresses and the actions he takes. A
given indiqdualse style, then, may be viewer( as a dominant set of assump-
tions. These as/umptions orient his thinking and his bOavier in, dealing
with-prodUction/peeple relationships. Furthermore, hipl may or may not
be aware of the assumptions that. are guiding his actionite The purpOse of
this book, .and. of much managementlraining, is to aid individual to
become more knowledgeable regarding his own assumpiions' about 'my to
manage "1

I.

llbid. , pp. 12-13.
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;

; . Alternate Activity:
filn. Presentation

.
A filth could beshown in place of the geneal group\discussion as

a means of interpreting the grid, folloWed by a brier question-and-answer
session.

#
k

1 "The Managerial -Grid"

The film lasts-35' minutes.

E.. : Participsiit Activity:
' Identi!.ying Signs !of

Orgknizational.Health 1
BaSed on their background reading and cla4s.discussion, the part-1.-

cipants might now be asked to identify dharacteristics of healthy ,and un-
healthy organizations. The leader'S'hould diatribuie'the following:handout
to begin this .activity: .

H-4:21 Somel Characteristics of Unhealthy
and Healthy Organizations

Column 1 (unhealthy) is!filled inon the sheet, 'and the second column
(healthy) is blanks, The blank colUmiS to be filled in by means of a
general group disCussiOn, not intended to be !lengthy but to serve as 'a ,
review to the essence and concepts ofOD...

!

At the conclusion of the discussion,. the leader may wish to distributer for
participants' own reference the complete chart (both columns filled in)
which is tobe found in the subsequent handout:

H-4:22 I Some Characteristics of Un healthy
and Healthy Organizations,

1

F. Participant Activity:
Applying OD to Libraries

4Atthi's point it would be natural for the group to express an interest
in OD thethocts 'and techniques that will be of help .to them in their library
situations.

O

If there has been a research task force working on OD, this would be a

1Fordyce and Weil, op. cit. , p. 11 -14,
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,good time for them to. make their report, In addition, it is suggested that
either the leader or the task force group put a list of some OD techniques
on thel.board or ease1.1' These 'might be listed in two columns, such as
the following:,

Methods to Bring About-Change
Methods to Find Out What is Going

On

ream Building
2. Confrontation goal-setting

1.
2.

Questionnaire
Interviewing

3. Intergroup problem
solving

3. Sensing
A

4. Organization Mirror 4. Polling
5. Life/career planning -5. Collages

Fishbowl 6. Drawings
7. Role playing 7. Physical representations of

organizations.

Participants should be' asked to suggest situations in their own libraries
where OD techniques might be usefully applied. Either the research task
force or other group members might be asked to demonstrate, possibly
throtigh role playing, a library situation in which OD techniques are being
Used. This might include active participation by the whole group or just
by the research,task force group.- .

G. .Review 'and Evaluation 'of Entire Course:
Paired Interviews and General Group i'

Discussion
If rev,iew,and evaluation arato be useful to both participants and

leader, at least 30 minutes should be set aside for the purpose.

Participants' were asked, in preparation for this session to review 'their
goals as individually set at the beginning of the' course, or as evolved by,
the entire group. Now they should be asked to select partners, each part-
ner to interview the other about his 'goals, accomplishments in connection
with the courses and the ways he has been able to apply what he has
learned. Such questions as the following might be considered:

--What were the most important things you
-learned?

,1Ibid. / pp. 77-182.
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--How did these learnings occur ?

--How do you think you will be able to apply what
you have learned?

, ;

After the pairs have had time to intervie'w each other, the group should
come together as a whale, and the leader might ask members to shard as
tht.y wish responses to the above questions. This-gives the leader a view
of V, 'r:h methods and' subjects were most helpful in the course; helps each,
participant articulate hotv he learns, and enables eveiyone.to hear from
others how they learn-- knowledge which constitutes a valuable base for

. continuing education.
. /

,The leader Concludes with hia view of his own accomplishments, those of .
the group, and of,the ccursb in general.

At the end of the meeting, the leader should distribute copies of the final
course evaluatiowsheet, Form 7;So:that participants will have opportunity
to evaluate and react to the course as a whole rather than just to individual
meetings as provided for in the post- meeting reactionnaire ,(Form 6).

4.

Ci o
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Optional Unit

'MORALE

Summary Outline for Optional-1Vieeting on
MORALE

Objectives_ for the Meeting:

A. To consider the meaning of rgdrale.

B. To demonstiate ways ila Which morale in a:library work unit
might be improved.

O

Evaluation:
Participants will be considered to have understood these concepts when
they have demonstrated that they are able to apply the learning they have--
accomplished to situations arising during the meeting.

Pre-Meeting Preparation:

A., Completion of a work assignment.
Work Assignment 14 is on the subject of morale. If has been
'suggested for use in connection with the meeting on Gellerman
(4.29). If, however, die leader plans to hold a meeting on morale,
it would be a good idea to substitute one of the optional work assign-

?.

ments for, the meeting on, Gellerman, reserving Work Assignment
14 for this meeting on morale.

B. Reading, such as. tbe/iollowing: 0
Saul W. Gellerman, "Faces and Fallacies About Employee

Morale," Supervisory Management, 15:4-6, October,1976.

C. Suggestions for etask force on morale:
Fritz J. Roethlisberger, Management and Morale (Cambridge,

Mass. : Harvard, 1949).
Albert R. Martin, "Morale and.Productivity: A Review Of the

Literature, " Public Personnel Review, 30:42-45,
January, 1969.
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Materials Needed:
Chalkboard, or portable easel with pad.
Chalk or marking pens.
Case study -- copies for all if not distribu ted at last meeting (alternate

activity)
Sufficient copies of the optional handout and whatever forms and work

assignment ara to be distributed in preparation for the next'
Meeting.,

Opening the. Meeting:
State the objectives for the meeting in your own words.

Outline briefly the sequence of activities that will make up the meeting:

A. Group discussion on the meaning of morale.
B. Role playing and group discussion.
C. Case study (Alternate activity)
D. Summary and briefing for next session.

A. Participant Activity:
. The Meaning of Morale

The leader might initiate the discussion by remarks such as the
following:

Let's start by talking abOut what you mean by morale,.
What does the, word "morale" mean to you, as
applied to your work situation?

After several interpretations, the leader might draW a scale on the board:
,a continuum of morale.

Excellent Very Good, Average Fair Bad
/

Each participant could be asked where he mould put the state of morale in
his library, or inthe division of the library in which he works.

Depending on how the tallies distribute themselves, the leader can then
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make an appropriate summary statiament.

:

To clarify further the condept of morale, the leader might ask:

--What does morale mean to you individually ?

As participants respond, the ideas suggesting good morale could be
listed -in one column and the ideas. suggesting Poor morale in another.

. on the board or easel. Such a Iist might include:
-

GOOD MORALE. POOR MORALE

Feelings for the environment.,
Motivation.,
Purpose.
Confidence and trust
Usefulness.

4 Pride in,achievement.
Dedicatton.
EnthusiAsm.
IdentifiCation.
Clear-understanding of expecta-

tions regarding job conduct
communicated to employees
by -iheir supervisors.

Lack of confidenCe and trust,
Lack of performance goals.
Failure to see purpose in work.
Feeling that superior doesn't really

care about indfvidual.
Intetnal dissension.
Open disputes at times.
'Ladk of dedication.
Feeling.of lack of'usefulness.
Not treated fairly..
Mr-pleasantness.
No one seems to care; why bother ?
Indecisive leadership.

Other general questions that will help tb clarify the concept might include;

Can morale be good'in 'one area'and poor in
another area within the same organization?,

2. Is it possible to have- high dedication and lthv
morale ?

3. Is morale individual or group ?
4. Is it possible to have high morale and low

productivity ?
5. Is it possible to have high productivity, and- low

morale ?
6. Do most of ,the factors we have listed center

around the "work itself"?
7. Do most of the factors we have listed center

around the.environnlent -- the atmosphere,
scheduling, etc: ?

8. Are they pretty evenly divided?
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To summarize, the leader might ask:

7-What do you feel we have been saying to tie it all
together?

.1
a

'In the subsequent discussion, such points as the following (among many
other possibilities) should be brought out:

1. morale is essential for the provi4ionof
gh quality library service.

Morale can be either an individual matter, or a
group matter, or both.

3. High morale is built up from a number of
element's, of course, but one of the most
important is clear definition of expectations
regarding job content, communicated to the

%Mployees by their supervisiirs.
4. When morale is high; there will be Many signs,

which make it apparent; for example, good
discipline may. exist -- employees willingly
comply with established rules and standards of
job performance and job conduct.

B. Participant Activity:
Role Playing
If the leader feeld that more learning would result from actual de=

monstrations of first steps a supervisor might take to improve morale in
his library situation, a role play or sequence of role plays would be a
logical choice. Following is a situation which could be role played in a
variety of ways.

The Situation:
You have just been made head of a technical services
department in a library and*there are five people who
report to you: 2 professional librarians, 2 subpro-
fessionals and 1 clerical worker. You find, in addi-
tion to a large,baoklog of work, that the department
is pervaded by a condition of low morale. You have
been told in advance that this condition had been
noted by the previous departinent head, and you notice
signs 011t even though you have only recently been
assigned to the position. You, notice, for example,
that the group does not work very welltbgether.
Before taking specific steps to try, to dandle the
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I

backlogof work, you decide that the basie 'problem
is poor morale, and that your first efforts will by
directed toward improving it.

Therefore, the'problem is: What steps will you take
toward improying the morale ? What will you do to
encourage greater productivity ? To start with, how'
will you,find out what specific conditions or probleMs
are causing the low morale ? Before we role play
any specific situations, let us first decide as a group
on the over-all plan of approaching the problems.

It will probably be found that the participants will suggest a variety of
first steps. &Me may suggest individual interviews; some a group
meeting. The leader should engage all in a discuSsioii of what initial
steps they would take, and alsb which step they would give prio5ity over
others.

,
4 .

The discussion might; for example, take form as follow's:

--What would be your first activity in.this
- situation ?

4

Some will probably suggest individual interviews,..others a group meeting.
The role playing activity then will depend on the grOup decisions of
whether it would be better to hold individual interviews or .a. group meeting
first. Suggestions for both role plays follow, the individual interview
situation first. (It is expected that the participantS will probably decide
to start with the individual interviews. )4

*0 ca

--If you decide to have individual interviews, what,
would be the nature of the interviews ? What kind
of dita would you try to collect ? What proportion
Of the time should probably be spent in listening
as opposed to asking questiops ? How would you
make a record of the data you collect ? How
would you use the data you.colleot ? Would every
inddidual be interviewed, or a sampling? 'How
are you going to conclude the interview so it will
be/on a positive note.?

-ZSome of you have suggested a department group'
meeting: what format would such a session take ?
What kind of data would you think slJould best be
collebted'from.such a meeting ? /What role should.

t
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you as the supervisor take in such 'a/meeting ?
How are you going to conclude the group meeting
so it will be on a positive note ? .

.

--What do you see as the advantages'of the personal
interview over the group interview as a first step 7

Role Play of Individual Interview

Now that we have decided that the first positive step
toward solving the problem of low morale would
most likely be the individual interview, and from
ouediscussion we're in fait agreement on the type
of data we wish to obtain from each individual, let's
conduct an actual interview -- a dialogue between
the head of technical services and the acquisitions
librarian.

The leader may wish to ask for volunteers, or may want to assign the
position of supervisory librarian to someone likely to do a competent
job of keeping thejnterview on target. If volunteers are requested and
no one responds, the leader should just pick out two likely prospects.
It is suggested that one man and one woman be selected, the latter to be
the supervisor, for it has been found that such a situation often leads to
morale problems just in itself.

After the role players have been selected, the leader, should ke that they
are'comfortably arranged in front of the group, reminding the entire
group that the purpose of,the interview is to find out the reasons for poor
morale in this technical services department. For puiposes.of this
interview, it should be assumed that one of the participants is the acquisi-,
tions librarian (one of the two professionals in the department) ,, and that
he has just entered the supervisor's office;

I Optional Handout J Observer's Guide

Before the role play begips, the leader should distribUie an observer's
guide to the rest of the paIticipantsmalcing remarks such as the
following::

4
< The rest of us also have a job. Each.of us will be an

observer. Take a moment to read these suggestions
on what to look for as you listen and watch. We'll
discuss your observations later.
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The role play ,should last about ten Minutes, and it is hoped. that the parti-,
cipax4 will deVise a natural close-to-the interview: .11 this. doeS not
occur, the leader might' uggest at a certain point that they break off, and
then start a general group discussion beginning with. the reactions of the
players themselves on 'things went during t'-a interview*

Questions-such-as-the-following-might be asked:

1. How, well did the interview gorom the inter-
viewer's point of view ? If she/were to conduct
it again, what, if anything, would ,she de
differently ?

2. How well did the interview go' from the point of
view of the acquisitions librarian ? What degree
oesatisfaction or dissatisfaction did he exper-.
ience from the interview ?

3. What comments do the observers have on the
interview objectives or techniques2z

4. WaS the interview too formal 7711<oo iiiformal?
5. Was the setting in the supervisor's office the .

correct one Tbriuch aninterview ?
6. What would be some of the necessary factors

regarding location' for holding such an interview ?
7. What major changes in questions Orpattern

would thezobservers have Madeif they had con-
ducted/the interview ? How do they.think these
changes Would have improved the interview?

8. ,Should the supervisor hold a similar interview
with each member of the staff ? Or a samplingonly? Why ? -

9. How many of the group feel that as a result of
this interview a Spirit of confidence and trust
was laid between the superVisor and employees ?

10. How Many of the group, having weerienced this
initial interview'between the.new supervisor
and one of the members of ,her staff, think that
a personal interviewwas the best first step to
take toward improving morale in the department ?

A question-such as the last is a way-tO finishoff this discussion and lea d
into the second phase:Of the supervisor's plan,/ namely a meeting with all
oiler staff. Before a role play of Such a gzieup meeting,- it would be use-

d

fill to have a group discussion about the value of such a-grid%) meeting,
o
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the supervisor's approach and the techniques. she might use. Questions
such as the following should be raised for participants' consideiation:

1. What do you see as the chief values'of having
such group meeting?

2. Why take such an approach?
3. What should the supervisor's initial approach to

the group be in this meeting V
4. 'What technique -would be most effective to us e

in extracting ideas frorthe group ?
5. How should such a groUp itieeting'be concluded?
6. In summary, then, what is our plan for this

group meeting going to be,?

."

As participants, evolve a plan for, the group meeting, the steps might be
written on the board or easel. They will probably be something like the
following: !

1. The supervisor first tells a bit about herself, .

so members havls a common understinding of
her background.

2. She next tells theta something; of her philosophy
of management and why she is eager to get their
ideas. "What are we doing to the library as a
whole ? How does what we do affect the parts
of the library system ?"

3. She elicits froni the group (free-form buzz
response) their ideas and writes them down.

4. After all ideas have been listed, she asks what
practical solutions the group members might
have to suggest and.records their responses.

On the basis cif the discussion, the leader might either:
1. suggest that the participants prepare a group meeting pattern

for the supervisor to use, or *

2, As six participants to conduct a simulated group meeting with
one playing ehoh of the prirto of the department members: the
suprrvisor;- two professionals (cataloging librarian and acquisi-
tions librarian); two sub-professionals (one working with each
of Vie professionals); and one clerical person to serve the whole
depa.rtment.

I 0
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GroitP Meeting Pattern:
Alternative:-
If preparing a group meeting Pattern-seems most appropriate,

either the leader_or.a_irohmteer from the grow should-go-to the-board or
portable easel and write out actual suggestions as given by the group
members concerning:

i
(1) Other information, if any they would want to get prior to

the group meeting.
(2) Remarks or questions theytivould ask the group, and the

sequence in which they would ask them.

The pattern produced by this exercise would then serve as a summary, of
the group's best judgMent on the way io conduct a group Meeting, and it
mightbe a good idea toduplicate the material later for distribution to
the participants.

GGroup IVIte bole Play a
L.

Alternative: .

If, in leader's judgMent, more learning would result from
a group meeting demonstration, a role play is theiogical-choice.

-You, as the supervisor, have invited the oth r five
membersoof the.department to a group meeting.
In your own mind you know what the factors are
that concern you.

1. Is the work being done ?
-2. Haw well is it being done.?
3. What are the barrieriihat prevent this unit

frombeing an effective group ?
4. .How can I affect the-climate in the work --

place to'improve motivation of My
', individual workers ?

5. How can I build g feeling of confidence and
trust between myself and my employees
through this group meeting?

6. If I and to make any progress toward improv-
ing morale, what specific outcomes must
result from this meeting?

Let's assume that the last of the members of your
staff has just entered and seated himself at the
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obl Ong table about which you are holding your meeting.
What will your opening words to the.group be ?

Questions following this role-play might include the following:

'So

1. How well did the meeting io-from the super-
vlsorlepoLit of view ? If she were to con=
duct:it again, what,- if_an hing, would shet,
do differently ?

2. How well did the group meeting go from the
participants' pOint of view ? How satisfied
are they, what feelingsionialhiiihaTir.i ae
they walked b'aok to their desks, or out to
lunch together ?

3. Was the problem or ideal on which the super-
visor Wanted "suggestions made clear to each
meinbernf the group ? Were `all the ideas
presented by the group noted and written
down? Were the items arranged In any kind
of priority ?.
On the basis of the discussion of pioblems
or conditions, was a satisfactory transition
Made to developing a plan of action rather
than letting the session end in general
terms with nothing Specific decided?

6. What was the supervisor really telling the
group by her-opening remarks to them ?

6. Wbat'use is made.in the group meeting of
the data collected by the "supervisor from
the individual interviews, if any ? If none
is .apparent in the meeting as conducted,
does that mean the individual interviews
were not necessary ? Why or why not -?

7. -How many of the group do you think will
leave the meeting and make their comments
to each, other and to. otheri within the
library on a positive note ? Why do you
think they will be positive and .not negative ?

fl

If the majority of the group feel the comments would be negative, the
roasoni why should be discussed.
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What spedireallrhappened in the meeting that would
cause these negatlie statements r.

. Case Study:

\ Case study 141, "Staff Morale," from Lowell1 might be used as a
focks for discussing approaches to improving morale. If is to be used,
the leader Would have to make copies for all participants , preferably

- distributing them at the previous meeting so that participants would hve a
a chanep to familiarize themselves with the details in advance.

D. , Summary and Briefing for
--_---7---L_Next_Meetinf=____

Unless ciz-76mnittances_and the group's interest indicate otherwise,
this would be a good place to round offthe-meeting...____Theleader should
summarize briefly the high points of the discussion, and coicalilde-by--,_
making whatever euggeStions he wishes regarding preparation for the
'next meeting.

1Mildred Hawksworth Dowell, The Management of Libraries and
Information Centers (Metuchen, N:. J.: Scarecrow, 1968), Vol. 3,
Pp:. 150-151.. '4'
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